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/lIf Icould breedhorses
as well as Roverbuildcars,
guarantee awinner every time",

A Rover is very much the sort ofcar that appeals
to people who spend their lives in the pursuit of
excel1ence.
A Rover is a thoroughbred, the result ofa long
tradition ofsaloon cars built for elegance, comfort, high
performance and safety.The Rover tradition takes in
an the rugged, cross-country virtues of the world's
most versatile vehicles, the Land Rover and Range
Rover. A Rover saloon isn't just a pretty face.
You can select the new 6-cylinder engine in the
Rover 2300 and 2600, or the
celebrated Rover VB engine in
the 3500. Whichever you
choose, you'l\ be aware of a very
up-to-date Rover characteristic:
outstanding fuel economy.
Inside, advanced engineering is complemented by elegant
comfort and Rover's traditional
attention to detail, with new
dimensions of passenger and

luggage space.The l\!=~~~~==
foomy boot can be ~
.used in three ways:
" . '\
'"
as concealed
i
luggage space;
.'
\. ~
with the detachable
floor taken out to
release even mote roomior with the rear seat folded
forward to transform the car into an estate car
with 35.4cu. ft. ofload capacity.
.
The three Rovers- 3500,
2600 and 2300-are all now
availa'tJle for early delivery.
That means there's a Rover to
suit your purpose and your
pocket.
See them at your Rover
showroom.Take a test drive.
You'll discover that Raver
have come a long way in the
pursuit ofexcellence.
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LET'S SHOOT THE TASK SETTER
This background information is
purely for the sake of newcomers
to the sport. Geoffrey started
gliding in 1936 and three years
later became the first glider pilot
to soar across the Channel. He
was British Champion in 1953 and
1959 and flew in the World
Champs in 1952, 1954 and
1956. Geoffrey, whose Gold C
No. is 14, has acted as task setter
at the London GC almost continuously for the last 11 years.

This article proposes a scheme which is similar in some
respects to that of Fred Weinholtz (S&G April, p57, "Some
Thoughts on New Contest Philosophy in Gliding") but in
some important respects it differs. It takes part of his basic
philosophy to its ultimate conclusion.
It is generally considered that racing round a prescribed
circuit is the highest form of the art of soaring and, for this
reason, it is almost the only task used in competitions today.
Compared with the kinds of tasks that used to be set this
situation is probably justified. Nevertheless, it is certainly
true that many pilots have a great deal of experience that
remains untested in present-day contests and it may be time
to consider ways of allowing them to use it in exercising
more control over their destiny.
If you think champions should be like highly trained
greyhounds with very little to occupy their minds until the
trap opens, or if you are enamoured with the present
scoring system, which aims to strip away the last shred of
chance, then you may not take to the following scheme.
If, on the other hand, you are rather tired of gregarious
gaggle flying and you would like to recapture the skill
needed for the pilot-chosen g<oal flight, without the penalty
of a retrieve, and yet retain the thrill of racing, then you are
probably already converted and are just waiting for the
chance to shoot the task setter.
Before you do this, however, let me hasten to point out
that an essential requirement for DIY task setting is a
catalogue of triangles and out-and-returns related to the
site of the contest and that one oeyour cast-off task setters is
probably just the chap to compile this, The catalogue, a set
of turning point maps and a statement of the rules would be
presented to the competitors well before th,e start of the
contest.
It may be of interest, in this connection, to know that a
catalogue of triangles and out.-and-returns has been
compiled from Dunstable. There are 23 turning points and,
in spite of the excessive amount of restricted airspace, there
are 70 usabJ.e triangles, of lengths that are fairly· uniformly
spaced between WO and 500km.
The scoring formula should b.e very simple lo understand
and memorise. Any formula is, of necessity, rather like the
recipe for a cake. It is devised by someone because they like
it and think it. will please those using it. There are no
absolute st.andards of value enabling the achievements of
speed, distance and returning to base to be weighed and
rewarded in a universally acceptable manner. Therefore,
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without further Justification, t present my favourite recipe
in the hope that you too win like it.
The basis of the scheme is that the contest be run by
allowing the competitors to choose their own closed-circuit
courses from the catalogue provided. It is suggested that the
courses be limited to triangles and out-and-returns, in order
to _limit the number of turning point photographs to be
taken. The competitors will choose the longest courses they
expect to be able to complete at a "reasonable" speed.
The reward for distance covered will be one point per
kilometre, less 25. The 25 fulfils the function of the present
X: ie it prevents deliberate final glides from the startline.
The reward for completing the course will be a bonus of
one per cent for each kilometre per hour of speed. And this
is all the pilots need to remember in connection with
scoring.
Stating this algebraically: the points gained by a pilot
who fails to complete the course are
P= D-25
where D is the distance covered in km (measured in the
currently accepted way).
The points gained when the pilot completes the course
are
P=(D-25). (I +O.OIV)
where V is his speed in kilometres per hour. This formula is
expressed graphically below. Ifhandicapping is used D and
V become the handicapping distance and speed
respectively.
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It is not essential to the scheme (,hat pilots declare their
courses before take-off, but it seems much better that they
usually be required to do so. Otherwise they would be likely
to choose courses having several possibte final turning

points, more or less in a straight line, so that they could
peel-off and come home when the therrnals, began to die.
This mighl read to pilots settling down to a daily routine
which minimised,the need to predict their performance.
Furthermore, if the declarat,ions had to be sealed, pilots
could not rely on playing follow-my-leader.
Starting the task can be done in the usual way, with
launching commencing as soon as the organisers decide, it is,
safe to do so and the starlline bein~ opened len minutes
after the last offered launch. Alternatively the old system of
pilot chosen take-off time could be used, but this method
seems very clumsy in ,comparison. The startline must face
in a direction that avoids the need for U-turns immediately
after starting and there is a similar problem with the finish

line. (Being next to the London TMA has one advantage
after all!)
White there are sure to be a few points, such as this, to be
thought about, it seems that the scheme is, in the main,
quite workable. The most important point to decide is
whether it encourages the most enjoyable and skilful
competition flying.
Gordon Camp, Chairman 01 the SGA Competitions Committee, comments: The sport
of cross-country gliding can only benefit hom constructive proposals such as this
development of the Weinholtz philosophy by 0 notable pioneer ond past National
Champion. The Competitions Committee has olready authorised Regionals to
experiment with Weinholtz ,tasks (see BGA News, p 130), We shall confine the triolto
this extent for this season, at the end of which the Committee will ovidly study the
outcome, together with Geoffrey''$ en~'any other proposels, before deciding how (if)
to formalise such tasks for the future.

Vickers-Slingsby held an open day in March when Vega" the first 8ritls'h glider to go into
production for several years, was on show and 100kin9 Impressive. George Burton,
Managing Director, said they will be in full production by early summer when a Vega will
be completed every fourda,ys. Der,ek Pi990tt flew the glider for a photographic session
, which gave us our cover picture and we are grateful to FLIGHT International for cdlowing
us to reprint Derek's article from the April 15 issue.

Flying· the Vega
My lightning visit to Slingsby to see and fly Vega scarcely
allowed time for more than a quick look round before we
put the glider together. The airbrake, flap and aileron
connections couple as the wings are pulled the final inch or
two together using a convenient lever, and just one
large-diameter pin holds the whole wing together.
Similarly, dropping the tailplane into place couples up the
elevator, so there is no chance of taking-off with a control
disconnected.
Vega's undercarriage is noticeably longer than that of
most other similar machines, giving additional wingtip and
fuselage ground clearance. This is welcome in my opmion,
for most sailplanes have far too little wingtip clearance,
which together with poor aileron response at low speed
results in many ground loops and damaged gliders. The
only unconventional feature in the cockpit is the combined
airbrake and fiap lever. A direct pull operates th.e airbrake
conventionally, but rotation of the Wrist moves the cruise
flaps, changing the camber of the wing and raising and
lowering the ailerons in harmony with the flap position.
For my first take-off there is a very light 90° crosswind,
which should give a fair test of the aileron response. I set the
flaps to the fun negative position, which raises the ailerons,
making them most effective. The take-off is uneventful,
there being ample aileron control. Lift the tail, rotate the
flap handle.to lower the lIap a little and the Vega hops off
the ground. During the tow to 3000ft I amuse myself by
getting used to the flap system. A slight grip of the control
handle releases the lock, allowing the handle to be rotated
downwards for down deflections and up against the cockpit
side to set negative ,flap for high speeds. The forces are
extremely light, and the flaps are locked at any position by
relaxing the halld grip.
The t9W hook retracts with the wheel. Its lever is con-

venientIy }'?sitioned and the undercarriage comes up easily,
locking With a reassuringly positive clunk.
I trim out, raise the flaps and accelerate forward to
position myself alongside the Super Cub for the cameraman. The unconventional flap lever still needs a few
seconds thought and I inadvertently pull the handle,
opening the airbrakes for a moment instead of lowering the
flaps.
We circle together, hoping to get some shots against the
snow-capped mountains. Within a few minutes I have
forgotten any anxieties I had about not knowing the
aircraft. The handling is crisp and absolutely straightforward, and soon I see the cameraman smiling and signalling
that he has finished his film. I have I500ft lett to explore the
handling and, raising the flaps, I run up to 126kt in a shallow
dive, feeling out the controls for any sigQ of twitchiness.
Then back to low speed again to explore the stall, which is a
non-event. I am struck by the thought that the Vega would
be useless for teaching pilots about stalling. With the stick
hard back, there is just a distinctive buffeting and not even a
really high rate of descent. There is no tendency to fall off on
a win~ during atum at. lower flnd low~r speed, ~nd I. be~in
to beheve reports that Vega Will not spin fully. Sldeshppmg
shows an improvement over that 01 most newer deSigns.
Although light. and effective, there is no tendency for the
rudder loads to reverse or lock over.
I join the circuit, drop. flaps for low-speed cruising and
lower the undercarriage. Since the approach is over water
and a formidable lookillg cliff edge, I give myself plenty of
height to try a full airbrake approach at about SOkt. The
airbrakes have the usual geometric, overcentre lock to keep
them closed but a pleasant neutral feel, enabling them to be
adjusted easily With no tendency to snatch open at high
speeds. Although not quite as effective as those on the
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Offers you the widest choice .•.

. . . And the greatest stock
PARACHUTES

ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS

Security 150 - ultra 'slim

Sperry type A 1 - 80 mm
together with transistor inverter for

pack' parachute USA.
Peakin 24 and 28 ultra 'slim pack' parachutes.

12 volt input. And Amphenol Plug.
Package deal. £ 161 •

Thomas and McElfish
24 and 28 ft. - parachutes

152882

VARIOMETERS

LARK

Cambridge Voriometers - 60 mm
and 80 mm dial, 10 knot, audio

All metal
tandem trainer

and ,Aight director 'accessories.

Winter - 60 mm and 80 mm,

NO PROBLEMS

10 knot, with speed to Ay ring,

about the value of
the POUND in
DEUTSCHMARKS.

3 second response.
PZL - WRS5 - 80 mm, 10 knot,
with speed to Ay ring.

NOPR08LEMS
aboulthe cost of
delivery. The price is
£9,31l, ex-works
K'IRKHYMOORSIDE.

NO PROaLEMS
about toe room for
YOUR knees in the
rear seat - comfort
for a 6' 4" pilot.
NO P,ROBLEMS
,on delivery ex-stock.

ALTIMETERS
Ex-Starfighters digita'l readout of 1000s
ft, single pointer for
lOOs. Highly sensitive.
Ex-R.A.f. Mk. 19 and
Mk.20.

r

TURN & SLIPS
~

~

NEW
Vega Total Energy Probe - more accurate

ex-Luftwaffe, reconditioned. £ 105.
fx.R.A.F. - 80 mm, nominally 24
volt 'but works satisfl:lclorily on 12
volls. Fitted glider rote spring. £45.

compensation less sensitivity to pitch - lightweight in red anodised high tensile aluminium alloy. £6.

~

Mlnlot""e 60 mm, 12 volt,

~

OXYGEN SYSTEMS
Vego oxygen System - complete kit ready for installation - consists of 610 litre
bottle, weighl14t Ibs. fully charged. Dual Aow rate (2 & 4 litres min.) constant flow
regulator with onloff valve, pressure gauge and 'plug in' mask tube attachment. 2
metres of high pressure oxygen pipe, low pressure mask connection tube and lightweight
oxygen economiser mask plus end connectors for brazing to the high pressure pipe.

Complete kit £ 109.
Pressure Demand Oxygen System - Ex.-U.S. Navy, pressure demand regulator,
reconditioned, incorporating pressure gauge blinkers, logether with matching mask.

BAROGRAPHS

COMPASSES
Bohli - thermai, centering compass.
£162.34
Hamilton - vertical cord compass.
£175.71.

Airpath - 60 mm, fully compensated.
£27.98.
All prices are ex-works
Parachutes 8%

+

12t% V.A.T.

Winter - 10 or 12 km, 2,4,10 hr.
rotation together with 50 foils.

£ 163.91.
OK - 40,000 ft., 12 hr. rotation,
with pocket of foils. £ 122.65.

Vickers-Slingsby are the largest stockists of gliding equipment and accessories I.n, the U.K.
Write for price list to:

VICKERS-SLINGSBY
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Kirkbymoorside, York.

Tel: 0751-31751

Telex 57911
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ASW-20 or Mosquito, they are a vast im provement on those
of first-generation glass-fibre machines.
Between flights we discuss the handling. The pitch control
seems excellent btit the rate of roll is a little disappointing,
about 4-4tsec from 45° one way to 45° the other, compared
with about three seconds on a few of the other new
machines. Designer Roy Saunders agrees and explains t.h~t
rate oholl has been sacrificed for performance and that It IS
well up to the average for the larger span machines. The
Vega aileron and flap chords have been kept to the percentages for which the aerofoil w~s. designed~ .rather t~an
increasing them and perhaps rummg the crItical lammar
flow and efficiency.
The second flight is again for photographs and we
venture confidently out over the mountains. On the way
back I try the rudder. The loads are extremely light and
there is ample control at al'l speeds. Vega proves an easy
glider to fly accurately and cirdes as if on rails, a feature
which will be popular with both beginner and expert.
Tlrte air is smooth so I run up to the VNE of 135kt, pull
up into a vast climbing zoom, then lower the cruise flap
to circle at a mere 40kt or so at the top, having gained
600-700ft. 1 try a spin using a straight stall, full
rudder,' full opposite aileron and the stick hard back. The
Vega refuses to drop a wing and wallows about indecisively
until I give up and unstall it. I try full in-spin aileron. This
time it rolls over half a turn and dives out, gaining speed
rapidly.• am flying with the CG near the middle of the
permissible range, but perhaps on the aft limit it may just be
possible to get a turn or so of a spin.

Excellent feel and harmony
r try to get a qualitative idea of stability by crudely
measuring the stick position from the instrument panel at
higher and higher speeds. The distances get marginally
shorter and the forces increase slightly, so that all seems
satisfactory. The general feel and harmony seem excellent,
combining light elevator forces with a complete lack of
twitchiness.
This time. plan a more normal approach using about
half the airbrake until the final few seconds, when I apply
full airbrake quickly. The landing is simplicity itself.
Roy would like one more test done and he loads in a pile
of lead sheet to bring cockpit weight up to the maximum.
Unlike other designs, Vega is strong enough to fly at VNE
with the cruise flaps and ailerons fully drooped. What Roy
wants is proof that the locking device will withstand the
loads trymg to push the flaps back up. Since maximum
flap-operating speeds are notoriously easy to exceed, the
Vega's limit is particularly handy for the pilot who peels off
into a steep dive withont first raising the flap. After some
reassurance that it has all been done before, I take off on my
third and last Right. By now the wind is almost nil and I try
the take-off with neutral flap, thus reducing aileron power.
Still no problem: I am satisfied that the average pilot will
manage, with little excuse for ground loops on lake-off.
I have flown almost all the latest I5m machines eJtcept the
LS-l They an have superb handling, good airbrakes and
high performance, but. they are at! cursed wi,th some design
faults or inconveniences. Vega seems to embody the best
features of each, as well as some new ideas.. Let's hope tha t
its performance is. wet! .o~er ,the magi.c 40: I gliding angl~,
and that once agaIn BntalO IS prodUCIng a really competitive satlplane.

Platypus was reading S&G in bed. Ever thoughtful of my
comfort and well-being, he handed me something with
which to occupy myself until he had digested S&G down to
the last small ad. In this case, what he handed me was the
Index to Volume XXVIII 1977, compiled by our old friend
Rika Harwood. The Index had fallen out of S&G when
Platypus picked it up.

"a quite amazing document"
Now you might not think that the Index to Volume
XXVIII is the most riveting bedtime reading around.
However, as clearly nothing more interesting was going to
present itself before Platypus had read every last syllable of
S&G, I decided to fritter away an idle hour with it. And I
have to report that the Index to Volume XXVIII is a quite
amazing document.
For instance, did you notice a letter in S&G in 1977
entitled "The Aim is for Maximum Enjoyment"? Or a
featu're by A. D. Purnell entitled "Try the Tiny Triangle"?
(As the actress said to the bishop, presumably.) A. Wills
apparently asked "How Could You Fail?", whereas M. L.
Beach confidently maintained "We Can Do It" and G.
Seibels noticed a "Disconcerting Phenomenon".
Was it just, I wondered, my overheated imagination? Or
were all the Indexes (Indices?) as full of delightful double
entendres as dear XXVIII? I rustled up XXVII, Index to
Volume, 1976, to check. I was not disappointed.
There was J. Wills, declaring "Behold the Dreamer
Cometh". Ann Welch wrote about "Too Much or Too
Little" and Ruth Tait complained "Only 270 Minutes
More". Under Record Breakers, The, we were advised "See
Also Bigger and Better".
Among the more bizarre entries was "Rodwell, R. R.
Amid the Vultures and the Kites, 164; The Press can be Very
Helpful (letter)".
The entry "A Task Week for the Over 65s" reminded me
of a story about tbe Family Planning Journal, which
announced that in the next issue they would be publishing
an article on "Sex and Contraception in the Seventies".
They were besieged by anxious correspondents who wan ted
to know if contraception were really necessary at thalt age?
Back to XXVIII, however, I felt that "Angela's Antics"
might not be out of place in Penthouse, while bondage
fetishists were catered for with "And a Lot of Rope", Mr
Hams gave it as his opinion that there is "No Substitute for
Experience".
"What are you doing?" Platypus demanded. as I giggled
to myself over some of 'he choicer items.
"Reading about 'A Plea for Regional Activity: " I quoted
to him. "I know all about the Avoidance of Arrival
Accidents."
But Platypus was fast asleep.
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THERMAL FLYING IN THE CAIRNGORMS

PETER WHITEHEAD
• EDINBURGH

There must be countless pilots who have experienced flights
over the Cairngorms in their wave season visits to Aboyne.
Did they, whilst looking down through the gaps in the
lenticulars, worry themselves with thoughts of thermal
flying amongst, and just above, those inhospitable granite
peaks?
1 am tempted to answer yes, but that the thoughts wer,e
quickly dismissed. 1 feel it is. my dUly to reveal tha't this area
is a veritable playground (adults only!) which is, as yet,
barely discovered. What has caused il to remain so is, f
think, due to several misconceptions about the area. I shall
try to correct these and leave only the psychological
barriers to prevent a pilot venturing into the mountains.
(How one's confidence in a sailplane's performance can
shrivel when confronted by granite cliffs and no view of.
land able country.)

Scotland is associated with a paucity of thermals, those
that do occur being poor cousins of sou them ones. 1 believe
this to be a myth, supported by the natural inclination of
pilots to fly along the valleys. ,I still feel a certain reluctance
to leave the security of the' Bowl of Tarland to the north of
Aboyne. Afler overcoming ,this 1 have found the thermals
over the mountains to be just as good as those encountered
in the South of England, with the added advanlage that
well defined ground features enable one to locale thermal
sources more reliably. What Scotland loses in latitude it
may gain in slope - the net eilfecl of a slope facing lhe sun is
a greater rate of heat input per unit area than would occur
on flat gwund in the SOUdl of England. Exper,ience of likely
"hot-spots" can be put to good effect. Perhaps 1 should
mention that the sink is also "good" and cannot always be
so skilfully predicted!
"But, of course, your cloud base is usually low up there,"
people say. Well, in general, over low ground it is, compared with southern conditions. But here's a secret (at least
kept a secret from me until I discovered it for myself,
though no doubt the phenomenon is documented somewhere), cloud base here often rises with rising ground, as in
Fig 2. One of my first thermal flights from Aboyne showed
me that the clO'lldbase over Morven was in the order of
500ft higher ,than that near the site. As 1 flew across the
southern slope of MorveIl, the day began to feel different the thermals felt fresher, they had life.
The story repeated ,itself 'as I edged westwards to Ben
~~~!~M';;;"";:l. Macdui, the cloud base reaching 6000ft in one patch. It was
.~. ""'" t.~~ clear that from there 1 could easily make Feshiebridge with
, no more lift. But a belting Ihermal off Cairn Toul, and then
"""'L..L-=~""",,-=""L..,_,,,_,_,_ooo_'_.---, another as 1crossed Feshie's ridge, gOI me over the gliding
The Cairngorms are possibly the largest group of confield at 5000n. I decided Ihal although I nadenjoyed Ihe
sistently high mountains in the UK. They are definitely
proximily of the peaks, 1 wanted some relief from hav,ing
mountains, not hills; they have steep sides and plateau
mountains underneath and surrounding me. 1 would return
summits which both have a good exposure of bare granite.
over lower country, via Tomintoul. A mistake. Lower
Most of the area is essentially unlandable except for the
cloudbase, down to 3000fl, scrappy lift, a field picked at
airfields at Aboyne and Feshiebridge and the major valleys
- much of the Spey valley, the Dee valley up to the Linn of
Dee, the Avon valley up (0 Tomintoul and the middle and
lower reaches of the Don. From this and Fig I it can be seen
that the furthest a pilot could be away from a landable field
is approximately ten miles (this is comforting, but difficult
MAIN STOCKISTS:
to believe when at this point).
Allowing a very con~ervative four miles per 1000~t (I still
use this over "mountains), th.is means a height loss of 2500fl
THERMAL EQUIPMENT
(maximum), and a comfortable glide from a height ,level
with the peaks to a landing fie1ld at IOOflt. When cloudbase
LIMITED
is 100ft above the highest peak there is only a snmt time of
gliding before lhougbt~ sbould turn to moving towards a
land able area via, of c()urse, suitable thermal sources. Most
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire
of the flight will be out of sight of potential: landing fields
Telephone Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359
and precise l1aviga'tion is necessary for determing the time
,tQ head for (hem.

WINTER BAROGRAPHS
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Tomintoul, followed by a scrape back to Aboyne, I had
noticed when over Feshie lbat d,oudbase over th.e Spey
valley fUl"'lher north was much lower Ihan me, but paid
little attention 10 it. That was in 1974. Three years later I
made Feshiebridge in half the time and again gave in to Ihe
desire to relurn via Tomilltoul and lower ground. Again a
difficult flight and a close thing at Tomintoul. This year I
shall stick 10 the high ground!
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The appearance of the high ground Ihigh cloud base
phenomenon is 'Shown in Fig 2. My attempt at an explanation, which I'm sure may be bettered., ,is as follows:
A thermall over low ground cools approximately adiabatically (ie no heat input after it leaves the ground nor any
heat exchange with the surrounding airmass) and condenses to form cloud soon afteril cools to d,ewpoint. A
thermal which starts Oil a sun-facing slope can rise and
remain nttached 10 the heated ground at the same t,ime by
moving up the slope, This allows further input of energy as
it rises. Once it ''''takes-off'' it should, of course, cool
approximately adiaba'tically, bUI ils elevated starting temperature will allow it to rise rmther before cooling to the
dewpoint.

The effect of Ihe sun on a Scottish slope, especially if
there is plenty of rock there, should not be underestimated.
One November day the temperature on Morven's summit
was below O"C. On the walk down, just lOOOft lower, it was
warm enough for me to strip down to my T-shirt. On the
way up I had told rny companion very confidently that
"there will be a thermal e!oud above this slope by the time
we come down", thinking that if there wasn't one she would
have by then forgotten aoou! my prophecy, and if there was
one I could POillt it out and accept the praise due to such
wisdom! There was a cloud, very tatty, which was just as
well because I have since learned she has a very good
memory!
Although th,is is the boldest lopography this country can
offer, it is admittedly no match for, say, the French Alps.
However, scale when applied to thermal soaring is usually
inversely proportional to its excitement value. The Cairngorms do have their advantages, then, others being cheapness and lack ,of language difficulties (debatable?). Similarly, whilst lacking some of the attraclions of the Cote d'Azur,
the area has plenty to offer the non-pilots and those
grounded, One consolation - even in summer - if the
thermals are absefll, is lha! wave occasionally takes their
place. That wave only appears in the "wave season" is
another myth, but that is another slory , ..
Pilots inlerested in cross-country flying Fn the Caimgorms
should have subs,tantial cross-country experience and
probably have become tired of frantic ,triangles over
countryside which has become almost irrelevant. Because
the chance of landing out is ever present, pilots should be
proficient and experienced in field-landings before attempting such flights. Further information on operations at
Aboyne, now operating two tugs !thwugh the summer, may
be obtained from Alan Middleton, Deeside Gc. Aboyne,
Aberdeenshire,
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We know you:re a :sports entllu~ills~O WhV Q9tjoin
in the water .sport that is tlij(ing Europe by storm.
A sun board with a mast and ~i!iI'js simplicity itself:
Off the roof rack, in rnjn~tes afld yolf're slicing through
th~ waves on .a gentle breeze' or flying up to '20 mph.
Shours at ao af,'lprqv~9 windsurfer'schO,ol and you're
i'nfba,.•new"exhilarating WOrld.
WINDSURFER DEALERS & SCHOOLS
DYFED
NOTTS
Windsurfer South Wales, Mansfield Marine Ltd.,
Candy Corner,
The Old Methodist
Saundersfool.
Chapel,
Telephone 0834 813624 Chesterfield Road.
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
ESSEX
Pleasley,
Wenlworth Windsurfels.
Sailcraft Ltd .•
Manslield.
103 Burme, Road.
Waterside.
Telephone 0623 811103
Pete.bofOugh
Brightlingsea
Telephone 0733 62858
SCOTLAND
Telephone 020630 3646 Castle Sween Bay
CLEVELAND
GLOUCESTERSHIRE Hohduys Ltd.,
Northern Sailbo8tS.
The Windcraft Co, Ltd.,
Ellary.
Boalhouse Lane,
Sion Lane.
Lochgllphead.
Stockton.
eris1018.
Argvll,
Telephone 0642 64427
Telephone 0272 37870
Telephone
CORNWALL
KENT
08803 232 or 209
Bizs" Surf Shop,
Sandgate International
SUSSEX
1 a Molesworlh Street,
Windsurfjog
School,
Surf 'N' Sail,
Wadebridge.
97 Sandgate High Street, 66 Susans Road,
Telephone 020881 2024
Folkestone.
Eastbourne.
West Cornwall Windsurfer Telephone 0303 30110
Telephone
School,
LANCASHIRE
Easlbourne 22595
19 Old B,idge St,eet,
Campamarena Holidays, Chichester Windsurfer
T,uro.
1 a Fowler Street,
School,
Teiephone 0872 4087
Fulwood,
4 Parchment Street,
CUMBRIA
Preston.
Chichester.
Northern Supplies.
Telephone 0772 716061 Telephone 0243 694914
SI, Georges Square,
LONDON
Barrow in Furness.
WEST MIDLANDS
Racing Sailboats,
Deadline Windsurler,
Telephone 0229 24740
553 BattelSea
Ashron House.
DEVON
Pa,k Road. SW11.
67 Compton Road,
Harbour Spons
Telephone 01-2285911 Wolverhampton.
Paignlon.
NORFOLK
Telephone 0902 23309
Soulh Quav,
Trident
Maritime,
The Harbour.
CHANNEL ISLANDS
94 St. 8enedicls.
Paignton•.
C & E Powell.
NOlwich NOR 24J
Telephone 0803 550180
La Chaumie,e.
Telephone 0603 26069
La Ma,e Oenis.
DORSET
NORTHUMBERLAND St. Martins.
Poole Windsutfer
Newton Windsurfjng
Guernsey.
Centre,
Centre,
Telephone 0481 38883
111 Commercial Road.
Newton-by·the-Sea,
Parkstone.
Alnwick.
Poole.
Telephone 0665 76666
Telephone ParkSlone
741744
BEDFORDSHIRE
Clifton Marine.

33 Midland Road.
Telephone 0234 52737

...... The orisinal,and
~ EuropesJeadjng
sail&oard.
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RO IN 4 0/180R
To tow a glider to 1300 feet", to descend, release the cable and
land, all this in less than 2 minutes...
It is neither a record, nor a stunt but just routine for the Robin
"REMORQUEUR" because it climbs at 800 ft/mn with a single
seater in tow, and no less than 650 ft/mm with a K13 two seater!
Particularly strong, able to use any surface
and needing only limited servicing the
180HPLycomingequiped"REMOROUEUR"
is not an aircraft that can tow occasionaly,
but a tug which can, any time. become a fast
130 Kts 4 seater plus luggage, with a
comfort seldom equalled and a 400 N.M.
range.
An advantage which the club's treasurer will
view with glee...
The Robin "REMORQUEUR" is extensively
used and universally liked in Europe,notably
in Germany where it has been chosen

by German Champion Hans Werner
Grosse and all leading glider manufacturers
such as Schempp-Hirth, Grab, Schneider,
Schleicher, etc... and in Italy where the
National Aero Club is reequiping its clubs
with "REMORQUEURS".
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Aerodrome de DIJON/DAROIS
FONTAINE-LES-DIJON
Tal. : (80) 31.61.01 Telex: 350-818

a.p. 87 - 21121

Write, phone or call
ROBIN SA
for your nearest dealer

ACCIDEN
PREVENTI!
BILL SCULL

o

On the face of it who has control at any time in a glider or
an aeroplane is clear cut; the instructor says to his student
"YOlf have control" when he wants the student to fly the
glider. When the instructor wants to take control from his
student he says "I havecontm]" which will, .f the student
has been properlY trained, evoke the response "you have
control"~. Sometimes, however, the situation may not be as
clear cut as that, especialIy when the student hasn't been
disciplined or encouraged to give the response when the
instructor takes control from him or, on occasion, when the
work load is high. It is in the latter situation that problems
can arise.
One of the first instances in which most instructors will
learn about this confusion is the simple case of a wing
dropping on take-off. The student doesn't recognise this
and the instructor "helps" him by exerting a pressure on
the stick to raise the wing. What occasionally happens,
probabl,y because the student doesn't recognise the source
of this force, is that he resists it, whereupon the instructor
exerts a greater force which meets with an equal and
opposite reaction from the student. The consequences are
not usually serious if the wing cannot be raised because the
instructor can always pull the release and abandon the
take-off. This example should raise some doubts in your
mind as to the desirability of helping students with the
controls; if it does no more than to stimulate thought
regarding other possible situations and consequences then
it will have done its job.

"freezing on the controls"
It is not difficult to imagine other and worse cIrcumstances. Assisting a student with the elevator has
possibly dire consequences which, taken to extremes, result
In the student "freezing on the controls". Freezing on the
controls seems to happen to instructors in the early stages
of their experience - the first year or two - and may arise
because the student is subject to too high a workload or put
into too stressful a shua'tron. To either of these the
remaining ingredient would seem to be helping the student
with the Controls made worse by the confusion of "who has
control". Prevention being better than cure I suggest that
the first requirement is increased emphasis on the "I have
control" /"~ou have control" exchange. What happens
when the instructor takes control is that the student may
continue to "follow through" Uargon for "rest your hands
and feet lightly on the controls and don't resist any
movements that I make"). This follow through is perfecHy
acceptable except when the high work load or high-stress
situation arises and here the student may start to resist the
illstruc~o~'s control inputs. If the student's control inputs
are resl~ttng the start of a turn, the recovery ffOm a stall or

BILL SCULL,
Senior National Coach,
puts the question -

WHO HAS
CONTROL?
spin or any other unusual attitude, then obviously the
consequences can be disastrous; recent serious or fatal
accidents have had more tban a suspicion of this factor.
The risk is reduced when the instructor takes cor-trol by
insisting that the student tak'es his hands and feet off.
If su.bsequent~y you want him .to follow ~hr~>ugh. because
you think he may learn somethIng, then inVIte hIm to do
so. Should you be faced with a genuine case of freezing on
the controls realise that strength alone will not provide a
solution - especially if you are a seven stone weakling and
your student is the 14 stone anchorman for tne local
tug-of-war team; even if the reverse were true it might still
not be possible to overcome the student. In fact the only
solution might be a sharp rap on the knuckles (difficult in a
tandem two-seater) or a clip on the ear - you can always
apologise afterwards. I would stress that the need for this
sort of attack is rare, if only to discourage unprovoked
assaults on students in general.
For the instructor under training these considerations
are ones which we are at pains to point out. "Freezing" is
difficult to simulate during instructor training - that is with
any degree of realism. One of my particularly interesting
gliding moments occurred in just this sort of exercise; the
student instructor in question couldn't have weighed more
than llOlb and was rather slim and lovely (a girl if you
haven't guessed already) for whom I wanted to highlight
the risks of "freezing on the controls". In the circuit at
800ft or so I clutched the stick to my stomach, said "I've
frozen on the controls - what are you going to do about it?"
and waited to see what would happen. I successfully
resisted her attempts to prise my hands off the stick but
defended myself when she set about boxing my ears. Later
she told her CFI what she would have done had that not
worked, but I'll let you speculate about that!
To summarise then the risks may be minimised by:
l. Keeping the student's work load to a moderate level
until he is competent at and confident in what he is
doing - all to do with rate of progress.
2. Try to avoid "helping" the student with the controls
when the consequences of fighting each other for control
are serious (any time the glider is airborne).
3. Try to encourage a positive exchange of control with the
command/response "I have control" I"you have
control".
4. Do not ask the student to "follow through" unless there
are definite benefits from doing so, ie an element of
demonstration such as rounding out, kicking off drift,
etc.
5. Be aware that trying to progress the student too quickly
is stress inducing as are awkward-height launch failures
for the first few attempts and stalling and spinning for
all time (possibly); that stress, fright or fear may all
produce the response of "freezing on the controls".
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Human Side ofGliding
KEITH NICHOLS examines what flying actually does to us.
It was not my intention to appear complaining, but as things
have turned out my article starts off with a complaint. It's
just that my ten years in gliding have led me to the
conclusion that gliding pe0ple do a terrible job of communicating about the experience of l?liding. We do well
with the events, techniques and machlOes - the chatter at
the clubs and the volumes ofS&G bear witness to that. Yet
it is rarely thal words are exchanged,. or an article appears
which really catch what; 10 me, is lhe mosl essential quality
of gliding. Namely, that it is an extraordinarily powerful
experience which .generates a great deal of feeling across the
spectrum of the emotions. Most of us must share in this
experience, yel somehow we manage to achieve a collusive
silence about il. I can't help comparing the evocative
celebration of flying in Bach's beok A gift of Wings and
feeling that we miss oul badly by our siknce.
Why should Ihis be so? I could bore you with some
personal theories, but it is probably the wrong time and
place for that 1 would though, like to register my belief that
lhere is room for more 011 the expermental side of gliding in
our journal. And lhalthe move men I might well be enriched
if occasionally we gol away from diaries of competition or
wave flights, comparative performance statistics and so on
and exchanged a little on what the flying aclually does to us.
I have to say that, because it is just exacdy what I hope to
persuade the editor to allow me to do in the following
paragraphs.
I fly an Olympia 463 at North H ill in Devon. It's a sweet
little aircraft, the type of glider one can get very attached to;
neat, small and robust. After his first flight in it, one of my
syndicate described it as like a naughty pony. He hit on
something that I had never formulated in words before, but
I knew exactly what he meant. On the wire, or behind the
tug, the Olympia jumps off the ground and has to be
positively held down. In lively air it frisks and fidgets and
notices everything the wings encounter, and in turns it loves
to race around at an undisciplined 55kts. I often think of the
naughty pony analogy when 'I'm flying, it catches the feeling
of being in the Olympia. Butlhe heavy hand of discipline On
the trim soon resolves the problem· of authority - rather
reminiscent of those tiresome dressage competitions. You
would be amazed if you knew how fond of the Olympia I
am, I could readily hug it. But Devonians tend not to care
for that sort of thing too much and since I'm surrounded by
them at the club, it's necessary to be card~ul. It is a small
constraint, and it does not detract from the memory of some
good flights. Nothing extravagant. I've long since adjusted
to the reality that with my present level of application, I'll
probably never be much good - in S&G terms anyway. But
If it is a soaring day it usually turns out that we can get
ourselves up, and stay up.
In the recent seasons I have often occupied myself musing
about the gliding experience, and have become aware of
three of my reactions in particular. One of these is best
described in a brief flight anecdote.
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Last May we had a day at North H ill which looked full of
promise yet by nOOIl nobody had got away. I was launched
by winch and followed the plan of the earlier flights by
0thers that day searching over the fields Ibehind our west
ridge. It looked like a wipe out, but finally at 600n there was
zero sink. Then began a 15 minute struggle. The Betgfalke
and Swallow came up and milled af0und nearby, with a
similar fate I was relieved to observe. On the whore rm not
noted as a tenacious low revel warer, so it was fortuitous
that as my resolve was failing I made a bad tempered SOl
yard shift to the east, and was suddenly sat in a narrow, but
beautiful, "four knotter".

"a growing feeling oftriumph"
You must all know the thrill of suddenly running into a
good thermal and ascending in ten minutes to 4000fl. On a
clear day the sensation of being lifted up in a column of air
that bubbles with energy and life under you is an unrivalled
experience. For me, as the land below unfolds to view, there
is a growing feeling of triumph. But on this day it was tinged
with something else to make it one of my favourite gliding
emotions. Both the Bergfalke and the Swallow had run into
sink and fallen down. Another single-seater launched and
also fell down.
There I was at 4000ft with everybody else on the ground,
and my reasonable feeling of triumph turned into an
~ppalling, villainous gloating. It's so uncharitable and quite
mexcusable, but I do love those moments when I'm up and
all the others are down. It had the same effect :is, on another
occasion, when I floated around at cloud base of 5000ft
above a huge traffic jam on the MS. One is briefly in a
different league of humans, symbolised by the s0litary
ownership of a developing cumulus.
However, it is only one of my favourite feelings, and
really, I'm not t~at unsociable. For .J e'Jually lo,,:"e the
moments of shanng a thermal and climbIng up WIth an
identified friend. Tt is a time 0f great companionship, despile
the act.ual physical separation. Or the several occasions
when I've had the privilege of climbing alongside one of the
buzzards that livein the woods nearby. MomentsofbeiJng an
apprentice trailing behind the master with an admiring
respect.
But despite this my relationship with gliding has not
always been an easy one. For the second set of reactions I
want to talk of is negative feelling. In particular the bothersome and intrusive response of tense anxiely. There have
been times when my confidence has failed to the point when
I have had to drag myself into the glider - and hated every
minute of it. How many of my club members have days like
this I wonder? It's difficult to tell, little is said. Some casual

observations of pre-flight tension suggests that I'm not
alone.
The particularly destructive feeling is one of being in a
very unsafe plac~, a tense insecurity. Mostly it is on violent,
sometimes grey, windy days. The Olymp'a Loses its hospitable appeal, pitching, bucking, and making alarming creaks
as it lurches down in off the clock sink, or is tipped over by a
vicious bump. The awareness of the forces involved, and the
frailty of a wooden glider becomes very sharp. It feels very
unsafe. I ,cannN help being nervously preoccupied with rhe
landing to come, as well. On such days, with the wind in the
west, it is necessary to smash through the severe turbulence
that is created over ,our approach. One has to cope with a
wind gradient that strips you of your 60kts 10 leave you
vulnerable at 40kt, still fighting grimly with turbulence that
calls for the opposition of futl aileron.
My own experience is that this raised sense of exposure to
risk can be very disabling. It provokes a regression to earlier,
less co-ordinate flyin~ habits. At worst, a hesitancy 0\0 bank
steeply, a foot tremblIng on the rudder, and a final panicky
turn out of sink with a hand gripping the control column in a
neurotic tetany. But when down again ,there is the dispirited
feeling of defeat, and the anger at having been dominated by
primitive insecurities which should have been mastered

"predatory feelings gaining
ground on me. "
year's ago. For in reality, the only real hazard is that the pilot
has allowed himself to be influenced by unrealistic estimates
of risk. Is it just me? I don't know, but I've seen some pretty
grim faces and rather rigid looking bodies launched in the
fast few years on difficult days. To be honest, I suppose such
reaclions are a:hnost history for me now, bu t they are never
that far away, and if it has not been possible to fly for a few
weeks I can feel these predatory feelIngs gaining ground on
me.
The third reaction interests me most. It is to do with the
extent that gliding has invaded my life to establish a now
very powerful grip on my thinking and behaviour. (I
suppose this is the moment to confess that my preoccupation
wiUl reactions and feelings is because I'm a psychologist but please itry not to hold it against me.) The World Health
Organisation describes an addiction as an excess of consumption with definite feelings of dependency and distress
at Withdrawal. Well- I think I have an addiction problem. I

can't stop thinking about gliding. Intrusive fantasies clutter
my consciousness; the vario at 6kt, the white edges and grey
bases of a cloud street, the sounds and feel of turning hard
into a thermal. like other addictions it creates social
difficulties. People in my life are so bored with my endless

Hbare/y bring myselfto talk
to people. "
gaz,ing out of the window at the sky. (Some acid comments
were made at a staff mee.ling the other day.)
Not long ago I had to work on a day that I had set aside fOr
a trip to the club and the pursuit of ,five hours. My bad
tempered acting out as a resl!llt is an embarrassment to recall.
The sign~ficant thing was that only six days before J had
flown for over
hours and come down quite satiated with
flying. It had been a marvellous flight. Very buoyant but
with a lowish cloud base .and some big gaps. I remember a
nice moment when I was flying in formation with the K-6
and Bergfalke over Cullomptol1 and a Canberra, just up
from Exeter, flew close to us and dipped. his wings. It was a
tiring day though, nothing bUI endless turning with a few
scattered breaks. After over three hours, I felt terr,ibly tired
and increasingly light headed, and So reluctantly fell back on
the obvious front heading our way as an excuse to abandon
the five hour tar~et. Yet within that shOrl t'ime of six days a
need to be back m good therm!G air-again had built up to a
level that quite distorted my interpersonal behavfour! ] was
running a course for two days, a course that I had planned to
get out of, but failed. My hope was that it would rain On tne
now abandoned day for a second go at five hours. It didn't. It
was marvellous. And I became so angry and gripped by such
a distracting need for my glider lhat ] could barely bring
myself to talk to people.. Which, since it was a course on
effective interpersona'l relations, was most unfortunate.
Now, rather like the alcoholic who keeps a secret bottle of
spirits in the cistern, I'm beginning to sneak olf for seCret
visits to the club, and if these are blocked by unexpected
visitors, events or commitments, I just do not function at all
well. It's a restless nagging feeling oflonging that can be very
disturbing. With this problem I know I'm' nol on my own.
Stolid Devonians or. n?t, I've seen some pretty impr.ess}ve
tantrums at North Hill m the last year or two when a Similar
need in others has been obStructed.
Should it be. by the way, that somebody decides to Set up a
caring body called Thermalers Anonymous, don't bother
inviting me - for though I might appear to be ending with a
complaint, in actual fact, it's a boast.
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all pilots, can read-but the BEST PILOTS read

Sailplane & Gliding
Tile magazine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs
in Ct. Britain, olternatively send £4.90 postage included
for on annual subscription to the British Gliding Association, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, leicester.
Single copies, including postage BOp.
Red leather-cloth binders 10 toke copies of the mogazine are
ovoiloble.

Prlc. £2.00, £2.40 including post.

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA:
T. R. BeosleYi Sooring Supplies, PO' Box 621.
S't, Lourenl, P,Q, Conodo, H4L4V9
SOUTH AFRICA:
Peter Eich, PO Box
Tronsvool.

82707,

Southdole

2135, Johonnesburg,

HOLLAND:
Aeropress (Ary Ceelen) P Stockmonsloan 53, Eindhoven 4508.
USA ond 011 other Countries
Poyoble in either Sterling £4.90 Or US$9.50 butlnternotionol Money
Orders preferred, direct to the British Gliding Associotion.
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ASTIR CLUB
ASTIR STANDARD
SPEED ASTIR 11
TWIN ASTIR
TWIN ASTIR TRAINER
Multi-seater U.i<: -r4l(;Qrd April, 1978
100 km triangle 92 k;;Yh, C. Rollings
subject to conlirmation

U.K. REPAIR AGENT AND SPARES STOCKIST fOR THE ASlIR RANGE

CHILTERN- SAILPLANES LTD.
INSTRUMENTATION
TRAILER FITTINGS

INlTIAL & ANNUAL
Cs of A - RESPRAYS

REPAIRS TO ALL
TYPES

BOOKER AIRFIELD, NR. MARLOW, BlicK-S- $L'~bR:'

__A_"~cess from'M4' and M4~O~"'::
.. ~T~E~L:·.:]W~II~"1t41"~~' .~4~.~51i

The complete welding service to
glider pilots
• ALL WELDING UNDERTAKEN

• WELDING EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIED - AND SERVICED
• CUSTOM BUILT TRAILERS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES BOTH FULLY COMPLETED
AND IN KITS

STOP PRESS:
TWIN ASTIR TRAILER
NOW AVAILABLE
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Know the dangers of waterballast tank systems

RICHARD H. JOHNSON

,

The carriage of waterballast in glider wing tanks is now a
common and popular practice with modern sailplanes,
especially during the summer months when the thermals are
large and strong. During recent years the size of these tanks
has become increasingly larger, with 15 metFe and Open
Class sailplanes now carrying about 3UU and 45Ulbs ofwater,
respectivel.y. Stalling speeds naturally increase considerably
when carrying such ballast loads, and it is important that the
tug pilot be informed so that he can plan a safe take-olf and
tow procedure for both the towplane and glider.
The waterballast tanks are almost universally located in
the wing leadin~ edges ahead of the main spar. This is the
normallongitudmallocalion for the glider's design centre of
gravity so that the addit,ion of tRe waterballast has little
effect on the sailplane;s eG.
There are two types of ballast tanks in common use, the
integral type and the flexible bag type systems. Both can
cause dangerous flight problems and pilots should be aware
of these hazards.
The modern integral tank is usually trouble free, except
for annoying small leaks occasionally. These tanks use the
wing upper and lower wing surface skins for the tank proper,
and a plug type dump valve is usually provided on the lower
inboard wing surface for jettisoning the water. The
Schweizer 1-35 and modern Schempp-Hirth sailplanes are
provided with this integral wing tank ballast system.

Can cause a lateral unbalance
The common problem here is for the dump valve not to
seal completely, allowing a slow leak. These valve leaks can
be easily sealed by application of a waterproof grease to the
valve seat surfaces before the tanks are filled. Boat trailer
wheel bearing grease or lip balm are excellent for this
purpose. Large leakages can cause a lateral unbalance
problem, but this is seldom significant unless a landing is
made without dumping the remaining water.
The majority of the gliders use the wing mounted flexible
bag waterballast systems, and this type is much more
capable of endangering the pilot and sailplane. A serious
danger, experienced by at least three US pilots last summer,
is that of a fragile bag's massive rupture while in flight. The
types involved were an ASW -19, ASW -20 and IS-3, all with
factory installed waterballast systems. There the large
volume of water from the ruptured tanks ran through the
wingroot rib access holes and rapidly filled up the well
sealed cockpit area. This in turn caused the glider to become
so nose heavy that control was quite marginal. Had the
majority of.the water run into the aft portion of the fuselage,
the tail heaviness could have caused a truly disasterous
situation with a complete loss of control.
The key to safety here is to use well made tanks fabricated
from materials and methods not subject to massive in-flight
rupturing. An alternative would be to seal the wingroot rib
sufficiently so that in the event of a rupture, tlte water would
not rush into the fuselage but would be contained within the
wing.

A second type of problem can happen with the flexible
bag tanks. This occurs when the water bag shifts inboard
during flight in turbulent air causing the bag outlet to
become blocked by a fold in the tank material. The problem
appears wben tlle ballast jettison valve is opened and only
one wing tank can empty. This happened to me last summer
after completing the last day's task at Hobbs with my PIK20.
Fortunately, I had the big runway to land upon, and upon
which to helplessly drag the heavy wing during the final half
of the landing roll. I could have really been in trouble had I
been making an off-field landing into a limited area.
Because of the good lateral control systems of most modern
15 metre sailplanes, it is not very easy to recognise the fact
that one has a lateral unbalance wbile in flight. During a
take-off or a landing the unbalance becomes quite obvious.
Even though full aileron control is promptly applied the
heavy wing wm quickly fall to the ground at airspeeds below
about 30kt or so, the speed depending on the magnitude of
the unbalance and aileron effectiveness.
A fix for the bag shift problem, that I plan to try, is to bond
a small pulley or eye fitting to the wingspar inside the wing D
tube at a point outboard of the end of the ballast bag. By
attachin~ a light cord to the outboard end of the bag and
running It around the pulley then back out the root rib access
hole, one can both pull the bags into place when installing
them and secure them in a fully extended position by tying
the cord well at the rOot rib. The factory PIK 201l bags should
work. well in this man~er as they are strong ba~s, fabri~ated
of faIrly heavy matenal and are already eqUIpped With a
large brass gromet at the end of each bag. This hopefully
will simplfy the bag installations and prevent future
blockages of the outlets.
One additional point of caution is that one should be very
careful not to seal off the integral type tank air vents,
especiaUy if the tanks are either empty or only partly full.
The danger is that an air pressure differential will build up
in the tanks while c1imbi,ng. This pressure differential can
easily reach a sufficient magnitude to structurally damage
the tank and/or wing. Normal atmospheric air pressures
change roughly Jpsi for each IOOOft of altiWde change. This
load may not seem large, but when considering that a tank
planform area exposed to these pressure differentials
usually contains several thousand square inches of surface,
enormous air pressure loadings can easily be reached. This
pressure loading could cause the wing skms or shear web to
separate from the spar caps, and this in turn could cause the
wing to be greatly weakened.
Air pressure loadings can be avoided with unvented
flexible bag type tanks if care is taken to suck out excess air
in the bags, either before or after filling. To take-off with a
large air volume trapped in unvented bags could lead to
their rupture and/or the above described wing damaging
loadings.
It should be obvious that very destructive pressure
loadings will be reached if the tank contents are allowed to
freeze. Remember that flights with waterballast do expose
the pilot to a number of new problems. for this reason
pilots with low experience levels should not load their
gliders with ballast until they have sufficient ability to cope
with the added weight and potential hazards.
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DEREK PIGGOTT, who was a guest at the Soaring Society of America National Convention in
February, gives his impressions of this superbly organised event.

The Soaring Convention in Washington
Imagine a hall like a miniature Earls Court with a collection of the latest sailplanes, all bright and shiny: ASW·20,
the PIK, Mosquito, LS-3, Mini Nimbus, Twin Astir,
Schweizer 2-33 and 1-35; HP-18; IS-28, IS-29 and the
IS-28M, plus several new home-built gliders, motorised
gliders and hang gliders, all in one place and with no
barriers to stop you putting your sticky fingers on the
canopies! That was just one aspect of the Convention. The
human side, 900 soaring enthusiasts and pundits all joining
in with the d,iscussions and talks on almost every aspect of
soaring, aB day and every day for four whole days!
. On top o.f all ~his, imagin.e America.n hospitality, generosity and fnendlmess, the hke of which I had never seen
before - and now people keep asking me whether I enjoyed
myself.
Out of the blue I received a letter from Tom Knauff of the
American Instructors' Panel inviting me to attend and talk
about instructing and Lasham. How could I refuse when I
had always hoped to have the chance to go to the States and
explain why it is not a good idea to let students fly into the
ground instead of holding off properly, as well as many
other things? Before long I was committed to giving three
sessions on various topics and the 3000 mile journey was
~ing taken for granted.
A major problem during the actual Convention was that
there were usually two talks going on at the same time and
inevitably they were both by real experts and couldn't be

missed. I went to one and my 'tape-recorder went to the
otber. How could one afford to miss Wolf Lemke the
designer of the LS-3 discussing future developments, Karl
Striedieck talJking about his WOO mile ridge flights (see S&G
August 1977, p153, "Never Say Die - Another 1616km") or
Dick Johnson on improving his PIK.? All fantastic characters who I would have liked to talk to for hours but who in
the rush and hurly-burly I scarcely met.
.
Incidentally, it is only when you meet and Ilisten to Dick
Johnson thatYQu realise the debt of gratitude we all owe to
him for his independent testing of the performance of so
many of our modern mach,ines. After hstening to him I
couldn't fail to get up and thank him on behalf of British
gliding.
The actual organisation was incredible. Everything
started on time, nothing broke down and it seemed difficult
to tell how it was being organised or who was behind it all.
The only minor fumble occurred when literally hundreds of
people all tried to attend one of my talks and the room,
although large, was far too small. Miraculously, within
minutes, a bi~ger lecture theatre had been commandeered
and we were m business with ev,eryonecomfortably sealted.
Even spending every evening talking and meetin~ people,
there still wasn't enough time to discuss everythmg. Old
Lashamites such as John Hearn and Val Brain seemed
in the thick of the organisation but I suspect the real genii
were Jimmy Haynes and Burt Soloman. There were glum

~
mosquito B
Flapped 15 metre sailpl ne from Glasflugel

NOW
*

523 Ibs. Empty Weight
(Agent's new ship with optional large wheel)

*

New Wing/Fuselage Junction with moving
flap fairing

*
*
*

Modified Tailplane for less drag

*

Bigger Battery Box (17 amp/hr capacity)

Very Effective Heel operated wheel brake
Larger Instrument Panel

AS BEFORE

Details from Tony Hanfrey
5 Audum Cose, Burghfield Common, Reading, Berks. Tel. 0735 29 2544
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*
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*

Top Performance

*

Comfortable with in-flight seat back
adjustment

*

Well planned battery and equipment
storage

Easy to fly and flel'd 'land
Simple to rig with automatic control
coupling

looks the day before the Convention when we heard the
forecast for heavy snowfalls and realised tha't on'ly one
glider had arrive? Would the others get through, would
anyone travd in such conditions? They would and Ihey did,
some driving or fiying thousands of miles.
After the Convention we were again the guest of Burt and
Ruth Soloman since we just had to spend another two days
in the Smithsooian Air and Space Museum. They were
wonderful bostsand kindty put us up in their house, fed us
and showed us the highlights of Washington. Bert has an
LS-I and is a keen pilot with the Mid Atlantic Soaring
Association, the organising body for the Convention .
MASA is not a commercial gliding school but a gliding club
as we know them.

Saw the'famous ridge
Our next move was to Ridge Soaring Inc which is run by
Tom Knauff and Doris. Not only did they put us up and
feed us but kindly lent us a car in Washington to save us
time and expense in travelling the 200 miles or so to their
home in State College, Pennsylvania. The snow was deep.
making it out of the question to fly, but we called in at Karl
Streidieck's house and saW the famous ridge which Tom and
Karl use for their long, high speed ridge runs. Incidentally,
the ridge itself is: only about 600ft high, is heavily wooded
and screened by another hill only a mile or so upwind.
Ridge Soaring Inc is an all aerotowing airstrip parallel to
and at the foot of the hill, so you just need a low launch and
olf you go for a quick 500km out-and-return, that is if the
wind and weather allGw.
On the Sunday I showed a film to the soaring enthusiasts
who gathered from miles around and we chatted about
Lasham and the usual topics. I also met Bill Brown - famous
for being the designer of the first really good model aero
engine, the Oraen Junior. Now a soaring pilot, he still makes
motors and he showed us some baby C02 engines.
Tom Knauff, who owns and runs the school there, is a
really go-ahead instr~ctor and holds three Diamonds, all
achieved in a 1-26(about Oly 28 performance). Doris is also
a keen pilot with records and Diamonds to her credit.
Incidentally, all the commercial operators I met were

obviously keen soaring pilots and instructors and did not
have a totally commercial outlook on gliding. I guess that
gliding instruction, even in the USA, is not an easy way to
make a fortune. As in the UK, so much depends on the
weather and the sites where fiying is only possible in the
summer have a hard time. The instructors need full
commercial and instructor ratings and have to take quite
involved examinations set by the FAA.
With the excuse that they needed some glider spares,
Tom and Doris drove us several hundred mires to Elmira,
the Schweizer plant, where we were immediately welcomed
by Paul Schweizer who was to look after us over the next
few days. Within minutes I was invited in to an important
board meeting (or so it seemed) with heads of departments,
Paul, Bill and Ernie Schweizer and their staff.
We discussed glider types, motor gliders and brakes and
flaps, beginners' gliders and many other topics before going
home to meet Paul's wife and ex-champion glider pilot,
Ginny.
Next day was a rest with a meeting in the afternoon with
Bemie Carris and his fiying instructors. Later that evening
we drove up to Harris Hill, the famous soaring site, where I
gave another chat and film show to the club members, many
of whom I had met ten years ago when I flew the T-53 in
their Nationals Championships.
Once again we felt the urge to move on and witb Toronto
only 250 miles away and friends there. it was a surprise and
great pleasure to be able to visit them. This was made
possible by Jim Short (sales executive for Schweizer Sailplanes) who insisted on lending us his own car. (I suspect at
some considerable inconvenience to himself.)
Toronto had changed since 1943 but still the same
incredible hospitality was pressed on us. Then once again
the long drive back to Elmira and a late night chatting to
Paul and Ginny about soaring past and present.
Next morning we left for New York with Jim and hi~wife.
Can you imagine anyone offering to drive you from London
to Edinburgh to catch a plane? This is what American
hospitality means.
In retrospect it is impossible to thank all those people who
made this trip possible. It was a wonderful Convention,
super organisation and such hospitality. What about ideas
for organising the first European Soaring Convention in
London?

1 S Meter Glass Fibre flapped A I C
Max. nying wt.
Wing loading
Best glide angle
Min. sink
Empty weight
Water ballast
Wing area

990 Ibs.
6.5 to 9 Ibs per sq 11.
I in 42 at 64 kts.
1.12 kts at 40 kts.
520 Ibs.
24.2 Ibs.
108'sq ft.

The DG200 has coupled naps and ailerons like the Kestrel with pawerlul
top sUlla(e airbrokes and landing nap selected position.

DG 100 15 lI'leter Standard Class Ale
Wing loading
Bes! glide angl'e
Min. sink
Empty weight .
Water Ballasl
Wing area

5.6 to· 7.75 Ibs per sq It.
1 in 39.2 at 60 kts.
1.09 kts at 38 kts.
500 Ibs.
Ibs.
118.4 sq It.
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PRICE REDUCTION ON DG 100
TWO DG 200 OPTIONS LEFT FOR '78

Sole U.K. Agent ...

AUSTIN AVIATION
'or IpCIr•• and· .rltpair. contact Doncast.r Sailplanes.

DG 200 - Demonstrator at Sutton Bank.
• DG 200 southern area demonstrator based at Booker
Telephone Ted Lusted, High Wycombe 881430.

122 MAIN STREET . STlLLlNGTON . Nr YORK
Telephone Easingwald 810255
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GLIDER INSURANCE
- an Underwriter's Viewpoint
MICHAEL LEON

Very many glider owners and club Tr~asurers ~ust ~e
concerned and worried at the steep JOcrease 10 then
insurance premiums over the least year or so. They must. be
wondering why it has hap.pened after a penod of stabilIty.
To answer this one must go ba'ck about five years. At th~)t
time it was rare to be asked toinsme a glider over £7500 111
value and there were very few glass-fibre machines around.
Repair costs were lower with I,abour in the region of £3.00 an
hour. Nowadays over 60% are glas.s-fibre, they a:e very
sophisticated and therefore complIcated to .repalr, and
labour costs have risen to £5.00 per hour. For IOstance, the
average cost to repair a glider after a heavy landing has gone
up from £700 in 1972 to £ 1200 in 1978 and the cost of
replacing a damaged canopy has gone up from £400 to £.700
in five years. Most gliders are imported from abroad, malOly
from Germany, some from Switzerland and others from the
Eastern European countries. As a result the co.st of spares
has rocketed with the devaluation of the £ SterlIng. In 1972
the rate of exchange was DM8 to the pound. Now you are
lucky if you get DM4 to the pound. All these facts are, ?f
course, known, but I feel it isjust as well to put them down 111
writing so that one ~an ~ee what insurer.s are up against when
it comes to comput1l1g Insurance premIUms.

The Irving Total
Energy Tube
manufactured from
non-corrodible stainless steel

£9.34 Inc. VAT
Postage and packing 30p extra

British Agents for the world famous
Cambridge Electric Variometer.
Stockists of Sailplane Oxygen Equipment
and Instruments.

I

During the past few years Underwriters have lost money
on their glider accounts because of the dIfficulty of estImating inflation factors wbich may affect clall11s som.etlme 111 the
future. Even with .the latest Increases Underwnters cannot
be sure that they have got their sums right. New aircraft
present fewer problems than the older models. With the
latter the sum assured may well remain constant over some
years but, as shown above, a typical claim may increase in
:cost by 75% over five years. On top of that we were fortunate
to have the two ex£ellent summers of 1975 and 1976 when
pilots spent a far grea'ter proportion of their time in the air
than ,ill previous years. In 'insurance jargon this. meant that
the ulilisation or usage was pushed up to far higher levels.
Not that we are complaining. Gliders are there to be used,
but it meant that there were more accidents than one would
have expected in an average season. The. pre~1iums that
gJidinggenerates are very srnall when compared WIth the total
received from the airlines, manufacturers etc, but it is my
view that each class should stand on its own feet. Therefore.
the gliding community has got to pay for its own claims,
whether there be damage to the glider, or third party or
passenger legal hability daims.

The many pay for the few
It has been a grouse 01' owners, who ha~e not had claims
over the years, that they seem to be paYIng Just as much
premium as the owners who have been unfortunate. One
must remember thal the whole basis of insurance is that the
many pay for ihe few, and we as inswrers are administering
the fund on behalf of the community. We are looking for the
normal profit of any business venture after the payment of
claims and expenses. Insurer.s do loo~ carefully at Jnsureds,
who have had claims, and If there IS eVIdence of several
claims over a number of years. will load the premium ~s a
penalty. Most insurance policies do have a "no .c1alms
bonus" which cal1 be descnbed as the reward for gOing the
year without any claims, provided the policy is renewed.
The more experienced pilots enter for R.egl~mals and
National Championships. and to compete efleclIvely m~st
have the most modem equipment t~ey can afford. Even Wlt.h
this modern glider and equlpme~t, Insurers find.that there.ls
a far greater ioc'idence of aCf;I?ents happening. than 111
normal weekend flying. 11 is my view that the few pIlots who
wish to com pete with each other over a penod of a w.e~k or
more of intensive flying shoulld not only pay an addItional
premium, but the flight and' launching deducti~le shoul.d .be
double the normal. Why should the weekend pIlot SUbSidise

~~

...........

~ILPLANEI~

SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE, CHESHIRE.
Telephone: 061-4272488

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD.
LASHAM AIRFiElD
ALTON I HANTS

The Qualified Repairers
C.A.A. "B" Licence approval in all materials
B. G. A. Senior Inspection Approval, "E" & "M" Rating
P. F.A. Approval- all airframes
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the Championsh'ip pilot, especially as the gl~ss-fibre g'hder
will cost far more to repair when compared wllh a wood and
I:lbric glider? Ilga'ther from £?ur surveyors that afte~ a
glass-fibre glider ha~' been j'epalred ~neF su.lfenng ~ m'lJor
accident, il is like'ly tha,t its we,ight wIll be Increased to an
extent which may make ,it unacceptabl~ to ithe Cha~p~OJ1I
shIp pilot. He ID'lY then not al;cepl the glider because Itlsnot
being returned to him in lhe s'tale it was before Ihe aCCident
When Ihis happens a construct,ive tOlal loss would have 10 be
paid, and the glider sold as salvage, even though the actual
cost oflhe repair is below Ihe sum insured.
One Ihing I believe is misunderslood i~ t~e laY-~lp r.etuw
which, may I1 venlurel(i) suggest. most pohl;les earned In lhe
past. This is a poft.ion orlhe premium Olil a.slal.ed sC,al~ whl~h
is relurned to Ihe Insured u, the event onlls glllder beIng laId
up or not used for a period eXcess of 30 days. M0st ownelTS
lay-up their gliders in the winler. usually from November to
March. Since ,gliding. therefore. is a seasonal spo~t, why
should we, Ihe insurers, g,ive such a return .a~ of fight? A
parallel conclusion can be drawn froll~ lh~ s,Hhng frater:nlty
where their policies state that the boat IS lald-l!Ip over a g'lven
period and a premium pai? .with n? re,~urns. T.he only
argument for a laY-l!Ip return IS If the glider IS not bemg used
due to some circumslance apart from the weather. In that
case, the Underwriters should be approached by the
insured's broker so the matter can be considered.
Far more goes into a claim than meets the eye. After a
claim is notified an avialion surveyor is instructed to take
OVl;:r the settling of the claim. This may mean one or two
visits to the glider, and negotiations :-vith the re'pa~rer, S? ~hat
the "lider can be handed back to Its owner In Its ongmal
stale~ This is a furlner hidden expense to consider
when working out a rating structure. Whilst on the subject of
claims, can we consider third party and passenger legal
liability claims? Serious liability claims are few and far
between. They need to be, since the premium charged for
the liability section is very small when y.ou conSider the
indemnit)'oiven. On the other hand the Insurers need to
build up a fund of premiums which will be available as and
when the need ar,ises.
So often insurers have the greatest difficul.ty in rating a
gliding risk due to the lack of information g,iven: Thi,s j,s
probably not the fault of the proposer but to ~he w~xper
ience @f the broker who IS not used to dealmg WIth an
aviation risk. Often brokers do not like to worry their clients
and so the quo.tation which is eventuany given by the broker
to his client may shock him. All this is because the Underwriter has had little information 10 go on. The answer, I feel,
is for the owner or proposer, as we call him,. to fill up a
proposal form. This is designed to extr~ct all the .ll1fofm.at~on
the Underwriter needs. and the more mformatlon supplled
the easier it is to arrive at a fair and equitable premium. If
the proposer is not asked to fill in a form as a guide, insurers
need the following ·information in order to be able to quote:
I. Name and address of the proposer.
2. Type of glider, year of manufacture, BGA number and
value.
3. Details of any extras eq uipment ie parachu te, baragra ph,
trailer, radiQ elc.
4. Names of the pilots going to fly, their ages and flying
experience. If an open pilot warranty is wan~ed ie. any
pilot able to fly. please advise the number of pilots Ilk.ely
to take advantage of this, how many flighls and flyIng.
hours they are likely to make and their experience.
S. Brief details of the accidents which have occurred over
the last five years.

I
I

Post today for FREE Dee Gee T·Shirts complete information brochure & price list.
NO STAMP NEEDED

Name IMR(MRS(MISS}
Address

I
I
I

6. Whether the glider will be going outside the county of
residence.
7, The number of Championships the proposer will be
entering.
Finally, if an owner has been insured through the same
broker with the same insurers over a number of years, he
will h~ve built-up a considerable amount of goodwill.
Underwriters certainly take this continuity into account
when dealing with claims and lookin.g at the renewa~, and
will bend over backwards to help the IIlsured and retaIn the
business. It certainly pays in the long run to stay with your
exisling insurers.
.
I hope this article has helped to clea: ~p some nllSu~der
standings. Underwriters are not all sJt(~ng ~n some Ivory
towers - we are very much aware of what It gOl.ng on. W.e ~re
in touch with the BGA who tell us of any wOffles the glldll1g
fraternity may have. We read the gliding press and. above
all. we are trying to keep your costs down.
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MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING
,

RICHARD LOWNDES describes an experience many pilots
are hoping for in the season ahead- the first cross-country

•

•

The greatest difficulties were before take-off. First a
reluctant duty instructor had to be surmounted, than a
crew bribed and finally a BGA inspector cajoled into ~erti
fying our spare Swallow as flyable. This latter task
involved a test flight lasting hours from which the pundit
returned to inform me that the vario was jammed on ten
up. He fettled, I fidgetted and the hours trickled away. At
last he pronounced himself satjsfied and I was in and off.
The tug obligingly dropped me in the mother of thermals
and I roared up to cloud base so fast I could scarcely
believe my ill fortune-the vario was jammed on ten down.
The temptation was to set off without it, but the next
thermal thought otherwise and I was returned to terra·
jirma for a quick re-fettle.

Thermaling with sink indicated!

•

Off again, spirits sagging, I checked the vario on tow. It
worked but backwards, thermaling was a bit strange with
sink indicated, but nothing would deter me now. However,
this time, no obliging thermals and I inextricably
descended until in desperation, I joined the K-13. Sharing
a thermal halves my ability at the best of times but sharing
one, knowing that nearby was an instructor, probably the
eFl, with nothing to do but watch me setting off on my
first cross-country, perhaps with a late veto in mind,
reduced me to a pitiable performance. I humiliatingly
watched some ab-initio ouHlimb me and then set off for
pastures new with a contemptuous flick of his rudder.
An inauspicious start, but by now I was high enough to
leave the womb and actually see those landmarks I had
visualised during countless hours of armchair soaring. I
pointed downwind, picked a convenient cloud and crossed
the lake where previously I had always turned back. A long
way short of my chosen cloud I was picking fields. Here
was I, so soon, facing ignominity just one straight glide
from home. At the penultimate moment, fate smiled or
rather belched hot air and I shot upwards with a sigh of
relief.
My instructors had always told me that thermaling away
from the airfield would be more difficult and only now did
I believe them. There was so much to do and no time. I had
this overriding impression that I was working harder than I
had ever worked before. Sweat streamed from my brow
and I had to keep digging for my hankie, wiping the
perspex, polishing my glasses, opening the window and
sticking out my hand to deflect cold air. In between times I
looked at the map, the ground and the clouds and when I
did anything but concentrate on flying, I skidded, slipped,
lost the core and got all steamed up again.
Somewhere about this time, I realised that the map and
the ground didn't match. Earnestly I scanned the horizon

for my next landmark, a large town with river but it wasn't
there. 1 was lost and there was a forbidden Control Zone
'nearby. Help! I had better land. Look down to pick a field
and there right under me was the mislaid landmark.
Knowing where I was made things easier for a while, the
thermals suddenly seemed larger and wide, my neck ceased
to ache and I unclamped my jaw. I stumbled onto a great
thermal over this disused airfield and began to enjoy
myself.. Suddenly I was brought to earth with a jolt. A Std
Libelle appeared from nowhere and joined my wheeling.
Guiltily I realised that my look out had been woefully
neglected. The Libelle must have sensed my incompetence
and moved off a few hundred yards to circle in safety.
Knowing where I was gave me a sense of security. This
proved to be my undoing. There was this broad straight
highway pointing the way to my goal and I was seduced by
it. I gave up my winning formula of flight from cloud to
cloud and tucked my nose down to that road ticking off
.the milestones and junctions on the map as I passed. Too
late I realised all my height was gone and that I didn't
know from where my next fix would come. Luck again
stepped in and gave me a teasing little bubble full of petrol
fumes from Popham Service Station. The sweat was on
again, so was the slip and skid and I felt infinitely weary. A
great effort, a few feet gained and my goal was in sight, so
was a stubble fire off course to the right.
Thinking back, I could have made it from where I was
but like a fool I was tempted by the easy riches of the fire.
Getting there, I found not a raging straw fire but fitfully
burning stubble and now my goal was out of reach. Where
should I land?
I was too low to have much option, so the burning
stubble field would have to do. The fire gave me my wind
direction and the field was big, but big.. 1t wasn't flat but
you can't have everything and at least it luid this flat bit in
the middle and a house at one end where maybe I could get
a drink and a phone. The decisive factor was that I would
approach through any lift that the fire might produce and
even at the eleventh hour I might redeem myself. There
was much wrong with my field choice but my luck held and
I was not blinded by smoke or tempted by lift on the
approach. 1 heard the satisfying rumble of the wheel on
chalk flints, silence and then the clatter of an evening aerotow, passing low overhead.
People are good, really good. A few times in life you
realise this and for me this was one of those moments. I
was out, flat, exhausted, dry and I was showered in good
Samaritans. Never was I so grateful. The nearby house
took me in, fed and watered me, put me in a deckchair in
their garden with a phone. Two club members gave up
their evening at the bar and stood in for my departed crew.
All I had to do was sip martinis and tell sad stories of the
death of kings.
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PIK 20D-78
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Lightest in its class • Space technology in today's sailplane
Proven design - around 300 now flying
Effective conventional airbrakes and separate flying flaps
Available for 1978 flying season - two options on short delivery
1978 model features repositioned tailplane and reshaped nose
Tightly sealed - all pushrods, fairings, wheel box, etc.
Super handling - an easy aircraft to fly in which you are quickly at home

BALL ELECTRIC VARIOMETERS - Sole UK Agency
• Latest models in stock
• Very low battery consumption
• All self-contained - no awkward bottles
• Standard sizes

3t and 2-} inch available

• Netto, cruise, Variable gain, variable damping, 'averager
available

And of course:

C's of A, Repairs in all materials,
Trailers, Spares & Materials,
Range of Instruments
Mode/400/6
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The Energy Loss in Pitching Manoeuvres
,
fRANK IRVING
Success in soaring depends on the efficient extraction. of energy from the
atmosphere and on its efficient utilisation. The first par.t of this process
involves seeking regions of ascending air and avoiding regions where ,it is
descending: tile second part superim poses the requiremenlto follow some
son of optimised flight path. such as that indicated by the MacCready
constrllction.
Now the MacCready analysis. even in Its more sophisticated Calculus-of.Variations form. implicitly assumes that the load factor on the
sailplane (ie lift/weight~ is substantially unity (Refs I and 2). If these are
vertical motions in the air traversed by the sailplane. then the pilot will
have to adjust his speed accordingly. but lhe underlying assumption ,is that
the drag al any instant is the same as t'he. steady-state value at the
instantaneous spe,ed and ,hence it is possibl'e to def·lve the usual relation
between optimum speed and variometer readings by a calculation based
on the steady-flight performance curve. In practic/;;. if the speed adjustments are neither too sudden nor too great. this assumption ,is very
reasonable and. in any case the changes of load factor will mostly be
self-cancelling. However. a pilot wishing to pursue low-loss flying will
want to know how to deal with large adjustments of speed. as when getting
out of or into a thermal. Since even the more sophisticated analysis only
recognises load factors of unity and zero. it offers only rather impracticable advice: to indulge in vertical dives or climbs. Trying to introduce the
load factor as another variable under the control of the pilot is not very
leWarding and it is clear that no analytical solution will emerge. It is also
likely thalthe optimllm manoeuvre in any particular circumstances would
require even greater-than-usual powers of prophecy by the pilot and
would. in any case. be too difficult to apply in real life. Attempts (Refs 3

AIRCRAFT
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and 4) have been made to analyse dolphin-flying by computer calculations
but. whils,t they have been successful. it is rather difficult to disentangle the
effects due to the manoeuvres of th'e sailplane from those due 10 the
atmospheric motions.

c

A

o--==;::'~V.A= 100 knots

Fig 1

Fif!. I. Diaf!.ram of /he pull-up/push-over manoeuvre showinf!. /he notalion
used in subsequent f!.raphs.

It therefore seemed sensible to analyse in detail a single pUll-up/
push-over manoeuvre in an attempt to establish some technique for
minimising the energy loss in such a manoeuvre. To simplify the
calculations. the pull-up was assumed to take place at a constant load
factor. starting from level flight at 100kt. When the sailplane had slowed
down to a certain speed. a push-over was initiated - again at a constant
load factor - until the sailplane regained level flight at about 4Okt. (See Fig
I). The machine was assumed to have typical Standard Class performance: a maximum lift/drag ratio of 35 at 50kt.
The equations of motion in these circumstances are such that there is no
simple analytical solution relating. say. speed and flight path slope for a
given load factor. However. they can be reduced to a first-order non-linear
differential equation which can be solved numerically by a step-by-step
process. It is clear that when the speed has fallen to the chosen value at the
end of the pull-up (the "intermediate speed"). there is only one possible
push-over load factor which will take the machine from that particular
combination of speed and flighl path slope to the desired final conditions
(40kt in level flight). It is therefore necessary to find. by a trial-and-error
process. the load factor appropriate to each such push-over. Fortunately. a
suitable value can be obtained from quite approximate calculations. since
great accuracy in the final speed is not necessary,
For a given initial load faclor, several speeds can be thosen al which to
terminate the pull-up. each leading to its individual push-over. For each
complete manoeuvre, since the load factor and speed are known at all
points, it is possible to calculate the rate of loss of energy height at each
instant and hence to find the total loss of energy height. The energy height
represents the sum of the potential and kinetic energies per unit weight of
the sailplane and is defined by
2

phone. call or write

J. A. Ha,rrison (Brokers) Ltd.
"S.ecurity House"
160-161 BROMSGROVE STRE~T.
BIRMINGHAM B56NY
Telephone 021-6921245 (10 lines)
a Century of SERVICE

he = h+V I2g.
(In fact, the calculations did not involve time explicitly but used flight path
slope as the independent variable).
It will be inferred that there was no gradiation of load faclor at Ihe ·ends
of the manoeuvre. nor at the point of inflexion. Clearly. going instantaneously from a load factor of, say. 2,0 to a value of 0.2 is unrealistic but
inserting a smooth gradation has a negligible effect on the overall energy
situation.
One would not expect much variation of total energy loss as the initial
load factors and intermediate speeds of the manoeuvres are changed
because there are two swings-and-roundabouts situations prevailing:
I) To some extent, the increase in induced drag during lhe pull-up will be
cancelled by the decreasr in the push-over.
2) A large initial load factor will produce an appropriately large increase
in the induced drag but, for a given intermediate speed. the larger the
load factor. the shorter the time.
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Fig 2(a) sho;vs that, for a given initial load factor, there is an
intennediate speed which minimises the total energy loss for the whole
manoeuvre, For example, with an initial load factor of 2.0. the optimum
intermediate speed is about70kl. As it happens. this is just about the mean
of the initial and final speeds but it is clear from the other curves that this is
not generally true: the higher the initial load factor. the higher should be
the intermediate speed.
Fig 2(b) shows the push-over load factor corresponding to various
intermediate speeds for each pUll-Up load factor and Fig 2(c) shows the
corresponding flight path slopes. Fig 3 summarises the conditions
corresponding to the mimima of Fig 2(a).
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It. is clear that the minimum loss of energy height decreases as ,the init'ial
load factor increases - at any rate. up to, any value likely 'to be employed in
real life. Evidently. in situation (2) above. the brevity of the pull-up wins.
More generally, the ,optimum manoe'lIvres involves applying a large load
factor for a shor't time when the speed is high, so that the induced drag is a
small proportion ortme tota'l drag anyway. Much of the manoeuvre occurs
at a low load factor, ,thus keeping the induced drag small even at low
speeds. One can infer that the optimum speed-increasing manoeuvre
would consist of a pUSh-over al a low load factor until quite a high speed
had been attained, followed by a sharp'. short pull-out.
A surprising feature of the results is that the optimum push-over load
factor is almost constant, at about 0.18, for all pun-ups. The,e seems 10 be
no analytical reason why this should be S0: it simply emerges Crom the
computations. 'In these examples. only one set of end-conditions has been
considered and the above figure. and the various other features of Figs 2
and 3 are obviously appropriate to these particular values. However, we
can reasonably ,infer that the principles s'lated in the previous paragraph
are generally true: any high load factOrs should involve short, sharp

applications at high speeds. with low load factors at the low-speed end of
the manoeuvre.
From the piloting point of -view. it is clear thal if Fig 3 is taken at its face
value a real flight. withirequent speed adjustments. will be a -vigorous indeed possibly emetic - ex.perience. 11 is. also clear from Fig 2(a) that a
poorly exc<;uted manoeuvre with a hi.gh ,initial load factor may 'be 'less
efficient than a well-executed one at a 'lower initial load factor. The actual
differences in minimum energy height loss are quite small: increasing the
initial load factor from 1.5 to 3.0 saves about 9ft in this case'. In a more
typical manoeuvre during a cross-country flight.lhe figure might weIJ be 2
or 3 ft. Admittedly. if such manoeuvres occurred frequently in t,he cou.rse of
a flight. the overall saving might be~ome significant. perhaps saving a Him
or two in the last thermal. But these calculations take no account of the
drag increments due ,10 control defleCtions and 10 the curvature of the flight
path (ie the fact that. relative to (he aircraft.lhe free-stream streamlines are
curved. This is quite a separate effecl from the changes of load faCIOr).
Again, there are counter-balancing effects due to the lift-coefficientl
Reynolds number relationships being different from that prevailing in
steady flight. All things oonsidered. it seems very likely ,that the advanlages
of high initial load faciors will be less than Fig 3 suggests, so the final
message seems to be; suil yourself - there may be a slight advantage in
vigorous manoeuvres but is it worth the discomforl?
This analysis ,is formally limited 10 manoeuvreS contained ,in a vertical
plane. In praclice one often wants 10 do somethin.g else. such as a climbing
lurn into a thermal. Here it would seem advantageous to indu'lge in a sharp
pUll-up and to initiate the t!:lnl whilst pushing-over. It is. of'course. more
important to get quickly into the best part of the thermal than to fuss about
the elegance of the entry manoeuvre. A fHr,ther oonsiderati-on is Ihe
structural strength: one needs 10 avoid super~mposinga large manoeuvring
load faclor on a gust load. On the other hand, sailplanes are quite strong
muimum speeds in rough air are now quite high and, at lower speeds ,it is
quite difficult to cause damage.
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(d)

(e)

(f)

It may be inferred Ihat. in any pilching manoeuvre. il will pay to keep
the load factor I'ow allow speeds and to apply a high load factor for a
short lime al high speeds.
A poorly-execuled manoeuvre involving a high load factor may
dissipate more energy than a well-executed manoeuvre with a lower
load factor.
If the drag increments due to control deflections a flight path
curvalUre are introduced. the advantage of high load factor
manoeuvres may lar-gely vanish. In any case. the differences in loss of
energy height are small.
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CHEAP CHEEPl
ALAN CALVERD
This ,irc·ult functions as a very adequate audio monitor ,for an electric
variomeler. has very few components (it's therefore difficull to wire
wrongly). anJ Costs about Ihe sam as an aer,otow. It can be built in One
rainy day and with a little care can Qe installed inside the vario case - apart
from the controls an<lloudspeaker.
Components are in no way critical. Any operational amplifier like a 709.
741. or 301 (used in Ihe prototype) can be used in the A, position. This
device amplifies the vario output. with gain set by R/R,. and adds a
voltage derived from VR,. The values given for R,-R. are suitable for a
maximum vario output of 50 mY: most devices will have a larger output.
necessilaling an increase in R, and R). If in doubt. suck-and-see! C, 111 ay
not be required with 74l-type amplifiers.
The output from A, charges Cl through R, and R g• When C ,is charged to
about 8 V. A, triggers and discharges it through R g until the voltage falls to
around 4 V. and the cycle repea IS. As the input voltage rises. whether due to
lift or a wiring error. so the frequency of the charge-discharge cycle
increases.
The output from A, is coupled to the speaker through an emiller-follower tran.sistor (any NPN device with 300111 W rating). The prototype used
a telephone earpiece with some extra holes drilled in the cover plate. If the
raucous squawk from the speaker is offensive it can be transformed into a
mellifluous ululation by pUlling 0.1 vF in parallel with the speaker.
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Fig 4 shows height/distance plots of typical manoeuvres. The loss of
energy height is of the order of 10% of the initial value. taking the initial
true height to be zero. It is worth noting that if the sailplane simply
ascended vertically from an initial lookt to a final 40kt, the loss of energy
height would be only aboul 12ft. All o(the calculations relate to conditions
near sea level. The solutions of the equation of motion were performed on
a Hewlell-Packar<l Hf-25 programmable calculator by the method of Ref
S. Suitable programs were also devised 10 find the changes of energy height
and the shape of ~he flight paths.

Summary or Conclusions
(al For the simple pull-up/posh-over manoeuvres considered and for a
given initial load factor. there existed a value of the intermediate
speed (with a corresponding flighl path slope and pUSh-over load
factor) which minimised the total loss of energy height.
(b) The minimum loss of energy height diminished as the initial load
factor increased.
(c) The optimum pUSh-over load factor was substantially independent of
the pUll-Up load factor.

a

4

The prototype was bUilt on Veroboard and earned ils keep in the first
weak. crowded thermal it encoun lered. A new version. ern ploying Ihe
circuit values shown here. has been mounted inside Ihe case of our large.
old vario.
As shown. the device will only respond to positive input voltage at R\. ie
it is an "up" indicator only. If the season demands an audible warning of
"six down" an appropriate mod will be devised.
Happy scratching!
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Why not remove this articfe and keep it with your maps?

AIRSPACE 1978
REX PILCHER (Chairman of the BGA Airspace Committee)
For those of you new to cross-country flying this article is designed to give an insight into the way airspace changes occur and a
summary of the present airspace structure. The information applies to the UK mainland and does not necessarily apply to powered
aircraft.
Airspace changes are proposed by Notional Air Traffic Service (NATS) or member
representatives through a committee called Notional Air Traffic Management
Advisory Committee (NAiMACJ which comprises all UK airspace users. Each
organisation con study the effects of these 'future changes and submit their views and
thereafter a compromise solution con hopefully be found. Obviously we do not
always came away hoppy but, by working with the authority, restrictions con be kept
to 0 minimum with 011 porties aware of individual problems. Our oirspoce structure is
certainly unique and somewhat complicated, so the following summary may help to
unscramble it.

They hove 0 radius of 2nm with upper limits in the 2000-4000ft range and musl be
avoided. Short term areas may be established 01 any time with details available in
NOTAMS.

Danger Areas
There are numerous Danger Areas within the UK, many constituting possible
hazard to the unwary glider pilot. Their hours of operation all vary and details must
be found in the Air pifot lRAC Section).

Restricted Areaf
Air Traffic Zones (ATZ)
All aerodromes, including gliding sites, hove on Air Traffic Zone. They extend
1tnm from the boundary and 2000ft above aerodrome level. Aircraft may enter this
Zone without permission, far the purpose of landing, unless the airfield is notified os
Prior Permission Only (PPO). You must refer to the AGA section of the UK Air Pilot
to establish the PPO state of on airfield. (All military airfields are PPO effectively and
should generally be avoided). Gliders flying on the approach side of on ATZ should
exercise caution os aircraft may not be contained within it.

Military .\IrTraffic Zones (MATZ)
A MATZ has on area 5nm radius from the centre of an airfield and extends to
300011 above Ihe surface, usually accompanied by 0 slub 5nm long and 4nm wide,
on the eXlended centre line of Ihe main runway. MATZ rules do nol apply to civil
aircraft, but each MATZ conloins on ATZ and core shovld be token along the
extended approach centre line.

Prohibited Areas
Excluding Northern Ireland these ore 011 Atomic Energy Establishments 01:
Win frith Heath
Copenhursl
Horwell
Springfields
ColderIWindscole
Aldermaston
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Until recently these hove generally been reserved for bird sanctuaries, military
training areaS etc and os such none were prohibited. Details can be found in the UK
All Pilot. HQwever, there has now been 0 Restricted Area introduced at RAF
Kemble (see AIC 6178) os .from February 1, 1978 to protect the Red Arrows
oerobotic, team during training. The area extends 5nm radius and up to 6000ft ogl
during the notified !lours of Kemble Airfield, ie 0830-1600 locol time Monday to
,Friday or when promulgotedl by NOTAM.

Glide" may not enter this ,airspace without prior permission,
obtained either by contacting the Air T.offic Control Unit at Kemble by radio on
130.1 MHz or by telephone on KEM8lE ISTD 028 5771 26' .
Provided thol the area is not being used by the Red Arrows during that period
pilols will be given clearance .10 Iransit, although there may 'be other flying in
progress, and 011 pilots must take the usual precautions while in the vicinity. Glider
pilots must give as much notice as possible of on intended crossing in Ihe event that
the restrictions will preclude a crossing. The area will nol normally be active on
weekends unless NOTAMED. Please ensure you have read the relevanl NOTAM or
Ale.

Controlled Ainpace
Controlled Airspace sometimes occupies the some bil of sky as Special Rules
Airspace (peculiar 10 the UI(I and can lead 10 confusion. Controlled Airspoce is either

notified for Rule 2\ of the Air Traffic Control Regulation or i. is not. Rule 21 subjects

air>pace to permanent, Instrument Flight Rules regardless of weather conditions, and
requires flight plans, instr."ent rated pilots and minimum navigation fits ete. IF it· isn",
notified under Rule 21, VMC flights are permitted and 1lliders may fly in VMC. Who'
isVMO

3.

VI_I MeteClrological Conditions lVMCI
Above 3000ft, outside regurated airspace or inside either Controlled or Special
Rules airspace a pilot mus', "Remain at least 1000ft vertically and at least 1nm
horizontally from cloud and in a flight visiability of at least 5nm" as interpreted by
the pilo'. Remember .haugh that madern commerc,ial traffic may be descending at
SOOOft/min and at speeds in excess of 350kt.

AIrways are Rule 21 but an exemption is made for gliders. The UK Air Pilot
sta'es .hot, "Gliders may cross on airway, except a purple airway, in VMC, by day
without compliance with any of the requirements ... "
Sam. Control Areas may be treated as if they were Airways: Worthing, Daventry,
Halifax and West Scottish.

Control Zones: Control Areas and Spe,ial Rules Airspace
These are variously known as CTR's, (TA's, TeA's, TMA's, SRI's and SRA's. The
rules surrounding these areas ore complicated sa simplified tables are shown below.

AREAS IN
WEATHEIt

W~I<:H

GLlI)ERS MAY NOT FLY REGARDLESS OF THE

London Control lone
Gatwick Control 10ne/SRZlSRA
London TMA
Birmingham Control lone/SRI
Manchester Control lone (except for a small portion up to 1250ft agl)
Manchester TMA
Rhoose Con.rol lone / SRZI SRA
Blackpool SRI
Glasgow SRI
Preslwick SRI
Liverpool SRI
Manston SRI
Lydd SRI
Slonsted SRA - the portion between Stansted and Luton from 3500/1 to FL65
Luton SRl! SRA - See Table 3 for exceptions
Brize Narton SRI - See Table 3 for exceptions
Edinburgh SRI - See Table 3 far exceptions

2.

Ports of this may be used for the purpose of taking of! or landing at Dunstable
(London GC) site. These rules are complicated and should be studied before
attempting to fly into the area (UK Air Pilot RAC Section).

Edinburgh SRZISRA
Transits available to gliders contacting Edinburgh on 130.4 MHz. It will be
neccesary to activate the frequency by telephone before departure.

Airways

I.

AREAS IN WHICH GLIDERS MAY FLY PROVIDED CERTAIN RULES
ARE FOLLOWED
Luton SRA

AREAS IN WHIC ... GLIDERS MAY FLY PROVIDED THEY REMAIN

YMC
AIrways and some Control Areas (see under heading Airways)
Birmingham SRA (coming soon)
Leeds Bradford SRZlSRA
Cross Channel SRA
Scottish CTA/CTR
Bournemouth SRA/SRI
East Midlands SRZlSRA
Lynehom SRZlSRA
AberdeenSRZlSRA
Southend SRZlSRA
Newcastle SRZlSRA
Stonsted SRZ/SRA (except that portion in Table 1)

AM f'

Irlze Norton SRZ
Gliders may penetrate the SRI for the purpose of record attempts at weekends in
full VMC provided that:
aj
Transits are made for cross-country record attempts on triangular routes which
cannot be arranged to avoid the SRI.
b)
On the day of the proposed flight the pilot must contact the ATe Watch
supervisor on CATERTON 842551 and pass an approximate lone boundary
ETA. At this time, but not later, ATC may refuse permission for operational or
sofety reasons.
cl The pilot must call 8rize Norton on 130.4 MHz before ·penetration. In the
absence of any reply the pilot may continue with the flight assuming
responsibility for lookout and separation within the ATI, and continue to listen
aut on 130.4 MHz.

4.

UPPER AIRSPACE ABOVE FLIGHT LEVEL 245

The entire country is controlled above FL 245 but none of the Rules are applicable
to gliders.

The Alrmlss System
Glider pilots are used to flying in close proximity to other gliders and are often
unaware that their sudden appearance to other pilots, who perhaps spend less time
looking out, causes varying degrees of alarm. These sightings often result in an
airmiss report being filed, but glider pilots seem mare reluctant to use the system and
this often leads to only one side of the story being represented. If you do feel that you
may hQve been involved, please get in touch with the BGA as soon as passible. Full
details of the airmiss procedure can be found in the UK Air Pilot (RAC Section).

Information
The UK oirspoce is complicated and this article can do no mare than llive the
briefest of'summaries. It is essential that all pilots are aware of their rights, .and that
all the informQtian available is current, and this means at the very least, access to an
up IQ date UK Air Pilot (RAC Section) and Notams. Other sources of information
are Laws and Rules for Glider Pilots; Rules of the Air and Air Traffic
Control Regulations, Air Navigation Order and Information c1rculars
(AICs).

ENTERPRISES

GLIDER TRAILERS
lightweight rnetalconstruction
Procticol stylish des,jgn
Excellent towing character
All fittings and riggiClg aids to your specification
Many satisfied customers home and abroad
Towbars and accessories supplied
Telephone

"WINGFll"
12 volt (cor)r battery ballast pump
(3 golls-30 Ibs. per minute)

01-3372565

MEMBURY AIRFIELD
NR. LAMBOURN, BERKS
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Ball Electric Variometers
* MODEL 401/3 VARIOMETER ,
Operates on 3V at 1 ma.

* MODEL 401/6 VARIOMETER
Operates on 5-20V at 4 ma.
Diaphragm-capillary leak type.
Self-contained total energy is derived from pitot and static pressures.

* MODEL 400/3 VARIOMETER
Operates on 3V at 1 ma.

* MODEL 400/6 VARIOMETER
Operates on 5-20V at 4 ma.
Diaphragm-capi IIary leak type.
Uses a venturi for total energy.

• MODEL 500 VARIOMETER
New altitude-derivative type. Operates on 10-20V at 6 ma. Lightweight
in 3.12 case size. Model SOOA for
airplanes, 5008 for balloons, and
500G for gliders.
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New altitude-derivative type. Operates on 1O-20V at 6 ma. Very small
in 2.25 case size. Model 600A for
airplanes, 6008 for balloons, and
600G for gliders.

MODEL 405 AUDIO
(Most commonly used model)

Steady tone below zero and inter·
rupted tone above zero with pitch
increasing with increase in climb. '
The tone level and threshold is ad- '
justable.

MODEL 404 AUDIO
( Designed for use in
holding zero)
Pitch increases both up and down
away from zero. The up side is interrupted. A zone of quiet may be
adjusted on either side of zero or
both sides.

MODEL 406 AVERAGER

5

~ c~,."".J(,
,.;-- st...·,..

• MODEL GOO VARIOMETER

• MODEL 500H VARIO/AUDIO
Especially designed for hang
gliders. Lightweight in 3.12 case
size with built in audio and 9V battery.

Connects to the audio line and
consumes less than .5 ma current.
Three selectable averages are
stored at all times with typically:
20 sec, 2 minute and 5 minute time
constants. Has a reset button.

and Accessories for 1978
Ball variometers are ca'librated 1000 or 1500 fpm, 10 or
15 knots, 10 or 20 m/so Opti<Jnal 2-gain or 3-gain
switching and variable damping may be ordered to
match the variometer performance to all soaring conditions.

NETTO
FOR MODELS 400
AND 401 VARtO

t
I

Consists of a calibrated capillary
leak and On-Off valve.

CRUISE CONTROL
FOR MODELS 400
AND 401 VARIO
Consists of a calibrated capillary
leak, an On-Off valve, and a dial to
set thermal strength.

t
1

VARIABLE DAMPING
FOR ALL MODELS
Selector switch sets variometer
time constant from approx. 1 to 4
seconds in 4 steps.

f

•

GAIN SWtTCHING
FOR ALL MODELS
For example, sets the full scale
meter reading to 10 or 20 knots for
2-gain or 5110/20 knots for 3-gain.
Can be any desired valLles.

Ball model 400 and 401 electric variometers may be
used with 3 volts at 1 ma (400/3 and 401/3) or 5 to 20
volts at 4 ma '400/6 and 401/6) The 3 volt models
operate, for long period-s on two "0" cells, and are
rec<Hnmended for school or club sailplanes. The 5 to 20
volt models are prefer,red tor use with accessories such
as audio and cruise control, and may be operated on a
standard 12' or 14 volt radio battery. If no radio is
installed, a 6 voU lantem battery will provide ,power for
many months.
Price list
Variometers for use with venturi or Braunschweig, tube
total-energy compensation:
Models 400/3 or 400/6
$235.00
Variometers with self-contained total-energy compensation:
Models 401/3 or 401/6
265.00
Accessories tor 400/6 and 401/6 variometers:
Model 404 Audio
. 95.00
Model 405 Audio
. 95.00
Model 406 Averager
,
. 175.00
Netto, with on-off valve' .. ,
. 35.00
Cruise Control, with thermal-strength
selector and on-off valve'
95.00
'Please specify sailplane or polar.
Altitude derivative vaniometers:
Models 500A, B, or G
. 235.00
Models 500H, with built-in audio
. 275.00
Models 600A, B, or G (2%")
. 235.00
Accessories for all Ball variometers:
2-gain sWitching"
. 15.00
3-gain switching"
. 25.00
Variable damping
. 20.00
Speed ring
. 12.00
"Please specify scales desired.
We stoc'k the complete ,range of Ball instruments and
accessories for immediate deli,very, and will be glad to
assist you with the selection of a system to suit your
individual requirements.
Dealer inquiries invited.
Please .'l.dd S 10.00 for
insured air mail delivery

GRAHAM THOMSON LTC
3200 AIRPORT AVENUE
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 90405
(213) 390-8654
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PROVISIONAL ENTRIES

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS, CHATEAUROUX, FRANCE, JULY 15-30, 1978
Pilot

Counlry &
Team Captain

RierQ. J.

ARGENTINA

,R.ini••.
Reino"" N.

Open

ISm

CLASSES
SlondOfd

PREVIOUS PLACINGS
1976

AUSTRALIA

Renner, I.

Nimbus 2
Nimbus 2

euchonati, J.
Schubort, A.
lFofohfenner, O.
.HOmmert., A.
SlOgno', G.

AUSTRIA
C. Fuchs

logol., •.

BELGIUM
E. de Dorlodot

do Oo<lodot, L.

1968

1965

1963

Nimbus 2
Nimbus 2

34-5

27-5

17-0

1410
22.()
6-5

16-0

32-0

13-0
2-5

13'()
12-0
13-5

U.()

9'()

18-0
18-5

'-0

18-0
28-0
38-5

13-5
19-0
37-5

10-0
50S

11-0

27-5

13'()

28-0

9·0

15-0
LS-3
LS-3

1-5

Mini Nimbus

Nimbus 2
ASW-17
LS-3
ASW-20

lovom;l<, 'E.

BOLIVIA

?
?
?
?

BRAZIL

W,ebb, D.
Wefnebu'g, H.

29-5

9-0

CANADA

Mosquito
Mini Nimbus
Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus

Corpenter, J.

?
?

CHILE

MotouWlk, F.
Brunecky. M.
Necid, F.
Vovro, J.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Seistrup, N.
Sitrensen, O.
Lund, K.
Honsen, M.

DENMARK
K. Host

llIuittinen, M.
Hormo, J.
PonIcko, A.
Wiitonen, M.

FINLAND
E. Gronluod

6-0

2-0

10-5
25-5

27-5

31-0
40-5
31-5
28-0

18-5

10-5

28·0

38·5
21-0

25-0

30-0

ASW-20

Firth,l.

10-0

Nimbus 2
Nimbus 2
Kestrel 19

13-0

Pik 200

n-s

Mo~uito

28-5

45-5

Pik 20B
29·5

11-5
4-5

17-5

18-5

10-5

12·0

24·5

IC·O

24-5

13-5

14-5

1-5

6-0

Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
Pik 200
Pik200
Pik 200

32-5
27'()
34.()

Henry, F.
Rontet, J.
Recule, M.
Mefcier, M.

FRANCE

C. Lobar

Nimbus 2
Nimbus 2

GREAT 8RITAIN
K. Feokes

Pore, D.
Teuniue, P.
Musters, C.
Selen, S.

HOLLAND
N. van Geuns

Hohner,l.
Pelroczy, G.
KOSloOi, S.
K.selyok, M.

HUNGARY

6rrSOr1, J.

IRELAND

ASW-17
ASW-17

20-5
2-0

11·0

3-5, ('581 H)

14-5
Std Cirrus
S'd Cirrus

L",G.
fitcMH, S.
White, S.
Delofleld, J.

1-0
18.()

6-5

11-0

4-5

32-5

3-0

35-0

ASW-20
10-0

ASW-19
23-5

Mini Nimbus
LS-3
LS-3

14-5
20-5

7-0
20-0

34-5

17-0

Std Cirrus
Pik 200
Std Jontor
Std Jontor
Std Jontor

G<Noni, M.
Vet'goni, W.
&~liodori, L.
Mon'i, K,.

ITALY
P.Morelli

Zonitzer, K,

LUXEM80URG
NEW ZEALAND
N. Junes

Nimbus 2
Nimbu.2

R~nnestod, E.

NORWAY
P.8jerke

22·0
32·0
7-5
2805

.

?
?
?
?

ROUMANIA

17'()

22-0

23-0

16'()
16-5

24-5

4-5, ('601 21-5)

27-0

LS-3

35-5
35-5

Pik 20B
LS-I,
2-0
Jontor 2
Jontor 2

RHODESIA
A. Thompson

17-5

5-5

POLAND
T. Keiniok

Hedge, P.
Peorson, E.
Horrold. J,
Moore, W.

9-5

Std Jontor

LS-3
ASW-20

Ikllukin, S.
Moelum, H.

n-5

30-0

Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus

&ons,l.
Finloyson, J.
Go<don, R.
fowler, S,

.

21-0
6-5

?
?
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1970

ASW-19

Stoul!>, '1-1.
81uekens. M.

liobro, J,
Kluk, S.
Kepl<o, F.
Wifek,S.

1972

2A-5
36-5

Jink" M.
Tabort, A.

1974

Std Jonlor
Std Jontor

18-5

18-0
3-5

48-5
33-5

3-0
3-5

3-5

3-5

33-0

32-5, ('601 10-5)

,.,..,

Country &
TlKlm Coptoin

Open

SOUTH AFRICA
S.Steven$

ASW-17
Nimbus. 2

~.K.

_Bigg•• E.

all•.,I,I.

ISm

CLASSES
Slondord

' . . . . . . . . C.

PREVIOUS PLAClNGS
1972
1968

196~

351S
11·S

26-S

1963

19-0
39-S
StdCirnJs.

A..G.
Kao-I...... G.
' ....nMWI.A.
............ 0.

SWEDEN
P·liunggre n

Oswald. M.
SchutIheu. A.

SWITZERlAND

ASW·20
Mini Nimbul
ASW·19
Std !on""

9-0
2·S
26·0
19·5

7-0

1-0

IS-O

12·0
11-5

29·0

13-0

24-S

.O-S

12·S

2·0

?
?
?

ae..--.K.

-1flCldl.H.

?

-.1.

9-S

20-0

19-0.

8-0

18-0

'·0.('601

7-0

8-0

~-o

.~.

ASW-20

_.H.

('~61 8S.;

I4ToI

~-o

Kestrel 604
Jantar 28

UNITED STATES
E. Butts

John..... I.
Slriodlock. K.

1~-0,

'~11 2'S,)

ASW·19

V..,.",.L

?

USSR

?

Pasodwrila, O.
SaberzlU,. V.
'Mhodzev.l.
_ _.E.

?

?
ASW-17
Nimbus. 2

WEST GERMANY
F, Weinholtz:

0.._.....
P...... E-G.
Iloichon...... H.

o•

197.

2~-0

LSo3

')

1976

ASW·20
LS-3

Open Clou; S - Stondard Oas.$;

WHO?

S, - Single-seaters;

h

WOT?

17·S
8·S

l-S

2.·S

I·S

= Two-seolers.

WHERE?

WHEN?

HOW?

HUMB,ERSIDE AVIATION, NR. DONCASTER, Woodside Road, Wroot
Tel. 0302771005 (Evenings 0302 770101). Telex 547192

1. lOA, PfA and IHGA servicing and Insurance
Repair Service by our cost-conscious, sympathetic
Senior Inspector.
2. All types, ancient and modern, will be rescued and
repaired at very reasonable prices - check with us lost
... SAVE MONEY!
·
.I
3. Sell us your wrecks an d spare equipment - or barter It.
.
d
h
"
h
"
•... Trailen ? C'h-ec k mar ket prices
an t en c eque
with us!

6. Agencies: Glider tyre-retreading Service now
available ... SAVE MONEYI
7. Glider/Car Radios (Pye AM 100 Tx/Rx with two
frequencies). Used guaranteed.
• '
.
.
8. Spraying EqUipment for Impecunious Inspectors and
Clubs - the amazing portable Apollo unit - it uses
3001 I
. h
.
I
.
10 ess pamt t an conventlona equipment.
9. Insurance Repairs to boats and cars also - we ARE

5. New Owners? Free advice about obtaining sailplanes
from the Continent. Take odvantage of our international 10.
service!
11. E.E.C. Hospitalltyl The coffee's free to our friends
Cornwall, Sulton Bank and Ooncaster!

versatile!
Stock: T-21 B. canopy, new C of A,v.g.c. Come and
inspect and hagglel
visiting from Germany, Poland, Norway, U.s.A.

GLIDER & LIGHT A"IRCRAFiT

INSURANCE
Including Aeroengine Breakdown and Flying Accident Insurance
All premiums payable by Access or Barclaycard

For p Specialist Service at Competitive Rates
Contact: John Sivell or Jeffery Temple-Heald
,...-----.

Aviation Underwriting Dept.

HOLMES HULBERT (t~~~~n&) LTD.
12-14 DEVONSHIRE ROW
L0 N DON E. C. 2

Represented at L1oyd's

TEl. 01-247 7311
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BGA WEEKEND AT OXFORD
The BGA AGM and traditional dinner-dance
was worked into a new formal in 1977 with the
introduction of the BGA Weekend. The theme
continued this year with more than 200 pilots
and friends meeting at Keble College for a
weekend in March.
Organised by Dee Reeves, with Marjorie
Hobby giving additional help, 103 stayed in the
college and others put up at local hotels.
The AGM was on the Saturday, March 18,
w'hen Roger Barrett was re-elected as Chairman
and Lionel Alexander, Ian Strachan and Paul
Thompson were returned to the Executive
Committee with Vie Carr and John DeIafield as
newcomers to the Committee. The meeting
stood in silence as a tribute to Philip Wills, BGA
President, who died in January.
After tea there was an absorbing "Soaring
Meteomlogy" lecture by Tom Bradbury on
helping pilots to spot the right day followed by
a g1idi,ng film.
The dinner was in the college hall with John
Blake, the leading international aviation aeroba,tic judge and a familiar voice at Farnborough
and other airshows, the guest of honour. He said
he was convinced the enormous dedication of
everyone involved in gliding was the
movement's great strength.
"'(ol.! have kept your freedom in the face of
bureaucracy and you are still doing what you
want in tne sky, which is terribly important," he
added.
The annual trophies and BGA Diplomas
were presented by Jane Simpson, wife ofChris,
a Vice-President of the BGA. The party then
continued ,into the early hours.
Bill Scull, Senior National Coach, started off
the Sunday morning programme with a talk on
coaching, past, present and future. This was
followed by a competition and cross-country
brains trust.
The weekend was again a splendid chance for
pilots to get together and talk about gliding
before the start of the season.

NEWS OF COMPETITIONS AND AWARDS
ISm Class Records. An additional UK Local
Record category is introduced for 15m Class
gliders to supplement the existing General and
Standard categories. As with the latter, the new
category excludes height records. Individual
records (for which Standard Class gliders are
eligible) may be activated only by flights better
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than 75% of the UK General single-seater
records as at January I, 1978. Retrospective
c1'aims exceeding the normal 14 days limit are
permitted for flights in the period January I,
1978, to June 30, 1978.
Diploma and Awards. Although the annual
"best flight" trophies and the UK 750km Diploma are basically subject to FAI Sporting
Code "badge rules", as a dispensation uncompletect 'triangles where the pilot lands over 10km
from the line oC the last leg, which would not
qualify under the current Sporting Code, may
be measured by the traditional "radius rule"
used in competitions, ie the distance counted
for the uncompleted leg is the full length of the
leg less the distance of the landing point from
the departure/finish point of the triangle. This
dispensation applies only to BGA annual trophies andll'he 750km Diploma.
Weinholtz Tasks. To lest the practicability of
Fred Weinho'1tz's proposals for competition
tash, described in tl1e February issue of S&G,
p51. Directors ,of the 1978 Regional contests
may set Weinholtz-sty'le tasks on up to one day
in every four contest days. The only variations
from tlie Weinboltz proposals are that pilots
may select their turn,ing poinls in flight, and that
the same criteria apply to determining maximum daily points as for the normal scoring
system. Handicapped distances and speeds
should be used in the ca·lculation of points.
1979 Nationals Efttry List. To guarantee a set
number of places in N ationallevel Championships to pilots fr,om the Regionals, the 1979
Nationals Entry List will be circulated at each
competition this season and published in a
future issue of S&O.
Gordon Camp
Chairman, BGA Compelitions Commiuee

NATIONAL LADDERS
Due to a considerable number of height gains
and a few soaring days in April, the lists are
expanding rapidly compared with last year.

T

l. Beer

Club
Thames Volley

'1
3

A. Kcy

Thames Volley

R. Aldous

.4

M. B. Jefferyes

Airways
Essex

PIS
2967
2950
2743
2640

Fits
4
2
2
2

PiS
2688
2170
1699
1380

FIls

Club Ladder
Leading pilat

I C. Cockelt
2 A. B. Crease
J R. Christey
4 J. Raland

As SO often happens a good soaring weekend
came after the deadline for the club news
contribution. During the weekend of April
15-16, Chris Garton, Alan Purnell and Hugh
Hilditch flew 500km triangles, while at Cambridge Sigfrid Neumann completed a SOOkm
t.riangle and John Olossop a triangle in excess of
400km. No doubt we will read of further
achievements during this weekend in 'the next
issue.
But Lasham !had aneailier start to the soaring
season with Chr,is LoveU (Astir CS) flying
300km triangles on March 30 and April 11.
Now there is news of a record, see below.

FIRST UK RECORD FOR TWIN ASTIR
Chris Rollings and Doug Freeman took the
Twin Astir round a 103km triangle on Tuesday,
April 11, at an average speed of92.83km/h.
The startline was crossed at 13.15 and with
cloudbase at 4100 rising to 6000ft asl they only
needed four climbs, the best at 8kt, to complete
the Bicester, Didcot, Booker triangle (subject to
homologation).

AB·INITIO KILLED
There was a fatal accident at lhe Midland GC's
Long Mynd site on March 19 when a K·13 was
on an instructional flight in a 20kt SW wind with
stratus at 900ft agl. The winch launclJ. was too
fast and the ca ble was released, the glider
spinning in during a turn and hitting the ground
almost vertically.
The student pilot, David Willett, died from
his injuries on the .way to hospital and the
instructor, Howard Bradley, had severe bruising
on the ankles and legs.

DICK'S VISIT

Open Ladder
Leading pilot

AN EARLY START

Club
Thames Volley
Imperiol College

London
Airways

4

2

3
2

Dick Johnson is vlsltmg the London GC on
Saturday, June 24, when he will give a semitechnical flight testing talk in the evening on
comparison studies, including a paper he presented at the SSA Convention on "Improved
PIK 20B Flight Polar Measurements and Tuft
Studies". Dinner must be booked and tickets are
from the club Steward.

Phiiip Wills
MEMORIAL FUND
The BGA has established an appeal fund to honour the late Philip Wills.
The fund will be used to promote sporting and recreational flying in
gliders. It is the primary intention of the Trustees tQ use the fund to
assist BGA member clubs to acquire sites and buildings and to
provide short term financial help. these objectives were very close to
Philip's heart and were his intentions when he set up the Wills
Reserve Fund.
The Memoriol Fund has the full approval of ,philip's family and the Trustees of the British light Aviation ond
Gliding Foundation have already agreed to dQnate £ 1000.

lt is hoped that contributions from the British gliding movement will exceed £ 10000 which is only £ 1.00 from
each pilot.
Contributions should be sent to:

Christopher R. Simpson, Chairman of the Philip Wills Memorial Appeal

tI 0 the BGA Office. (Cheqves payable to Philip Wills Memorial Fund.)

TIlE DGA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
After the AGM in March a new Executive
Commillee was elected. The members are:
Lionel Alexander, Roger Barrell (Chairman,
Execulive Committee), Vic Carr (Chairman,
Instructors Commillee), Joan Cloke (Trealurer), John Delalield, Frank Irving, Keith
ManseU (Vice-chairman, Executive Commillee
and Chairman, Development Commi\lee),
Barry Rolfe (General Secretary), lan Strachan
(BGA delegate to FAI, CIVV), Paul Thompson
(Chairman, Magazine Commillee), Eric Wilks
and Tom Zealley. Other chairmen 'Of BGA
commitlees are: Rex Pilcher (Airspace), Gordon Camp (Competitions and Badges), John
Williamson (Radio), Arlhur Doughly (Safety)
and Roy Tetlow (Technical). Dee Reeves is the
BGA Publicity Officer.
Although the minutes of all Executive Commillee meetings are sent to clubs it is not
surprising that there is still widespread ignorance amongst pilols about just what the BGA
Exec does. Whilst our terms of reference include deciding the policy and objectives of the
Association and represenling the interests of
clubs and their members at national level, it
might help to put some flesh on these bones if
occasionally we report on just what we have
been up to lately. Here, therefore, are some
notes on some of the items discussed at our
April 1978 meeting, the first one to be held since
lheAGM.
MATTERS ARISING FROM THE BGA
WEEKEND
Fuadlnll fulure BritIsh Teams. There was a
general feehng at Oxford that it was time to

change the BGA's policy towards funding
British teams and that in future general BGA
subscription income should be used for this
purpose if it was necessary. The Exec decided
that this topic should be discussed more fully
before any decision was taken and Tom Zealley
is going to prepare a paper we can consider.
(The next World Championships, after this
year's, will be held in 1981 so it was felt there
was time for the Exec to put up a formal motion
at a future general meeting proposing any
change.)

the numerous trophies and memorabilia associated with Philip at the RAF Museum,
Hendon. We also discussed how best 10 perpetuate Philip's name with special "reference to
enterprising flights but no conclusion was
reached.

Membership growth. The discussion at Oxford
convinced the Exec that it would 110t be in the
best inrereslS of clubs for any funds to be spent
nationally on publicising gliding with a view to
getting more members.

GLIDER DESIGN COMPETITION
Some provisional ideas from the Technical
Commitlee had been circulated and these were
discussed at some length. Opinions were divided as to whether there was a genuine "groundswell" opinion in clubs that there would be a big
market for a DIY glider with a C of A. No
decision was taken and more opinions are being
canvassed.

BGA Weekend in 1979. Dee Reeves was congratulated on the successful Weekend at Oxford. It was decided to hold another similar
occasion next year: possibilities for venues
include York University and the Leicester area
(a suggestion that next year's Weekend should
involve a "package tour" to Amsterdam or Paris
was turned down with some reluctance as we
reckoned our Constitution did not allow us to
hold our AGM outside Britain!).
50TH ANNIVERSARY DINNER
John Delafield is chairing a working party to
organise a Grand Dinner in December 1979 to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of the BGA.
PHILIP WILLS
We were very pleased to hear that Kitty Wills
had agreed to be one of the trustees of the Phi lip
Wills Memorial Fund. The Chairman reported
that arrangements were being made to display

LONG TERM PLANNING
The time was now felt 'to be right for some
long term policy decisions to be taken regarding
sites and the Development Commillee was
asked for a paper on the subject.

CIVV
lan Strachan reported on the recent CIVV
meeting in Paris. We agreed that the BGA
would have to be involved in selecting pilots
who wished to enter the new European Gliding
Championships (Club Class) being held in
Sweden.
The Exec decided in principle that the BGA
should bid to hold a World or European
Championship in Britain in the 1980s. The
Competitions Commillee was asked to set up a
working party to investigate the possibilities and
repoT! back, taking note of the financial
difficulties that were likely to be encountered if
a world event was held with South African pilots
laking part.
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CLUB VISITS
Membep,; of Ihe bec will vis,il as mallY clubs
as possible in the nexl 12 months 10 discuss any
general problems and 10 enable club members
10 "sound off" about any aspecl of the BOA's
work,
The formal pari of Ihe meeling ended at
around 9,OOpm and mosl members then adjourned to the Exec's currenl favourite Kebab
House in South Kensington where gliding talk
continued until a late hour.
[fyou want to bend the ear of a member of
the Exec later Ihis year please tell your club
Chairman who will know whether and when a
visit 10 your site is being planned. We shall be
delighted 10 gel feed-back from members as that
is Ihe best way for us ,to ensure our priorities are
right and that we are doing what the majority
wants.
Roger Barrell
BGA Chairman

Members ofthe British Team l1tt.ended a reception, held in the cellars ofHedges & Butler, to announce
that /'UI1/ e Mes were sponsoring the Nationals at Lasham f~om May 20-29. Our photograph is of(left
to riglu) Roger Barret, BOA Chairman, John Delafield, Bernard Fifchelt and Richard Joyce of Evans,
Marshal! &: Co, who distribute Punt e Mes in the UK.
GOLD C COMPlETE
No.

(,.\8
649

GLIDING CERTifiCATES
Nome

Ovb

J.Mlfcntl1

Eagle

1978
16.2

DIAMOND GOAl.
No.

Name

2/867

A K. Lincoln

C1,b
11'llpenol

ColI~ge

1977
10.8

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No.

Nome

31lJ4
31J3S
3/336
3/337

W.l.

31338

R. W. Warren

CO Naill

A. C. Ead.
J.Mlrchell
MT. A. Sand'

Club
Aqu,lo
Dee1,dtl
Eagle
Ulster

Surwy & Honls

1978
26.3
26.3

Club
Clevelands

S. C. Dennrs
R. W. Warren

Surrey & Hant~

GOLD C HEIGHT

AlL THR£E DIAMONDS
N"
B6

Nome

1978
5.10.77
12.3
16.2
21.3
30.3

Nome
S. J. Beon
P. Jahnson
D. C. Walker
W. L. C. O'N.,II
K. G. Eornden
G. H. While
E. Fllzg~rald
I. F. BaffleS
A. C. Eode
P. G. Browne
D. H. Gordncr
J.G.WlIwn

O. J.Mrnson
S. C. Dennls
R. C. Farthing
M. J.lmcoln

1978
29,12.77
4.12.77
28.12.77
5}0.77
1.1
31.12.77
31.12.77
13.10.77
8.3
21.10,77
4.3
8.1
21.3
26.3
6.1117
26.3

Club
Imperiol Collpge
60fders

SGU
Aqu,lo
Chilterns
$cuth Wales
South Wales

ES-5ex
Oees,de
Thames Volley
East Sossex
Aberdeen Unlv
Devon & Somerset
Clevclands
Clevelan·d!.
Clcvelands

SUfrey &

Devon & $cmer5e1

$. Barber

Devon & Somersel
Derby & lana.
&ct"Slcr
Bolh& Wilts
Homblelons

A. R. Vetn10t
E. K. Stephemon
T. P. Grant
E. ,v... Rabcrh

263
21.3
21.3
21.3
30.3
30.3
26.3

Honf~

R. W. Warren

C. Mlllt!r

GOlD C DISTANCE
Name

Cl,b

M. C. S. Alken
A. K. Lincoln

Cornl~h

1977
18.10
10.8

ImperIO,! College

SILVER C
No.

4975
4976
4977

4978
4979
4980
4981
4982

Name

1. A. Hortdl
W. It WiJlioms
M. C. S. A!ken
A. K.lrncoln
A. C. Eod.
M. R. Baker
P. S. Crossley
R. 8. Chnstey

Club
Airways
Kestrel
Norro...... srll ...e (Avstrolic)
Impenol Callege
Deeslde
Eost Sus~:(

lhomd. Volley
loodon

1977
11.8
30.7
19.10
10.8
13.318
1.3
18.3
30.3

lainsailin

Varley batteries ore used in sailplanes and
gliders to power instrumentation os they provide
a simple, reliable power source employing the
same technology as the Varley high-power, fully
aerobotic, military aircraft battery.
Batteries for glider use are packaged in
either 2 volt, 6 volt or 12 volt units of various
capacities to meet particular requirements.
Send in the coupon and see why Varley is a
very special battery.
VOlley Dry AccumulatOl'S Umited

Alheds Way Baricing Essex IGll OTB

Varley
fT:Varl:yDr;;~~o~r;U~;-A;eds"~;';k;"n;'--I
I Essex IGll OTB.
1
1
I Please send me details of Varley glider batteries.
1 Name
1
IM~

I
L

I
1
J
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JANTAR STD '2'
SEE IT IN ACTION AT WORLD CaMPS.
'CAUSE ACTIONS SPEAK LO,UDE'R THAN WORDS

Next deliveries now in July / August
Price of £9,000 includes instruments, duty, delivery, technical documentation and V.A.T.

Still available:

Telephone: High Wycombe (0494) 40911
24 hour answering service
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Pirot & Bodon 1E
One of each at old prices.

"DO USLYSZENIA"

(which means: hoping to hear from you)

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING COMMISSION ((IVY) MEETING
- Paris, Marc~ 16-17, 1978
IAN STRACHAN, BGA Delegate to CIVV
( attended on behalf or the BOA with Roger
Barren (BGA Chairman) as official alternate
delegate. This account ,is a briefer version of a
fun report which goes to the BOA Executive
and Competitions & Badges Committee.
There were 23 countries attendil1g the meeting which commenced with the delegates
standing in silence in memory of Philip Wills
and other distinguished members of the world
gliding community who had died since the last
meetin~.

* * *

Ulienthal Metlal. This, the highest international gliding award of the year, was awarded to
George Moffat of the USA.
Worfd Championships, Chateauroux, France.
The impending Championships were discussed
and four countries said that they would not fly if
South Africa competed, whereas fouf others
were losing government team subsidies. However, there are 112 enuies: 33 Open, 44 15
Metre and 25 Standard.
Future World Championsb'ips. These will
probably be lleld in 1981 and 1983. West
Germany will bid for 1981 at Bayreuth and
other nations interested in running World
Championships in the 1980s are ourselves,
USA, South Africa and Australia. The BGA
would like some opinion from clubs and
members on support for the UK hosting a
World Championships in the early 19805.
European Club Class Championships, 1979.
In 1979 there will be a European Championship at Orebro, Sweden, from June 14-24, for
dub gliders. The "Club Class" will be, roughly,
Standard Class gliders (although use of waterballast not allowed) al1d gliders of similar or
lower performance. If your glider is at 100% or
less on the BGA handicap list, you could be a
European Champion. The contest might either
be handicapped or run in .two groups of gliders
of similar performance. The point of the
contest is that a K-6, Skylark or Astir should all
have a fair chance of winning.
Ainpace. This was a matter ofconcern to all
glider movement.s 'and Ihe long te,rm internalionaltrends were towards more «lntrol, use of
radio and even transponders. 80b Ducl!, (USA),

CIVVand FAI Airspace Co-ordinator, pointed
out how 'vita,1 it was to eSlablish a good relationship with other airspace bodies, government and other airspace users. We hope to see
Bob in 'he UK later this year.
Sporting Code. The next ediiion is due to,
operate from 1980. lihe BOA Competitions
Committee invitecornments so that they can
discuss them and instruct the CIVV delegate
accordingly.
Classes. Some nations wished to reduce the
number of World Classes from three (one
wanted to go back to one Class), others wished
to preserve the Standard Class at all costs to
continue with at least one relatively cheap
glider at international level. Your views are
sought, channelled through the Competitions
Committee.
Tasks. More versatile contest tasks were
discussed, particularly a "pilot selected triangle" marked mainly for distance, where a pilot
could pick his route from the organisers' list of
turning points (See S&G, April, "Thoughts on
New Contest Philosophy in Gliding", p57.)
Another task tried in the USA at Regional
levels was where triangle distance to be flown
was proportional to glider handicap, eg a 50%
glider would fly half the size of triangle that a
100% glider flew. The Competitions Committee
will discuss these matters in due course.
Scoring. Simplification was discussed. It is
apparent that in the stronger thermal countries,
points for distance could be dispensed with
altogether, but there is no suggestion of this
being supported for the UK and such an idea
would discourage the setting of big triangles in
contests due to the risks of non-competition.
International Instructors' Conference to be
held at Lasham from October 27-29. This was
publicised and there may be several distinguished visitors from abroad.
The next CIVV meeting will be in Paris from
March 22-23, 1979. The CIVV Bureau will meet
this November - the Bureau is a non-executive
body consisting of the CIVV President (Bill
(vans, USA), the six Vice-Presidents (currently
the delegates of France, West Germany, Italy,
Norway, Poland and Switzerland) and the
crvv Secretary.

London Sailplanes Ltd.
Tring R,oad, ,D"nstable, Beds.
T elephon. Dunstable 62068

u.x. Agents for

Tost and A. Schleicher

Open Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p,m.

Qu~stions. CIVV is our international
governing body in terms of the sporting aspects
ol'gliding, ie competitions. records and badges.
If you Inave any questions, or suggestions for
change, raise this with the BGA Competitions
Committee, the BGA Executive or directly with
your C1VV delegate, all c/o the BGA office.

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS' FUND 1978
The BGA acknowledges donations to the World
Championships' Fund from the following:
R. Q. Barren
BGA Dinner GucslS
T. J. Bradbury

P. King

G. W.G.Camp
M. R. Carhon
Naomi Christy
R. T. Col< (Condor
International Ltd)
Cotswold Gliding Club

D. Lane
K. Lawrence
London Gliding Club

H. Manlhorp"
Sir Theadore McEvoy
C. J. Orde

Sir Peter Seon

W.J.Dale
H. R. Dimock

Swiftwash Lld

Four Counties Gliding
Club

Tig~r Club

M. P. Garrod
M.Garside

B. Thomas
Soaring Group

K. G. Wilkinson
Cpl J. P. Willshaw

H. V. Howin

SHUTILEWORTH DISPLAY
On Sunday, June 25, the Shuttleworth historical
collection at Old Warden Airfield, near Biggleswade, is laying on a display of aeroplane types
reminiscent of the great days of sporting aviation. Gates open Ilam and flying starts at 2pm
with take-olfs of seven different types of DH
Moth.

AVIATION ART EXHIBITION
The Guild of Aviation Artists ale again holding
their annual exhibition in the 'Qantas Gallery,
Piccadilly, London. It is from June I3-July 6
and will be formally opened by Winston Churchill, MP, on June 12.

SAILPLANE & ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
C'sofA
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN Ale

C.A.A. welding and re-sprays
Repairs 10 wood. glass-fibre and steel tube machines
Stocks of most materials for repairs and re-builds
Wide range of instruments in stock
8arograph and A.SI. Calibration

WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE

BUXTON 4365

I

SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.,
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS
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OVBRSBAS
NBWS

Please send news and exchange
copies of journals to the Overseas
Editor: A. E. Slater. 7 Highworth
Avenue. Cambridge. CB4 2BO. England.

NEW ZEALAND NATIONALS
Set among grand scenery of central Otago. with
mountains to 6<XX)ft and inversions often below
them. good thermals and occasional waves, the
small township of Alexandra with one dusty
airstrip. hosted this event for the first time.
Ingo Renner, Champion from Australia, flew
Irors concours in his first mountain soaring
contest, but on the first day he found himself
trapped among mountains, broke his LS-3 in a
tussock landing (later retrieved by helicopter)
and had to walk five hours and cross waist-high
streams to reach a telephone.
Another Irors concours pilot, Justin Wills, flew
one day in a K-l3 with Alan Holgate and
clocked 64.25km/h on a 203km quadrilateral.
Best speeds during the Contest: Day 5, I.
Evans (Nimbus 2), IOO.62km/h on 322km
triangle (Renner 98.42km/h); Day 8 (the last),
102km/h on an l89.5km triangle. involving
crossing the Dunstan Range in the face of a low
inversion.
leading final resu/,s:
Open Class: I, /. Evans (Nimbus 2), 6294p's; 2, ,.
Fin/ayson (ASW-Il), 5993p's; 3, D. Yarroll (Nimbus 2),
5966pls; 4, I. Pryde (ASW-1l), 5661 pIs; 5, P. Heginbolha;'" (Nimbus 2), 5566pls; D. Waters (Nimbus 2),
55 I 3p's.
Standard/Handicap: I, R. Gardan (LS-3), 6285pts.
Sports: I, A. van Dyk (K-6f), 51/lpts.

ROSS MACINTYRE (Condensed)

A DANISH CLUB
Carl Ulrich, editor of S/ig og Synk (Lift and
Sink), organ of the Silkeborg Flying Club in
central Jutland, writes to bring up-to-date the
news published in the December, 1977, issue,
p272. Founded in 1934, the club has 70 active
members, one of whom, Ib Wienberg, has been

National Champion twice. All the groundwork,
including repairs, is done by members - mostly
by private owners. The airfield is Ikm long by
lOOm wide. Launches, 2000-3000 a year, are
nearly all by winch, with very few aerotows.
Total cross-countries average 25000km a year
(20000 in 1977 including six Diamond goals).
Weekend "COllages" built by members now
number eight. with room for ten more, Instructors number 15, and operate a Blanik and a
Twin Astir.

GOLDS AND DIAMONDS IN FRANCE
Figures for Gold C legs and Diamonds earned
in France during the last three years show lhat
though, as expected, 1976 was an exceptional
year for distance, this was not so for altitude.
Figures in each category for each of the three
years in succession were:
1975 1976 1977
Gold altitude:
190
131
167
Gold distance:
52
364
127
Diamond altitude: 78
67
58
Diamond goal:
51
367
106
Diamond distance: 12
174
55
Total distance flown from French centres
during 1977 was 1,364.539km - A viasporl.

SECOND NEW ZEALAND AERIAL DERBY
This event started from Paraparaumu and
finished after four flying days over an 847km
course at Kaitaia. A rail strike caused a week's
postponement of the start because many entranlS could only return from the Nationals by
ferry.
After a dinner party at Wellington on Friday,
March 3, Saturday dawned fine with thermals
from 9am. Ten pilots set off at Ipm on a 212km

HAVE A TRAILER TAILORED TO YOUR Ale

LIGHT, STRONG, MAINTENANCE FREE

G.R.P.
. TRAILERS
from

NORFOLK SAILPLANES
158 IPSWICH ROAD, NORWICH
Tel: (0603) 53448
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course Para parau mu- U mutoi-Oringi-Wai pukurau, except that Peter Lyoos found he had 00
ASI and landed for a second launch. then found
he had no variometer, and finally got away on
his third launch. No relights after outlandings
were allowed, and Brian Chesterman, who came
down after 20km, had to complete the course by
trailer. Eight finished the .course, Finlayson
(Open/Handicap Class) being firs.! at
113.76km/h. Brian Kelly won lnlhe Standard
Class.
Day 2, 196.7km via Oringj, Raumai, Umutoi,
Taihape to Raetihi. Three pilots, Gatland,
Finlayson and Banton, had finished the course
when cloud cover and increased wind prevented
the others from doing so: all would have completed if launches had started 40mins earher.
One pilot. though in sight from the finishing
airstrip, failed to find it. Oddly, if he had done
so, speed points for the day would have been
600 instead of 175. Now leading were Neville
Ban ton in the Open/Handicap and .Brian Kelly
in the Standard.
After two non-flying days the party moved by
road to Taupo and on March 8 their task, after
high cirrus had moved oil, was 207km to Aldmore. In poor visibility only three got there,
Finlayson regaining firsl place overall with
74.59km/h. In the Standard Class Peler Holthouse reached overall lead with the farthest
outianding.
On the final day, back to Auckland, a 5°C
inversion at 3500ft and weak thermals did not
encourage Jtigh speeds on the 231'lr.m course, but
seven finished. Ian Finlayson was fastest and
clinched the "Air New Zealand Derby" title,
gaining the Georgeson trophy in the Open/
Handicap Class for the second time. Neville
Banton, though very slow this day, retained
second place Overall.
In the Standard Class of five sailplanes, Brian
KeUy won the Westenra trophy, taking the lead
from Peter Holthouse who landed out.
The race eXCGutives in their Cessna 172 were
delayed by a control zone from seeing the first
arrival, but ,this was catered for by Alan Rowe
who reached the finish line in lime in his liltle
Andres AI ultra light.
Leading Final Results,
Open/Handicap Class: r, I. Fin/ayson (ASW-ll),
3865pts; 2, 1. Benton (Kestrel /7). 36l3pts; 3, D.
Has/eft (L5-3), 3528pts.
Standard Class: I, B. Kelly (ASW- J 5), 358lpls; 2, 8.
Lyons (Std Cirrus), 3573pts; 3, P. Holthouse (Hornet),
3369pts_

ROSS MACINTYRE (Condensed)

WAIKERIE
1974 World Comps Site
AUSTRALIA'S PREMIER GLIDING CENTRE
• The record breaking weather e<perienced then is our normal summer
pattern .
• Top fleet: Twin ASlirs, ASlirs, ASW15, ASW19, Cirrus, ASW20, Kestrel.
• Pawnee 235 areotow.
• Pockage deal hire: All launching and flying inclusive on sola sailplanes.
• Residential clubhouse. Dining and bar right on 'heoirlreld.

WAIKERIE GLIDING CLUB INC.
BOX 320, WAIKERIE
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

LOW-SPEED AND MOTORLESS FLIGHT
SYMPOSIUM

The Third International Symposium of the
Science and Technology pf Low-Speed and
Motor\ess Flight will be at the Nalional Aeronautics and Space Administration Langley
Research Center, Hampton. Virginia, USA, on

March 29-31, 1979. Papers, to be submitted by
August 1,1978, will be considered in the ,lfeas
low-speed aerod.ynamics, including airfoil design; new materials applications and structllral
concepts, including aeroelastic considerations;
advanced instrumentation; peJforman{;e testing
techniques;. sailplane optimal flight path techniques; self-lallnching sailplanes, man-powered
airnafl and ultra-light glider technology.
For further details, contact: Perry W. Hanson,

NASA Langley Research Center. Mail Stop 340.
Hampton, VA 23665, USA.

VINTAGE INTERNATIONAL
Aviasporl announces that the 6th International
Vintage Glider Rally will be held at Brienne-

le-Chateau, France, from July 8 to 16.

___....:;T~H;;;,;E~RALLYE 1 80T
-~
With pilot + 22 IG fuel.
Payload = 1543 Ibs. (700 kg)

Rote of Climb at 1653' Ibs. AUW

=

An aircraft built for towing.
Order now for early 1978 delivery
-f--

1477 ft./min.

--._----,-

---""T

CUT THE COST OF FL YING
INSURE WITH THE GLIDING BROKERS
R,ing Carol Toylor at THIRSK (0845) 230 J 8 (24hr. Ansofone Service)
or write to:-

MOWBRAY VALE INSURANCE BROKERS
8 CASTLEGATE, THIRSK,
NORTH YORKSHIRE.

Telex 587333
All classes of Insurance transacted
Represented at Lloyds
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I made the decision tha't I had to become a member of a glass syndicate, a
decision I have no ca use to regret.
Does the above hold the key to the problem? Is the missing Iinle the
cheap soaring machine (Sw;lllow performance) owned by clubs in such
numbers that everyone can gel some soaring on a good day?
At first sight it would appear so, but it is vital that it has absolute
minimum (approaching zero) maintenance requirements otherwise the
voluntary manpower resoun:es of the club will be swamped by the extra
number of machines requiring altention. And that first-cost speclre
remains; how to design .a DIY glider requiring only reasonable man-hours
10 complete, wi,th such rugged features that maintenance will not be
crippling, for a sum of money proportional to the performance? Perhaps it
ends up looking something like a hang glider, with wing.-warpingcontrol
and some undercarriage other than my legs?
Thatcham, Berks.
B'ILL MEYER

MORE THOUGHTS ON LIGHTWEIGHTS
WHAT'S SO WRONG WITH TODAY'S GLIDERS?
Dear Editor,
The columns of S&G carry a fairly constant percentage of moans and
groans about the line of development being taken by glider design today. I
find the modern machine such a joy to fly that I am forced to wonder just
how many of the groaners have actually flown a glass machine at all, let
alone flown one cross-country.
Cost? Yes, a modern glider costs a lot of money, but so does everything
else in this world, and look what you get for the money:
I) A modest investment. Unlike a motor car your glider does not
depreciate from the instant you buy it. It's value just escalates away
steadily, more or less in step with general inflation. So. you can even,
buy it on an unsecured loan and the escalation in numerical pounds
will just about cover the interest charges.
2) A low maintenance vehicle. If you are used to the annual inspection
effort required on a wooden bird you will be very pleasantly surprised
by the minimal work-load of a G R P inspection.
3) C.omfort. The reclining seat and light sensitive controls make long
flights a genuine pleasure instead of a tiring chore. I find that I now
regard any flight of less than three hours as a bit of a failure and five
hours as about the norm.
4) Performance. This aspect seems to be the one most misrepresented.
The modern (competition) glider is not a fierce racing car - it is 'a
ROlls-Royce in which you sit back in comfort and silence with the
whole spectrum of performance available at a finger light touch. And
don't think that the performance is only there on strong days - it is my
contention that the advantage over the Wooden Wafter is equally
evident on the weak days. Have you never had the experience of
working your heart out in an Oly in very weak oonditions, beingjoined
by a glass bird which has sniffed al your thermal and tben soooped off
a mile Of so, searching, searching? Suddenly you are aware that he is
climbing above you; his performance gave him the ability to go and
have a look around with lillle height loss; your performance means
"miss one .thermal and you hit the ground". This performance also
re'leases you atlas! from 'the eternal circling - you find that you can fly
for considerable distances wi,thout turning, just weaving along seeking
the areas of reduced sink or weak lift.
And what's so wrong wilh today's competitions? The Regionals are all
run on handicap, and the present system nearly always puts a wooden
glider or two near the top, so it can'l be far off, particularly when you
remember that most of the more experieneed pilots fly glass anyway.
Personally, I enjoy a competition as a holiday, doing what I like best,
amongst people who like the same thing.
At first sight I am allracted tQ the idea puI forward by Fred Weinholtz
(S&G April. p57) of pilot selected tasks, however the scoring system needs
carefulthougpt. But, afler all, if there was so' much wrong with the present
competition scene, dub task weeks would be swamped with entries and
'the l'ationals would be IiInder-subscr,jbed - and I don't think that is the
'situation at all!
There is, however, undOUbtedly a gap which is not being filled in some
clubs. In my own case this gap was due to lack of a suitable soaring club
machine. and lack of opportunity to fly the machine that was available
when conditions were soara'ble (because someone else had gone off in it!).
I was saved from stagnation, and possibly disillusion, by a fortuitous job
change which placed me within reach ofclybs with machines in the K-6 to
Phoebus range - a giant step up from the Swa·lIow. Having flown Phoebus,
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Dear Editor,
I have schemed lightweight gliders for many years, but only sellled
down to a thorough exploration of their potential performance and
economy during the past year spent living in a Japanese construction
camp on a mud-flat at the edge of a desert - a fine plaoe for thinking if
terrible for communication. So my first reaction on seeing Richard
Fortescue's article "Very Light Gliders" (S&G, February, p2) was "now to
hear something about the State of the Art, and what the rest of the world is
doing"; but I WaS disappointed to find that it was another "If only .. ," sort
of,thing. with very limited expectations and a viewpOint that seemed to me
a long way back down the trail. His examples of lightweights. Hippie,
which sounds like a kind of congealed hang glider, Illld Pegasus. wh'ic'h I
remember as a miniature GB wllich no pilot bigger than Harald ,Pen rose
could get into - it was a one-0ff also and scrapped SOOIil after the war as
unrestorable - were hardly inspiring, The brilliant Baynes designs, Scuds 2
and 3, still outclimbing most other types after 40yrs, although not so small.
would have made a beller starting point.
The trouble is, Richard seems to have got a "second-class" complex, so
that he visualises separate specialised Associations, badges and all,
flullering around on their own exclusive sites - and no doubt taking cover
when the shadow of a BO A registered hawk passed over. I feel that such
fragmentatiOn would be pointless and harmful, not least ,to the "wee free"
VlGs; and a rigid machine however small must surely meet the sam'e
airworthiness and operating standards as do all other gliders. and the VLO
or K.8 groups could do ,that under the umbrella of the BGA. or take their
chance alone with ,the Air NavigatiOn Order and the CAA. Remembering
the an~.ious days of the late {orties, I. think it would be a miracle if they
established 'as good a position as the BGA did then, and has held onto by
determined effort ever since. No, I believe ,that lightweighu should
develop within the framework of the BOA, as 3 new Class, with its own
meets and competitions. and records if you like, different but nOt iuferior
to ,the existing standards: after all, with a few years growth, we might be
referring to "normal gliders" and "very heavy gliders".
My analysis of thc complete spectrum of glider performance, expressed
in general terms of loadings, speeds, etc, and including points for all
existing types {or which I have data, convinces me that there is a wide
band in whic'h lightweights could perform to good .effect. Until now this
region has been almost completely unexplored. and we do not know its
limits or where any optimum design point may lie: in my opinion, to
impose Class restrictions or a one-design policy at 100 early a stage could
'inhibit development without any real cost benefit. Low cost is assured by
low material content, and my aim is an empty weight of around 45kg, a
fifth or sixth of most 15m racers, and a quarter of a K-8. It does not require
primitive design, such as open primaries, and is most likely to result from
the same sort of sound design and practical development that will p.rovide
the best performance and operating feailUres of which the Class is capable.
Paradoxically, .a very cheap basic airframe would leave buyers with
more money to spare for refinement of equipment and finish, so there is no
need for any "second-class" image to go with the type. Nor need this apply
to performance, either, if onc applies the kind of thinking expressed by
Chris Riddell in "Horses for Courses" in, the same issue of S&G (p2lJ). 'My
aim is a machine that will thermal comfortably at 100ft radius: outclimb
any heavyweight racer in Br.itish conditions, 31 least; that is warm,
comfortable and controllable at any altitude; will reach the top of ,the
highest wave or cu-nim and with a glide ratio of 25: I. I would reckon to
reach the coastline in any usual, direction. And that is only one way of
doing it - did someone say "compromise". more Iille a radical alternative.
Basrah, Iraq
PETER RIVERS

A GLIDER IN THE GARAGE
Dear Editor,
The need for a cheap ijght glider (lG) has been amply proven by the
recent letters to ~S&G, yel tile concept remains ratlIer nebulous. The
remedy is to define our needs - not in tenus of performance but by what is
practicable for the majority.
Clearly cheapllr commercial sailplanes could be produced but on,ly
home-building from kits or plans wi'll cut costs.dramatica'lly. Factory-built
LOs will of course be preferred by so,me but it seems inevitable that the
majority of light gliders will be home-buil't. To build a ISm sailplane such
as a K-S, however, one requires a workshop at least 8m (26ft) Ilong, In most
parts of lhe country it is a, sad fact Ihat such places are either virtually
non-existent or exorbi,tantly expensive. This problem has certainly
inhibited the development of home-built gliders in Ihe past and couId well
kill olf an LG movement before i,t starts., It is time we realised that the only
workshop readily available to lhe majority of people is the standard 16x8ft
garage. This is surely fundamentallto t:he light g:lider concept and provides
the li.miting design factor as no component may be longer (han 15.5ft.
Creating a design within this limil poses no great problems but the
advantages are considerable.
Workshop. No rent, no fears of being evicted with a half finished glider.
Easily heated, no wasted travelling lime, close enough. to work on every
night, no security problems. A wor,kshop always available for repairs, Cs
of A (and the next one). The glider must be economical on materials. be
able to circle in the smallest thermals and lighl for rigging and de rigging.
The trailer, only 16ft long, can also be built in the garage for a modest sum
and be towed by a Mini.
Based on the above philosophy, it should be possible to prod uce a
simple home-buill in lhe LD 15-22 bracket for £1000-1500 (at a guess)
oomplete with trailer. If you must have more performance ,then the extra
expense and complication of a three-piece must be aocepted in order to
achieve greater wingspan and aspect ratio. Personallly I find lhe challenge
of developing 7-8m span sailplanes a far more excit,ing prospect.
The question of a one-design Class seems to keep cropping up - i,t
cerlainly has economic and organisational advan'tages but may tend to
stifle the development which lGs definitely need. T'he freedom to "do
your own thing" is a valuable part of any hOme-building movement and
leads directly to the creation of innolialive prototypes. As competitions
teem inevitable I would suggest a compromise; LG competitions could be
open to any machine which fell within Ihe defini,tion of th@ term - whils't
those building the same designs cOllld gel together to arrange the bulk
buying of materials. Whether or not this scheme is adopted, a definition of
what constitutes a lighl .glider will be needed eventually and I offer the
following as a basis for discussion:
I. Any glider, sailplane Oif self-launching moto,r glider other than
Rogallo-type parawings.
2. Bc capable of being built in a standard 16x8ft garage.
J. Have no component longer than!5ft 6in.
4. Have a wingspan less than 10. II or 12m(ii's up to you).
S. Not exceed an empty weight of 300lbs.
6. If equipped with flaps. retractable undercarriage or waterballast. il shall
not be permitted t<l use these features in LO competitions.
1think that there is plenty of scope for all our ideas within such a loOse
tpecification and the table below indicates what is possible wilh machines
in this category. However when considering performance figures we
should remember the many cross-countries and hours of local smring
provided by types such as the Grunau Baby and Olym pia. Even an LID of
17 beats sitting on the ground with an UD of Lero.
Moore

Span Iml

Scud 1
7.72

7,9
WlIIlIarea Im')
AIped ralia
7.5
W"'lILooding
I\g/m')
1.4.54
Empty weight (kg) • 46.7
AJJN(lIg)
115
~ ~nk (m/secl
0.98
LID ralia IOOsl)
15

ti-17
9.96
9.47
10.5
21.6
100
210'
098

t8

Gypsy

11.2
5

Lo-lOO
10
109
10.9

10
37
112
1.0
18

24
100
240
0.78
25

28.2

HortenX

7.5

12
8.36
17.15

112<1.7
237
0.68
31

The obvious next step would seem to be IAe creation of a light sailplane
lIDOCiation to promote development of such types, and wllilst independence is cerlainly desirable. I feel tAat this is possib1e wilhin the BGA as the
IIICCW oflhe Vintage Glider Club has shown.
I am sure lhis point will be hotly debated bUllhe big problem is one of

communicalion. The many people who have been working in isolation on
light glider designs need to be made aware of each other's ideas and
activities via a newsletter. S'uch a publication could also carry articles on
construction. aerodynamics, structures and materials; there is a vast body
of relevant information scaltered aboul that requires bringing together. to
say nothing of the practical eJlperience gained in the design of rigid hang
gliders. If Ithis information becomes generally available. well then. there
are. no more excuses, it's up to you ... bUI as inspiration here is a piece of
news which has not reached mos! British glider pilots. In 1977. George
Worlhington flew a Mi.lchell Wing (a rigid tailless hang glider of approx
IOm span) a distance of 107 miles.
Warwick
PAUL WILLIAMS

DIY TUGS
Dear Editor.
In response to D. J. Clark's letter in the last issue ("Why Don't We
Build Our Own Tugs?", p88) my comments are not going to be inspiring or
encouraging!
Great Britain has become one of the most aeronautically illiterate
countries across the whole spectrum of aeronautics. except for our half
share In SST (with the Frencb) and world leadership with the RB211' Ihe
lighter the aircraft. IAe less we have to· offer! Any talellt that may lie
dormant and which should have the opporlunity. time and facilities. to
rectify this deplorable situation. muslcome (rom the dozen or more
universities. colleges 01' polytechnics which continue to- chuw oul
"aeronaulical engineers". The BGA has not the time to devote to this task.
managing. as it does. a v.ery large private airworthiness system with one
part-t;m~ staff member dealing with this section!
The Royal Aeronautica'l Society and lhe PFA are both launching design
promotional activities this year. My contribution as a member of Ihe RAe
Soc's Light Aeroplane Group Aas been to focus at1ention on the absolute
necessity 10 ,concentrate any lalent and resources thal may be stirred oul of
somnambulance onto a, MRCA (multi-role Club aircrafl). fulfilling the
roles of training. towing and louring (two sealS).
The Practavia Spri'te and RoyProcter's Killiwake are both availabk
but there is negligible evidence that energy w,ill be devoted: 10 DIY'ing
lhem into tugs. In the meanwhile the BGA will he wholly preoccupied
developing resources. modificalions and maintenance philosophies to
prolong the existence of the fleet of 9O-odd geriatric tU.gs still remaining
intact'!
R. B. STRA TTON
BGA Chief Technical Officer

MORE ON BUILDING OUR OWN TUGS
Dear Editor.
I support Mr. D. J. Clarke's suggestion. He puts his finger on the point
when he asks "Why don't we build ·our own lugs?" His specification seems
to me to be very similar to lhe Mitchell/Procter Killiwake of Ihe 19605 and
whicD was built 'by g,liding people in their spare lime. ! flew this aircraft in
July 1.967, and I though'! it a very practical and effectilie a"roplane. It has
been used for many years at Lasham as a lug, and this says much for the
quality of the producl and its state of development.
With the interest in home-built ai'reraft in this country. and: the.
aocel~rating costs of the manufactured product, home-building our own
tugs 'is both a reality and a necessity. Can we have sets of .plans made
aV!lilable of lhe Killiwake I as a starter?
W'etherby, ¥or~s.
J. C. RIDDELL

NEWS OF KITTIWAKE AND PETREL
Dear Editor,
I read with some interesl (and a little wry smile) the letter from D. J.
Clark.. He may be amazed to 'know that someone has clOne what he
advocates. Drawings are available for an a,ircraft Ihal vifllually exactly
meets his specification. It has been built, flown and certificated - all in the
U'K! It is cailled Kittiwake and the prototype lives at lasham and tows
regularly as our privately owned ,reserve lug. A second .example was built
by the Royal Navy apprentices and is believed .10' be still flying.
Ihe real ,problem wilh enter,prises of this sort is, tha t wha t is req uired is a
production and financing competition, rather than a design competition.
For mocedetails of this asp.ecl of this activity I would refer Mr Clark to
the paper "How we done il" given 10 the Royal Aeronautical Society last
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year and published by them in the December 1977 issue of Aerospace.
Since then a local engineering firm has acquired a controlling investment
in Procter Air,craft Associates and is hoping to be able to make parts
available. A certainfmount of tooling and templates for pressed parts are
in existence - even amould fot a splendid bubble canopy!
A two-seater (called Pe,trel) has also been developed for towing duties
for those who prefer a two-seater. One of these is virtually complet.e and
should fly shortly. So, Mr Clark, if you like to ·contact Procter AIrcraft
Associates. c/o Kinetro) Ltd, The Trading Estate, Farnham.. Surrey. you
can start building your own tug right away!
ROY G. PROCTER
Carnberley, Surrey

NOTAMS AND AIRSPACE
Dear Editor.
Whilst I mighl agree with the Chairman of NATMAC that the spurning
of NOTAMS at £7.50pa may appear penny-pinching, I should hesitate to
express my total condemnation of the club concerned without knowing
how the saving was ultimately utilised. If, for example, it turned out that
this money was used in the development of a handy micro-library thal
enabled us to ,refer to the latest NOTAMS whilst in flight, the accusation
would be misplaoed. It is my experience that although the amount of
information directed for my' attention prior 10 take-off is steadily
increasing, the lime that I· have available for its digestion remains constant,
and being a simpl,e minded chap I can think of only one way that
NATMAC might be able to help me with this problem.
Of course none of us, I am sure, wishes to break the law, either through
ignorance or otherwise, but when it comes to transgressing the continually
fluctuating boundaries' of controlled and prohibited airspace I wonder if
the law is being aHo.gether reasonable. For if we look at what is considered
reasonable when authorities seek to deny the public access to other
portions of Her Majesty's Realm, then I think that both the amount and
extent of notice required and the procedure for appeals as applied to
airspace, leave much to be desired.
IIford. Essex
CHARLES ELLIS

COMMENTS ON THE APRIL ISSUE
Dear Editor,
Congratulations on the well-produced variety you served us all in the
April/May S&G, which was quite the best issue seen in recent years.
Please endeavour to keep the variety high over the summer and autumn
issues without an exoessive inbalance towards competition reports.
Fred Weinholtz's thoughts on new contest philosophy (p57) were a most
val'uable contribution and the best proposal yet on how the undesirable
way in which competition flying has developed in recent years might be
ohanged to produce more varied aircraft and better rounded pilots.
Similarly, news of the proposed Trans-European tour (p67) from William
Ma:lpas promises a diverting change from the hell-for-leather fixed-triangle routine.
There was an interesting giveaway in Chris Simpson's ac·count of
Championship flying in Souih Africa (p60) which if, as I suspect, it reflects,
the altitudes of his hosts, goes a long way to explain,ing why Sou-lh African
sportsmen and Women are not universally welcomed and why South
African participation will cost both the British and Irish teams at
Chatea'UFOux substantial sums in lost Sports Council grants. Chris writes
that after an (lutl'anding ,his crew chief "had 10 round up all the local boys
to carry the parts from the fields".
Dare one suggest thal he means 1he indigenous men?
Belfast
BOB RODWELL

MEMORIES OF JOAN PRICE
Dear Editor, •
I was interested - and saddened - to read in your February issue (p33)
of the death of Mrs Joan Price. When Sir Alan Cobham's flying circus
visited the Exeter district before the war, the then Devon GC (of which I
was the youngest member) was asked to pm on a demonstration of
primary glider training which would then be followed by Joan Meakin's
demonstration in her Rhonbussard.
I remember we hired a furniture van to transport our Dickson primary
glider from our site near Exmouth. We built the Dickson ourselves, in the
printing works of the local paper.
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A phQtograph of that day with Joan talking to the Dickson pilot, Maurice
Mouy, who is stilllil'ing in Exmouth. Charles W. A. ScOIl, the England/
Australia air race winner, is on the left and Sam Tolman, Secretary of the
Devon' GC and later President of the Devon & Somerset Gc, who died three
years ago, on the far right.
On the day we were made very welcome by Joan (billed as "The Glider
Oiel") and gave a demonstration of oungey launching. Her Rhonbussard
was the first sailplane we bad, seen and we drooled over it for most of the
day. I never met Joan again but you can imagine the impression she made
on a teenager who was learning to fly a Primary.
Winkleigb, Devon
LES PYM

SPEED INCREASE IN A DIVE
Dear Editor,
I once listened to the CFI of my club briefing a pilot to fly his new
high-performance glider (Foka 5) for the first time. He said: "You will
notice that in a dive the speed will increase far quicker than if you were in
your old Swallow." Although the CFI was correct up to a point, the
difference is in fact so small it is im possible to notice.
I did some sums and worked out that it takes a Std Libelle 2.31sec and
151.6ft and an Olympia 2B 2.38sec and 156.7ft to go from 40 to 70kt in
a 45° dive. The difference in times for the two gliders is only 3%. A
dragless glider takes 2.24sec and 147.1 ft.
A possible explanation for the illusion that certain gliders pick up speed
in a dive quicker than others stems from the fact that the steepness of the
dive can be deceptive in a glider like the Foka 5 where the canopy reaches
right up to the nose.
The derivation of the figures quoted is too involved to print here but I
wiU send a copy to anyone who sends me a SAE before the end of June,
1978.
43 Wobum Avenue, Farnborough, Hants.
RICHARD FORREST

ABSOLUTELY THE LAST ON THE RULE MAKERS!
Dear Editor,
Dave Watt's article ("The Rule Makers", S&G December, 1977, p254)
produced a pn:diotable storm of correspondence in the last issue (p84)
remarkabl'e for its muddled thinking and Jack of reliance on fact. For
example Dave Coc:kburo quotes Dave as saying he has "had to enforce
several rules I personally disagree with" over the years, The article not
only does not contain that phrase, it has no reference whatsoever to Dave
enforcing or neglecting 10 enforce rules at any time. Many other critics
seem equally as concerned to argue agains't what they think Dave oughlto
have said instead of what he did say.
Let us now consider what can be said on tne subject of rules in gliding.
There are in fact three categories of people to be "ruled". First the gliding
minor (say less than Silver C and 100hrs, an arbitrary figure L Qa,ee and
one which varies from individua,lto individual). second the malUre private
owner and third the mature club pilot. Having divided pilots into this
category the rules are easy. The minor must be g,iven rules to prevellt
breaches of airmanship, (eg don't tOw a glider behind a .car without
somebody at th~ nose of the glider) because he hasn't yet had time to
accumulate the knOWledge 10 work these things out for ,himse'lf. He al'so
needs rules to prevent him attempting things beyond his still developing
abilities (eg no aerobatics below 1500ft) since he has not yet the experience
to assess his own competence. III both of these cases the wise Cft or
instructor makes Ihe rules for each individual and tells him of them and
any changes: a blanket set for everybody .is laziness.

The mature private owner needs only those rules which prevent him
being a danger to others, not himself (eg circle in the same direction as
others in a thermal). The mature ~lub pilot must be restrained from ris;king
the club's properly, 'fhe,rules necessary for this will vary from one
individual to Ihe next, one being permitte·d to do 'Iow level aerobatics,
another being told that further trailling.or experience is required, while a
third might be laId be will probably never be that good. None of the above
prevents you warning a private owner that in your view he is taking
unacceptable risks (I have done this on many occasions), but he is not
oompelled to take your advice.
And so to the objections: you do not need to be a full time CFlto say to
an early solo pilot watching some flashy flying "I will tell you when you are
able to do that, and ,the time is .not yet." Any instructor can (and should)
say just that.
No, I don't think any of the above will help to reduce the accident rate.
It is not meant to! It is meant to promote freedom and accidents may be
part of the price.
Dave Cockburn makes the poinl that every accident puts up our
insurance premiums - probably true but ~l take the opposite view and say
die convenience of the majority cannot. be allowed to interfere with the
freedom of the individual. This sent,iment sums up my views on the matter
and it is only left for me to confess Ihat I am the CFI who has recently
invited Dave Watt to become a deputy CFt of my club.
Marlow, Bucu
CHRIS ROLLlNGS

AMISLEADING AND CONFUSING SUGGESTION

Dear Editor,
I am surprised that no instructor has written in to comment about the
wele "Keeping the String Straight?" (S&G, February, 1'18). Nothing
could be more misleading and ~nfusing to begillners than the suggestion
\bat for an accurate turn in any lype of glider the rudder needs to be
applied against the direction of the turn. This is simply not true, whether
wcftyaT-2110ra Nimbus or Kestrel 22. In all cases it is normal to require
a small, into the turn deflection of the rudder while controlling the
tendency to over bank with some opposite aileron.
For the power pilot oonverting to gliders, these deflections seem
unnatural, since they are associated with the undesirability of flying with
"aossed" controls. The large span and low flying speed makes these
control positions necessary for accurate turns in gliders, whereas they are a
Ii&n of over ruddering in the case of faster powered aircra ft. Readers have
only to take a launch and confirm that for a steady accurate turn, a small
amount of rudder will be required in the direction of the turn and not
&pinsti!.
Lubam, Hants.
DEREK PIGGOTI

"good for training circuits only" out here. Happily, we have had a steady
stream of visitors from your parts and we oertainly hope that this will
continue. B. J. "Tug" Wilson is a member of our clUb. Some of your
members. may remember that "Tug" and his partner owned a Blanik in
which they ,knocked off many UK two-seater records. "Tug" is a pilot with
Cathay Pacific and flies with us when he can gel a flight terminating in
Perth.
I would like it to be known that anyone visiting West Australia is very
welcome to fly with us. Contact me on arrival in Perth (44 Arkwell Street,
Willagee, 6156. teI3374104) and I can arrange for visits to the club of their
choice. Our fleet at Narrogin GC consists of Twin Astir, Blanik. Club
Libelle, Pilatus and two Auster tugs.
DENNIS A. GORTON
fiELD LANDINGS MNEMONIC

Dear Editor,
Bill Scull's Accident Review concentrating on field landings (S&G,
December 1977.1'264) prompts me to suggest a simple mnemonic for field
landings. Assuming that we can pick fields which are large enough to land
in and we can land more or less into wind. I suggest SOS, ie slope (or
surface?), obstacles and stock. I feel the sentiment of this mnemonic is
equal to the occasion.
Berwick Upon Tweed
JOHN MARSHALL

Solar Cel,l Battery Charging
HUMPHRY DIMOCK
"If progress be the way of life, let's have more of it." (Apologies 10
Shakespeare.) Gone are .he days whell one need be frustrated by finding
the glider ballery flat when doing the 01, or worse still to find the blind
flying instruments toppling in that wonderful cloud.

HORSES fOR COURSES
Dear Editor,
(hris Riddell tells us in his article ("Horses for Courses". S&G.
february. p20) that Dr Eppler is wrong. but to whal extent do Chris's
conclusions depend on his assumptions aboulthe radius of thermals?
Before Or Eppler does something desperate. perhaps Chris should have
his computer do the sums agaio. using modern ideas about thermal radii.
As long ago as 1974 you published the results of flight lests by Reading
University, giving an average radius close to 1000(1, for a sample of 588
thermals in average British soaring conditions. That is the figure used in
the BGA glider handicapping scheme. not the ou,tdatcd 600ft radius on
whidt (hris's theories appear 10 depend.
Oxford
MlCHAEL RANDLE

At KIND OFfER FROM AUSTRAUA
Dear Editor,
Many years ago my mother gave me a subscription to S&G for my
birthday and for as many years 1 have been going 10 write .anG say how
much I enjoy your publication. I belong la a large gliding clu b in the sou th
orWestem Australia and my copy of S&G quite often does the rounds of
the clubhouse - the comments from the members would make you well
poudofyour interesting and enjoyable magazine.
Wc, down under, may enjoy really strong thermal conditions for longer
periods of the year than do our cousins in UK aod !Europe, bot we have
much to learn when il comes to weak conditions. We never cease to marvel
It \cniths of some of your tasks in oondit,ions which would be termed

The photograph shows the solar cells filled in my Mosquito. I use a l4v
"Dry Fit" 9amp haUl ballery. The solar (;ells give O.46amps, which is
slightly more than double 'the RT radio consumption. It .is \Iery easy to fit
and a milliall1eter indicates when the battery is fuUy c'harged because as
the voltage rises the curren't falls off, therefore you need a switch to turn it
off to prevent oVi:rcharging. T.he panel only weighs a few ounces. With a
"Dry Fit" batte!)' there is no more trouble with acid spilling. Had I known
of solar cells wnen I boug,ht my Mosquito I could have made use of a
battery of half the capacity.
When I take delivery of my Vega .Il'Iopose to have the cells re-arranged
and faired in along the top of.the ~uselage. The 'panel lies 'flat along the line
of t;yesight and does not interfere with vision at all. This is ·confirmed by
severa'l pilots of my Royal Naval Clu'b who have flown it, including one
who has only one eye.
The cost of the installation is only a small proportion of the total cost of
the glider. bu,t oh what a. comforting and exlra joy while flying.
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annual' treks to Portmoak failed to produce
wave,
Our annual djnner-dance was a great success
and we are now looking forward to Ol!lr open
day on April jO'. Preliminary figures from David
Barker, our Treasurer. show a healthy financial
position and our AGM 011 May 6 should be a
l;heerier afl'air than we have been used to, over
the last year or two,
RAR.
CORNISH

"Uneventfullonding - just one cow in the field!" By Mike Spencer

CLUB NEWS
Copy and ,photograpbs for the August-Septem~' is-sue should be sent to the Editor, S&G, 281
Queeo Editb's Way, Cambrid'ge CBI 4Nft, tel Cambridge 47725, to arrive not later than June 13 and
for lhe Oclober-November issue 10 arrive, notlaler than AugusI 15.
April 14, 1978
GILLlAN BRYCE-SMITH

AQUILA
This seems to be a year of change - we welcome
Ken Jannan as our new CFI. a new clubhouse
has appeared and during the winter new syndicates have formed. With help from the Sports
Council, we have added an Auster tug to our
,fleet. Howewer, we do need more tug pilots. If
that role fits you, please conlact Ken on Brack.
ley 702384.
Facilities have now overtaken our club size
and we are able to offer our excellent facilities as
an incentive 10 'encourage new members. All
will be welcome from ab·initio to instructors,
Syndicates in particular will find om under used
facilities a welcome break from the long wait for
a launch experienced at larger clubs.

M.F.L

Our thanks to Marjorie and Brian Selmes.
Marjorie. our superbly efficient Secretary, and
Brian. our CFI for the last two years, are both
retiring for a weB-earned rest a t the end of
April. Richard G[undy is the new Secretary and
Ron Lylilch will be CFI for the third time.
H,
BORDERS
Our club height record has been broken, Four
Counties GC visited us again in March and
Andy Penswick borrowed an Oly 460 and was
launched to 1700fl. He contacted wave at an
average of 2!kt and climbed to 20000ft. The
owner of the 460 was last seen crying quietly
behind the new hangar.
B,R,F.

BATH & WILTSHIRE

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE

By May we will have been flying for l5yrs. Our
start was very modest with a T-31 and a very
elderly Grunau bought with borrowed money,
Since then, in spite of our rather tenuous hold
on the airfield, we have flourished and there are
now 24 aircraft (including tugs) flying from the
field at weekellds, Our members have become
more competition minded in recent years and
this season Andrew Davis (Nimbus 15) and
Chris Rowland (Std Cirrus) will be in the
Nationals for the second time,
The latest aircraft to join the private owners'
fleet is a syndicate Twin Astir housed in a vast
and beautiful trailer on which Jim and Anita
Kelllety have lavished months of flying
weekends,

Agreement has been reached with the Motor
Falke syndic~te so that club and course
members now have the use of a motor glider.
The club fleet is at full strength, apart from the
usual C of A work under the supervision of
"Chalky" White, It looks as though some panel
beating may be required on our Blanik - tin
gliders don't seem to like Nympsfield bumps'
The bar is being completely revitalised with a
large selection of beers and a new decor. With a
new bunkhouse and toilet block also under
consuuction. the dub is more like a builders'
yard than ever.
Flying has bucked up after a rather unexciting winter. We have had many good ridge and
thermal days but. as yet. no wave. Even the
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We recenlly had a successful weekend's glidililg
at Lands End airport with both thermal and
ridge flying plus aerotow practice and experience, Our CFI. John T\lrner. is now planning
an experimental weekend of flying from a field
near Bodmin.
A privately owned K·6c~ has joined the fleet
and is the firsl syndicate machine for six years,
Mike Alken has retumed to US from Aus\.ralia
with stories of successful flying. making us feel
very sick!
Congratulations to one of our instructors and
CFI for many years. George Collins, who has
received a BGA Diploma (see S&G, April. p78),
Pele Arthur has finished the C of A on our
K·13 and we have atlasl gOllhe canopy back on
the Blanik after several months of extremely
cold. windy flying. The Italian evening went
very well and our thanks to the organisers. Clive
and Jackie Slainer.
A.L.l.
DEVON & SOMERSET
The spring expedition to Porlmoak ("Oh
Blessed Bishop's"). yielded a crop of Gold and
Silver legs: Steve Barber (Gold heighl and
duration): Chris Miller and Dave Minson (Gold
height): Simon Minson. Mike Heath and MeI
PillS (Silver height and duration) and duration
for Kevin Jenkins,
Back home. Ian King gaililcd his second
Bronze leg with a flight of over an hour and
Gordon Peters put up a good show at the
Yeovilton task week. completing a HlOkm
out-and·return. He then anempted to fly back to
the TP for Silver distance. but ullforlunately
la nded short.
We had several days' flying as pari of tile
"Sport for All" campaign wilh members of the
North Devon Leisure Centre. which was enjoyed by us all. A number of Scouts have also
visited North Hill.
There have been some excellent alterations to
the bar and our thanks to Peter Cooper for
filling the clubhouse radio so neatly,
M.G,P,
DONCASTER & DISTRICT
Our future in the short term seems a little mOre
secure than of late. The local council. our
landlords, are about to offer us a further lease
which we hope will be for three years,
With the Falke back after eng,ine problems.
our training programme is running faster than
our intake of ab-inilios. so we are campaigning
for more members, Amongstlhe newly solo are
Martin Knight. Ted Riley and Bob Lightfool.
Late February and March prodU\:cd some

"strong" days both vertically and horizontally
with eKceptionally high c10udbase for so early in
the year. Winch launches have frequently been
reaching Ihe 2000ft marR, even the two-seaters,
which for SOp is good value.
Our number of glass syndicates grows daily
and now outnumbers the wooden gliders. Our
lUgs are kepI quite busy, the Super Cub taking
the brunt, but our Sperlin, which is flapped and
has the 116hp engine, is .extremely economical
and can tow a fully loaded Kestrel 19 provided
the crosswind component ISll't-loo severe.

JAS.

DUNKESWELL
Thanks to our enterprising Canadian mem ber.
David Bowsher, we were lifted out of our
late-winter doldrums by the excellent dinnerdance he organised for us in March. This was
announced in the second issue of the DGC
News, which promises tQ become a regular
feature under David's editorship.
Congratulations to Jeff Vosper on going solo
and to Mike Bird who opened the Easter
weekend with a half-hour flight on Good
Friday. Nicholas Keevil-Pill celebrated his sixth
gliding anniversary and 16th birthday on Easter
Saturday with his first solo, followed a fortnigh t
later by his second with 16min soarillg. Jane
Keevil-Pill was prevenied from. making her
brother's birthday a double solo day by gusty
winds but has now joined the ranks. We convatulate them both and welcome back lan
Widgerwho used to be a ",ery early bird but who
can now join us at more conventional hours.

AC.P.

IDEAL FOR ALL

OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES
MADE FROM TOUGH
WATERPROOFED
"nON,

EAST SUSSEX
Our ,recent trip to Portmoak was a great success
and among the most memorable flights was a
Gold height by Doug Gatdner and a duration
by Bert Elsey (Oly 28).
A new Super Falke, owned by Bernard
Eastwell, should be an invaluable aid for
naVigation exercises. AI last we are making final
,arrangements for fortnightly aemlowing which
has been anticipated by members for some time.
At our AGM on March 18 our Committee
was re-elected with the addition of two new
members - Barry Clarke, Social Secretary, and
Stewart Foster, Treasurer. The cups were presented, two being awarded to Doug Gardner
and Bert Elsey for their achievements at Portmoak and a third to Doug for a cross-country
flight.

D.E.C.
ENSTONE
The poor weather has given members time for
hangar building arid the frame is now erected
and the sheeting progressing nicely. Our tug will
be back in service any day and we hope to start
mid-week and occasiona'l evening flying during
,the summer.
Our task week, again organised by John
Halford, will be over the Whitsun holiday week.
M.W.
HIGHLAND
This has been a busy spring for the Highland
Gliding Club, in spite of the shocking weather
earlier on. Whilst the pundits were busy plolling
their 300km triangles, Mike Foreman and
Martin Knight, on successive days, flew Silver
distance to complete their Silver Cs.
The thermal season opened auspiciously at
Easter with a record number oflaunches (73) in
one day, and on another day, a record number
of hours soaring (17t). Aberdeen University
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We were saddened by the sudden death of John
Dickins while on h01iday in Spain OVer Easter.
John started gliding at Dunstable in the 19505
before moving to Central Africa, USA and
Australia, returning 10 England in 1972. After
joining us that year, 10hn became one of our
leading instructors and bore Ihe brumt of the
Wednesday club .f1y,ing until forced 10 give
instructing up due to illness late in 1976. We
shall miss John's cheerful prese.nce and extend
our sympathy to his wife, Gerd, and tlleir tWQ
young children.
After a two year gap the club is holding a task
week at the end of July. We may be able to take
one or two visitors from neighbouring clubs but
anyone interested should first contact Roy
Hubble, our CFI.
Spring has produced a crop of solos. The
ladies have shown the way with Rhona Whittingham soloing in March and Rachel White on

SPRING STOCK LIST

Chest 24" - 34"

Woolacombe, N. Devon.

KENT

DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES

ElASTIC WI NO CUF FS.

CHI LDS

bro\Ight their Bocian for their annual week of
winch launching over Easter, and converted a
record number 0( pilots to our single-seater.
Tile K-6cR, back from its C of A, is now a
dazzling yellow and the Oly 2. at last has a new
coa,t offabric.
There were big Committee changes at the
AGM in March when Chairman, Hendry Dyce,
and Treasurer, Bill Hill, resigned after eight
hard working yea.rs. In recognition of their
services, we gave Bill and his wife Margaret
honorary life memberships and, in Hendry's
name, we presemted a silver trophy to be
awarded annually to the pilot who is top of the
Club Ladder. Our new Chairman is John Lambert with Sheena Armstrong as Treasurer.
The trophies for 1977 were awarded at a very
suocessful dinner-dance in March. The CFl's
trophy went to Mike Flah'erty; the Alasdair
Raffan trophy to George Hobben, the Tait
Altitude trophy to Jelf Howlett and the Hendry
Dyce Club Ladder trophy to Martin Knight.
R.E.T.

£ 1750
£350

MATERIALS

11

mm Ply, £6 sht; Elect T & S, £22.50; 500 x 5 Tyres, £ 15.75; 400 x 4 Tyres, £ 13.50•
Spares and Repairs for DO 100 and 200 as marketed by Austin Aviation
Donum Variometer and Audio £89.00
Send s.a.e. for list

DONCASTER AIRFIELD, S. YORKSHIRE
Telephone: 0302 57695 and 61713

•
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April 9, just two days after her 16th birthday her father, Bill, accomplished the same feat a
week earlier.
D.H.

LONDON
Our wave week at Shobdon at the end of
February consisted of the usual exciting flights,
if not all in wave then in good soaring conditions, and Peter Milner got his Silver distance.
Tony Southard completed his Silver in
March with a duration and Bill Christey gained

WELBURN
SAILPLANES
Low cost hourly rates
Part or whole jobs

his Silver with a 153km flight 10 'little Snoring,
claiming his height on the way. Colin Cruse also
got his distance going to Abingdon.
Our Easter Comp was as usual, welil subscribed with a good battle fought betw.een
Simon Carr (Cirrus) and Francis Russell (Kestrel 19) 10 lead the High Handicapped Class.
After the first day's race on'ly one point divided
Ihem but Francis was finally the overall winner.
GeotfCopping and Phil Cook had a team entry
in their K-6CR and both flew well to win the
Lower Handicapped Class.
Everyone certainly made a great effort and
nearly all had rewarding flights, although the
persistent 30-45111 winds didn't help. However,
Richard Brown nursed his Weihe round a 73km
out-and-return in 3ihrs.
At our annual diriner-dancein the clubhouse
the,cups were presented to len Cross (best flight
in a club glider); Eric Smith (longest Silver C
lIigbt); John Cardiff (Ionges. out-and-return
and 'longest flight of the year) and 10 John
Jeffr,ies and Adrian Coobes (best flight in a
two-seater) - 340km triangle in a K-13. Bob
Drewel was given the best constructional effort
award and Dick Cooper a cup for his services to
the club.
D.Y.

MIDLAND

All structu res

MELMERBY 297, evenings

Congratulations to Steve Allsop and Dave
Woolf who successfully completed their assistant instructors' course, to Nigel Holmes on
gaining Bronze C and to Chris Alldis on reaching 11500asl in his Dart 17R. Wedding congratulations to Pete Orchard and Modwena Little-

ton. Keith Bull and Christine Holt and Mike
Batkin and Sue Humphries.
Our annual dinner-dance and trophy presentation was successful w,ith awards being won by
Malcolm Allan, Steve Allsop, Don Brown,
Robin Bull, Pete Orchard, Jim Parkes, Ken
Payne. Bob Scarborough and Wa,rwick Swancott. A special presentation was made to Emie
Ainscough. our relire,d CFI.
Happily more priyate owners are using our
facilities mid-week due to the favourable terms
now offered. W,e were pleased to host groups of
Coventry GC members and welcomed the use
of their lug.
Graham has reorganised our catering with the
help of Bev. Claire, Ooreen, Norah and Ruth.
Thanks ror the improvement.
Pete Salisbury and Brian Trowe. our professional winch drivers work,ing during courses and
al weekends, have improvt;d launch rate and
aircraft utilisation considerably.
Sadly, on March 19, we had a serious accident
which resulted in the death of Dave Willett, an
ab-initio (see p 130). We wish 10 extend our deepest sympathy 10 Glenda, his wife.
S,H.

NORFOLK
In recent years we have changed our policy in
regard to open days for fund-raising and
recruiting. Air shows proved to be high-risk
ventures. so we have chosen to have a spring
event to help the funds, followed by a recruiting
drive during "Sport for All Week" in the
summer. On Easter Sunday and Monday we
held two open days at Robin Corn bes' fish farm,

VARIOMETER
SYSTE.MS

The outstandingly successful Sailplane
variometer system.
The only Complete system from Variometers
to advanced accessories.
Proven competition successes.
Available in Standard (80mm) case or miniature
(57mm) case.
All system components, Variometers, Audios,
Speed Directors and Integrators fully compatible,
retrofittable and interchangeable.

STOCKED IN U.K. BY SOUTH DOWN AERO SERVICES LTD., LASHAM AIRFIELD,
ALTON, HANTS GU345SR. TEL: HERRIARD 359
CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS INC
365 OLD MARLBORO RD .. CONCORD, MASSACHUSETIS 01 742 USA
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with static gliders on display and raised several
hundred pounds.

At the fish form.

We now have more than a dozen syndicate
slideli, the latest addition being an Astir CS.
Our trailers arc well .organised with a row of
picket points along one side d the hangar.
To add to the award for the year's youngest
solo pilot, we now have one for the oldest, a cu p,
turned by Doe Souper from an old propeller
boss. last year the age range belween the two
was over JOyrs.
As a token of continuing ,interest in the club,
we recently received a 'second generous donalion from our most famous honorary member,
James Stewart.
C.E.H.
NORTHUMBRIA
Our club fleet is sadly depleted. The Swallow
was badly damaged recently after a launch
failure. The pilot suffered a cracked vertebra,
the Swallow a broken fuselage. The IS-28 is still
awaiting parts to modify and strengthen the
undercarriage frame which collapsed. We hope
both aircraft and the Swallow pilot will be flying
again by the time these notes appear.
We had thermal soaring in early March,
which is unusual in our northern climate, and
wave to over 15000fl. In February the club
Blanik climbed t() 9000ft during a flight of
37min.
With t~e generous help of voluntary instructors, we intend running a three month course
season Ihis summer at very competitive prices
for the public and club members.
A.T.

OUSE
Congratulations to Mark Thompson who went
solo on his 16th birthday. We are now able to
fly our tug from the airfield whkh has .renewed
the enthusiasm of our soaring pilots.
The club is selling the Swallow and has
bought a K-6n. The Capstan is back from its C
of A. looking very different in new colours of
cream and crimson.
The now annual trip to Portmoak was well
attended and five members, Geoff Harris, John
Taylor, David Bullock, Brian McDonnell and
Tom Stoker, achieved their five hours.
J.G.

Skylark 4, Pirat, SHK and a Kestrel 19. We
launch by autotow and still use t-ton Parafil.
rhe Parafil has proved' very reliable if well
looked aftel, ,the occasional aborted launch
usually due to the cable pulling out of a joint
filting rather than an actual cable break.
For our present healthy position we are
indebted to ·the Chilterns GC for inviting us to
operate with them throughollt the majority. of
1974 while farnborough's runways were bemg
resurfaced. In fact the Chilterns still display
great hospitality by pUlling up with our
invasions every Augusl for our summer camp.
Our thanks also to Oxford GC for the occasional winch launch and their excellent
barbeques.
But when are the Chilterns going to fly the
undesirable perishing plastic potty back? It's
been stuck behind their bar for the last couple of
years. We promise that we won't keep it long.
MJ.W.

SOUTH WALES
We are at last on mains electricity, thanks to
Peter Trivett and Andrew Sparkes-David.
Anybody wanl a 230v diesel?
.
The rains finally relented and allowed flymg
to start for Easter, I.vor Shallock found the
l5000ft stllff on Easter Monday whilst most
others were content with 8kt thermals. Lyn
Ballard has 'produced another strange
unpronounceable machine in an equally unfamiliar trailer which we hope Will show Its
paces in the July mountain soaring week.
Yet another K-6E has arrived to be flown by
the Glamorgan flying Group who operate with
us and eat most of the exceilent food provided
by the new volunteers, Sue White and Joice
Storey.
I.H.S.
STRATFORD ON AVON

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
The new bar, opened. in early March, is a
resounding success and the kitchen and bedrooms are now being modernised.
A K-I3 has been added to the fleet and a
major drive is underway to increase cross-country efforts this year.
Bob McLean has left and the workshop is in
the capable hands of Berl Jarvis, to whom all
queries should be addressed.
R.H.

Our AGM was very well allended in March and
we have three new Commillee members. Peter
Candy, Geoff Grainger and Gerald Kelly. We
thank Don Hale and Mary Neal for their
services during the past three years.
Several syndicate changes have taken place
during the dormant season and Phil Hunl's·
Astir is now on site. The clubhouse is under
construction, complete with full flushing amenities, and should be ready for MaylJune. Andy
Coffee and his team welcome any assistance in

[HUTES
Model No. 150 and Unlimited
Model 250 Available in red,
blue or black.

ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT
Our membership stays static at around 80 but
the number of seats available has risen dramatically over the last year. Our club fleet consists
orK·7, K-13, K-8and Pirat with another K-8 on
order. In our syndicate fteel we have a Skylark 2,
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any capacity. Rather belatedly we congratulate
Yvonne Old ham and Humphrey Yorke on their
wedding, wishing them every happiness.
H.G.W.
ULSTER
Our long-desired move to Bellarena, in the NW
of the province, happened over a wild and
virtually unflyable Easter weekend. Dublin GC
visitor Cecily Begley recorded the season's first
soaring from the new site the following weekend
when she contacted weak Sperrins-generated
wave on a grey, unpromising SE day in her
syndicate Phoebus.
There's a lot of work ahead to make the site a
permanent facility but the potentia'! is enormous
and the setting superb; already the spirit is
reviving and we're attracting new members
from the area. The first task waS to dig QU't
several tons of solidified sheep droppings, five
feet deep, from the derelict cottage earmarked
as the fuel store.
On the badges front, Alan Sands took the new
PIK-20o to Aboyne in March to gain his
Diamond height with a hard-graft, six-hour
ascent to 22000ft westward from Morven.
As this was written a three-man syndicate was
about to depart for Bavaria to tow home an
SHK. which will be the second of the type in the
club. The re-emergence of a much-improved
and very elegant club Skylark 2 was due while
the Twin Astir was expected to start flying in
May on completion of its trailer. Much of this
work was being done by Jeremy Bryson

betweeIll his business commitments, fettling the
PIK and brushing up his French and gamesmanship ,in preparation for caHying the shamrock at ChaleaurouJl.
Ruth Hall and Mary Craig have made an
excellent job of reviving the long-dead club
newsletter while new Social Secretary, Hilary
Holmes, was laying the groundwork for the
club's annual dinner-dance on April 28.
R.R.R.

Glidervvork
Cof A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
By L. GLOVER senior inspector

- - - ' II~r-::-~
'==
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VECTIS
After 2!yrs preparation, we became airborne on
January I to provide the ,first gliding on the
Island sinc.ethe old Solent Club at Bembridge
closed some tell years ago. Under Chairman,
John Gait, ex RAFVR and Thames Valley, and
CFl, John Kenny, an illstructor from the Cornish GC, Vectis has the glidillg concession althe
recently re-opened Isle of Wight airport at
Sandown.
Founder members Gary Westbrooke, Gerry
Jones, Alan Wade and Neil Watts, all 'Lasham
pilots, have jobs as Treasurer, Secretary and
Committee members (respectively). An additional member in an honorary capacity is Ian
Creighton. formerly with the Solent Club but
better known as a popular member of the
Lasham training staff for many years.
With only a K-7, membership has been
limited to the present number of28, but we have
been promised the use of a Bocian and hope to
buy a single-seater soon. The main drawback is
we are entirely dependant on the Lee on Solent

OXYGEN
EQUIPMENT

The Air Apparatus & V.alve A.1. R. 24 series oxygen
equipment for gliders is now available for self installation,
comprising a control head and 630 litre oxygen
cylinder. With all the in-flight oxygen controls
situated in the one position, this control head
has been developed from the Company's highly
successful Domiciliary oxygen unit to Drug Tariff
Specification 01 B.
The cylinder is of British manufacture and carries C.A.A.
approval No.E 11460. It is supplied valved and
charged to 2000 p. s. i.
The Company also supplies portable
oxygen equipment based on 230 and
630 litre cylinders, and face masks
complete with valves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event of servicing being
required, the Company operates a 24-hour
turn round postal system.

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LTD,
Oakfield Works,
Branksome Hill Road,
Camberley, Surrey.
Tel: Camberley 35073/35486.
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Husbands Boswon" Airfield. Near Rugby

rei, HuJband. Boiworth 880375
Club to get us airborne. However, a Tiger Moth
may SOOn be avaiJ'able.
Sandown airport is worth a visit but please
(feat us as a PPO site if you 'are coming by glider
to ensure that means are available to get you
back 'home! We operate at weekends only but as
the weather improves this will be extended to
evenings and some weekdays by request.

G.J.

WOODSPRING
We have just emerged from another two months
of waterlogged airfield, a repeat more or less of
last winter's misfortunes. Happily on April 2 we

COMPETITOR - DOLPHIN!
fwe of the 5ix 11977 Ng1ionals and Euroglide
winners used Dolphin.
And Dolphin will be in France with the British
team I
Basic Dolphin

£14.50

Double Dolphin

£25.00

Write or phone for details

JSW SOARING
12 WARREN RISE
FRIMLEY, SURREY GU 16 5SH
Tel. CAMBERLEY (0276) 63236

Go.4 fvc. t.am! Go<!d choice Dolphin!
launched most of our gliders for the season's
first happy hour of thermal soaring. We look
forward to visits from other clubs and especially
to the first flying arrival from North Hill to
reclaim the inter-club po\.
At our annual dinner-dance in March we set
aside the £50 proceeds from tickets, raffle and
auctions to support the BGA's World Champs
appeal for the British learn entry. Annual
lrophies were awarded as follows: President's
shield forthe best gain of height shared by Dave
Keeley and Pete Carlyon; Chairman's trophy
for best ab-iniTio progress, John Church; Martyn Grifliths bowl for furthest outlanding from
Weston, Eric Lee and the Pete Griffilh's shield
for contributions to the club, Arthur Robinson.
Special awards for COntributjons to club progress were made to Clive Pepper and Ray
SnelJing in recognition of their subslantial work
on club MT/winch and aircraft respectively,
and to Alan Nicol, Robert House and John
Winter.
We welcome the tenth aircraft to join the club
ftoclt, a syndicate owned Oly 2., and this season
intend buying a K-8 or similar aircraf\. The cash
will be funded by a local authority grant of £500,
in excess of £1600 members' interest free loans,
with a bank loan covering the balance.
We are sad (0 be losing our CFI, Pete Turner,

whose commercial flying duties take him to
Wales. With the help of the National Coaches,
we hope to have our first all "home-made" CFI,
thus reaching another milestone in the club's
path of progress.
J.W.
YORKSHIRE

The replacement Falke has now arrived and is
in welcome use. A club member, Dick Bourne,
collected it from Germany and had a bad turn
when a trailer wheel fell off near Essen. Luckily
there was no damage to the Falke.
A Pilatus has been added to the club fleet and
there has been quite a change around among
the private owners with DG-IOO and 200s
proving popular.
The courses started on April 10 and it
snowed!
G.B.

Service
News
BANNERDOWN (RAFGSA)

On April I, with the help of many members, the
MT Sectjon at RAF Lyneham, a Chipmunk
from Bicester and the assistance of the local
constabulary, Bannerdown moved from its old
home al Colerne (now Arimghar Barracks) to
RAF Hullavington. Hullavington airfield adjoins the A429 Malmesbury /Chippenham
Road, whjch links with the M4 at Junction 17.
The club is happy to have been provided with a
hangar, overnight accommodation and a small

CONVERT TO POWER
THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED
Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
(ON ,1,30 TRUNK ROAD

45 MINS. FROM LONDON)

Special Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pilofs Licence
Silver C conversion from £200
Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence
Nigh! Flying ~ Instrument Flying - RIT
Flying Instructor Courses
CA.A. Approved Courses :15 hours
Residential Courses available
Licensed Bar. Diners Club Credit Cords accepted
Barclaycards and Access accepted
Cfl Derek Johnson

building which is ripe for conversion to a
clubhouse. We hope eventually to welcome
many new RAF members, based at Hullavington and Lyneham, and particularly wish to gain
the support of the Lyneham Air Traffic
Controllers!
Flying will not Slart until May, which on-lhe
plus sid'e enables us to settle in gradually and on
the minus side means we begin the soaring
season in a very rusly state. Our pilots selected
for the Inter-Service Regionals in May are going
to other sites for essential cross-country practice.
Ail" Traffic restrictions will keep us to a Max
height of 1500ft over Hullavington; aircraft
climbing from HuUavington will have to inform
Lyneham ATC on 123.4 when going above Ihis
height. (This restriction applies only to Bannerdown aircraft). RAF activity in this busy area
will keep us on our toes and we ask all visitors to
exercise caution.
As always in a Service club, members come
and go, and we are pleased to welcome home
Phi) Phillips, returning from Hong Kong after
lwo years. We are sad 10 lose Mick Alexander
and wish him well in his hew posting. Phil
Phillips and Jackie Hanoock are going on an
instructors' course in July.
J.J.H.
FENLAND (RAFGSA)

Congratulations to Carol Whilworth on winning the Alf Warminger trophy for the best
flight in Norfolk in 1977. Mick Miller gained
Diamond height and Doe Bramwells, Mick
Simmonds and Ian Hewilltheir Gold heights at
Aboyne. Sarah Langwell, Dana Neg1ey and
Rick Best have gone solo.
Thanks to hard working mem bers our aircraft
and ground equipment are in a first class
condition. GeoffMallhews has been posted and
is taking Helen Hickling with him - congratulations on their engagement.
Visitors to Marham afe welcome at weekends
but check in on 130.1 first to make sure the
airfield isn't active with RAF flying.
J.D.B.
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T.M.6. GLIDER RADIO
ACTUAL SIZEX7'h"LONG
UP TD6CHANNELS. NORMALL Y
SUPPLIED WITH /30. T AND /30.4

PRICE £172

'l'ATELEY 873747 (Management) 872152 (Operations)

LONDON SAILPLANES L TD
Telephone Duns/able 62068
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FOUR COUNTIES (RAF Syerston)
The Easter task week.lnd subsequent weekends
resulted in the following achievements: A and B
certificates for Cliff Edmundson, Peter Cullens
and Michael Gerschefske, K-18 conversions by
Louise Farmer, Sue Reeves lInd Oavid Ounlop;
Julie Fearon a Bronze leg, Alan Tolson completed his Bronze C and gained Silver height
and duration with a duration for David Fearon.
A new site altitude record was eSlablishedby
Hamish Brown (Kestrel 617) when he reached
l2400ft in wave. A total of 927 cross-country
kilometres (flown in six club gliders and one
privately ·owned) we·re aohievedon one day in
March, including a 360km triangle by Mike
Throssell.
The new tractor seat provided by Chey Chinn
is now in use and withstanding trials to test its
indestructibility.
L.B.
FULMAR
March gave us an excellent start to our soaring
season. The club bar is now virtually completed
thanks to the hard work and inspiration ofSteve
Partridge. We wish Graham Heady good luck
on beginning officer training at RAF Henlow
and welcome Paul Wells.
Congratulations to John Garret on his A and
B; to Bill, Alan and Peter Ofee on completing
their Bronze C and to Tony Smith on gaining his
Silver C with a 56km flight. Roger Hanson's
luck ran true to form as he successfully completed his first field landing after 47km.
R.G.H.
GREYLAG (Benbecula, Outer Hebrides)

The impending move ofTim Baldwin, CFI, has
been staved off for a while and the improving
weather has encouraged new members. Several
members went on a course at Bicester in February which resulted in two C certifica tes.
We have a second K-4 (unfortunately currently under repair after a heavy landing) and a
second Jaguar towcar which needs considerable
work before use.
We are again preparing to move as the old
camp is being knocked down to make way for
new buildillgs. This ,time we have acquired
enough space for gliders to be stored fully
rigged and hope to build a proper bar. The CFI
is planning a flying day and barbecue for the

longest day of the year, which promises to draw
new members from the mixed Service personnel
on the island.

c.c.

CLAPPER LANE, HONITON
HUMBER (RAF Lindholme)

DEVON EX 14 BQQ

Easter Sunday was memorable for Kathy Gildea. While on a visit to Oishforth, she climbed
to l4000ft in wave for her Gold height, only to
find that the turbulence had messed up her
barograph trace.
It looks as though Dave Cock burn will be
joining us shortly and may well become our CFI
and we welcome Tony Smith from Fulmar. We
now have two winches, our membership is
looking up and we will soon have our new Astir.
K.M.G.

Repairs, Overhauls and Calibration.
Approved for PZL repairs and Borogmph Calibration,
PZL instruments in stock.

M. G. Hutchinson
5 Glendevon Rood
Woodley
Reading, Berks
Telephone 0734 696491

We have a welcome influx of new members,
both experienced and new to the game - one of
the former being Chris Sherlock, and we look
forward to seeing "his hair' of the Detmold tug!
We congratulate John Bosworth, Steve Penny
and Steve Hall on going solo; John Hughes on
his second Bronze leg; Terry Mitchell on
completing his Bronze C; Pete Spevack and lan
Smith on successfully completing their instructors' course at Bicester and Colin Jacques on
acquiring his full Cat.
The club expedition to Sisteron didn't
produce wave, except for one 12000ft climb by
Roy Thompson, but the 105hrs flying in our
four aircraft was extremely exhilara ting and the
site is worthy of a re-visit. Our next ou ting will
be to Detmold in early June for the RAFGSA
Corn ps, where we hope to enter six singleseaters and a two-seater.
M.T.

Major or minor repairs
C of A to glass-fibre, wood or
metal, with BGA, PFA or CAA
approval
Dart Canopies ex-stock

MAUNBY
NR. THIRSK, YORKSHIRE
Telephone Kirby Wiske 382 or 31 J
This small quiet country Guest House, on the
banks of the river Swale and close to the
North Yorkshire Gliding Club at Sultan 8ank,
offers the gliding enthusiast and his family
the perfect holiday.
Excellent cuisine, every home comfort, and
beautiful surroundings. Our private stretch of
river provides good fishing.

TWO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch)
Unbelievably the workshop is now empty,
thanks to the efforts of most of the hard core
members, and our revised fleet of K-I3, K-7,
two K-8s and Cirrus is once more airworthy.
The Sie 3 has been sold to Tarrant Rushton and
we hope to fill the gap with an Astir in the
immediate future.
Our hardworking Treasurer, Geoff Cox, is
leaving and will be missed by everyone.
M.H.

Congratulations to Martin Plait, John Richardson and Sieve Burnell on gaining Gold heights
at Aboyne during an expedition in March.
Martin and Sieve were in the club Astir, but
John's was a notable achievement in the syndicate K-8.
Flying hours and launches are on the increase
and there are plans for an ab-initio course and a
number of soaring weeks during the summer.
We have said farewell to our club news
contributor, lan Moss, who has gone to Bulford
and the Wyvem Club. We are sad to part with
our Cirrus which we can no longer support on
the basis of club utilisation, especially as we
have a K-18 and Astir.
LO.M.
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Telephone HONITON 2940

THE WHITE HOUSE

PHOENIX (RAF BrUggen)

WREKlN (RAF Cosford)

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS

BRIAN WEARE

An exciting new product, the Strobolite is
inexpensive but in on emergency, invaluable. It
is a cool electronic flashing light, visible for
several miles.
Packet size. waterproof (it floats whilst flashing)
it weighs only 11 ozs. with batteries.
The Strobolite is a natural far all gliders.
private aircraft and rescue vehicles and Indeed
for any octivity where the need for visual cammunication and emergency location may arise.

For full details on this and other emergency
products. conlacl,

AVlONIC SYSTEMS (HEATHROW) LTD.
VISCOUNT WAY
LONDON AIRPORT
HOUNSLOW, MIDDX.
Te!. 01-7591261/2

WYVERN (RAF Upavon)

III
Congratulations 10 Lt cll Jonn Welsh, Chairman of the Army Gliding Ass.ocialioo, on being
awarded a BGA Diploma (see S&G April, p78).
The AGM in Feb~uary was well attended
with a lively party afterwards. Our Chairman,
MajorSid falla, who is leaving sOOn, presented
ashield tQ be awarded for the bestcfOss-country
of the year. The first recipient was Cfl, John
Dabill. Mike Stamp, MT member, was awarded
!he Merit cup by popular vote for his work on
our "new" retrieve vehicle, and Mike's mug
went to Teresa W.elsh for the most progress from
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Write for further detads to
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. l"MlTED
Stanford Rivers Ongar Essex CM5 9PJ

Tel. 027763262

Introctucing the 'Novus Mk. I'

FLYING SUIT
Mode in ~mulated leather. Black with red arm
IIripe. Small ~6·3B chest, 5' B" hI. Medium 4042 chest, 5' 10" hI. lar.ge 44 che~t, 6' 00" ht.
PrIce £.38.40 plus £ 1 p&p.
Cash wilh order (stale size)
A modern leisure wear garment
Mode lar the .porl by people in 'he sport
Carries the usual money back guarantee

RED LION TECHNICAL SERVICES
23 Chandos Close
BUCKINGHAM

1,5-28,2 two-seater performonce glider. Max liD 34: 1.
Flops, powerful air brakes, full basic instrumentation,
Iront and rear seal~, radio, approximately 1 years C
of A. Price £6500 plus VAT. Contact the Manager,
London Gliding Club, Dunstable Downs, Beds. Tel
058263419.

T·21. Canopy, basic instrumenls, C of A Oclober
1978, good condition. Seen Pershore. £ 1650, Staton,
021·476 1833Ievening~).
1&,290. C of A 10 March 1979, with well built, easy
load trailer. Glider irl immaculate order and will be
resprayed 10 colour scheme of buyer. Price inclusive of
parachule, barograph and TM6 radio. £6700. Tel
evenings, Witham·on-the·Hill 238.
OlYMPlA 463. Full panel, low hours, closed trailer,
immaculate, £4000. Eric Jarvi~, Hastings 426057
evenings, 430831 daytime.
KIRBY KITE with C of A (Sept). Aluminium trailer and
open trailer (takes mo~t gliders). All good condition.
Offers to Maufe, Corner House, lyng, Norfolk. Gt
Witchingham 737.

Advertisements, with remittance, should be
sent to Chelron Press Ltd., 8/1 0 Parkway,
London, NW1. Tel 01·267 1285. Rate 20p a
word. Minimum £3.00. Box numbers 80p
extra. Replies to box numbers 80p extra.
Replies to box numbers should be sent to
the same address. The closing date for
classified advertisements for the August.
September Issue Is July 5.

SKYLARK 4, No 368. Trailer, rigging oid~, oxygen,
artificiol horizon, Nav 1977 C of A. £47000no.
0962-68408 evenings, view lasham.
K-6", £3800, K-2, £3000, SF-26 £1500, complete
trailers and irlstrumenls. V. Mallon, PSA, RAF laarbruch, BFPO 43.
OLYMPIA 419, very good condition and carefully
used. Full C of A. Basic inslruments and trailer. £3100
and VAT. Contacl J. F. R. Jones, Boroughbridge 2369
Of A. Walmsley, Harrogale 504451.
DART 17R, Comp No 366, PZl, electric vario, ASI,
TIS, AIH, repeater compass, clock, bantam radio.
Completely accident free with sound Irailer. Tel
079-379 260.

SUPPUERS TO THE AIRCRAFT
INDUSTElY
Windcones - manu'lactured in Min
of Defence Hypalorl, .also Nylon and
Cambric.
All National & Advertising Flags &
Banners.
Canvas COlVers for all requirements.
Orogues made from 'easy 10 clean'
PVC Nylon

,1(-6" e.cellenl condition, low hours, instrumenls,
covered trailer. Offers, evenings, Dennis Dawson,
Gering (04914) 3375.

PIK 200 quarter share available, based 01 lasham,
£2750. Tel R. Warren, Alton 85225.

ab·initio.
We welcome three newcomers on the committee. Merv Kelly has taken over the bar from
Grahame Sharpe who is now Fuels member;
A1an Burch has. beoOme Radio member and
Andy Harkins replaces Judy Dabill who is
retiring as Secretary after five years' hard work.
We thank ber and the. others who halVe left.
The poor Easter weekend weather gave time
10 renovate theclubroom and bar. Ourthanks to
Merv Kelly and Rex and Pat Parkinson who did
the organising and most.of the hard wo.rk.
The four members representing the Army in
the Inter-Services Regionals are Brian Roberts
(Astir CS), Sid Falla (K-6cR), Alan Mittson
(K-IS) and Grahame: Sharj>C (K-8) with Pete
Cook (00-100) entering individually.
Bronze legs have been gained by Merv 'Kelly
Ind Dave Jupe with Pam Cooley, Slephen
Welsh, Merv'KeUy, Alan BUTch and Phil Woods
converting to tbe K-8. Bev Cook ga'ined Gold
height at Aboyne ,in March.
J.S. & Co.

FOR SALE

SWAllOW, basic inslruments plus audio vario. All in
very good condition. £1700 inc VAT ono. Crawley
515393.

FOR SALE
K·7 with improved canopy. In goad condition. £3500.
Secretary, la~ham Gliding Sociely, Herriord 322 or
Dean Midhurst 42B5.

PVE BANTAM 3 channel, £120. Phone Cambridge
42072 evenings.
SKYLARK 3F, new C of A, artificial horizon, turn and
slip, vario, compass, above average 011 melal trailer,
£4150. Tel 0934-B2 3787.

T·21B, basic instrumenl~, canopies, good condilion.
Privale sale, new C of A. £1550 or offers. Ring
0949-37267 or 0522-62414.
KESTREL 19. Camplele with full panel including PZl
and Crassfell varias, oxygen sys.lern with 750 litre
battle, 360 channel radio. Metallraiter complele wilh
fittings far easy rigging. £10500. Canlacl M. Caslin or
B. Rood at Northampton (0604) 56827.
24cuft OXYGEN CYLINDERS, new wilh lesl cerl £60.
Adams Valves far above, new £30. K-4 two-sealer,
camplelely overhauled, new canopy, fuselage
recovered, flr~t class condition, full years C of A.
£1600. Various libelle spares in stock. Phone Buxton
4365.

NORVIC RACING ENGINES llD.
lycoming, Continental, Gipsy, Cirrus, Renaull
and VW based engine repoirs and overhauls
Weslgote Hangar, The Airfield
liltle Sloughton, Bedford MK44 2BN
Tel:.Colmworth 1023 062) 700

VHF AIR - BAND RECEIVERS
From £50
Transislar Transmillers 130.1/130.4, tesled
£55
For details send 15p PO, not stamps
Radio Commurlicolions Lld
SI Sompson~, Guernsey, Cl
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FOR SALE

PRIVATE T·53 (1970), the original "Sovereign",
£3600. Trailer available. 09565 7364 (home);
020751 286 (Northumbria GC).
L1BELLE quarter shore, bosed at Thruxton, lull compe·
tition trim. Ring Bullord Camp 2401 olter 7pm.
PHOEBUS 17c. Based at Booker, filth shore, immaculate condition, lull panel including A/H ond
audio vario, parachute, lully equipped trailer, rigging
oids. £13OOono. Box No SG 544.
BOCIAN lE late '74, os new, C 01 A new at sale.
Inquiry and offers phone 033-523 480.
GRUNAU BABY with trailer, Pewsey 2316 (evenings).
GLIDER RADIO and Cor Transceiver, £150. Also boot
mount Cor Transceivers fitted two channels, £50.
045-3824853.
STD L1BELLE in good condition. Price including
instruments £7500. Tel (0455) 39157 home, (0922)
54141 office.
T-21, excellent condition, conopied, new C 01 A, seat
cushions, usual instruments, offers oround £1650.
Phone Farrest, Farnborough (Hants) 512669 alter
6pm.

FOR SALf

FOR SALE

K-6ca, excellent condition, recent respray, with new C
01 A, lull panel, open trailer, carelully flown and low
hours by present owner. £4000. Tel Harrogate
711122.

TRAILER by Javelin, 2 years old. Excellent condition.
Equipped lor Pirat. Also altimeter, accelerometer, PZL
vorio, Mini TlS, ASI and parachute. Tel Braintree
21948 evenings.

MY BABY NEEDS A GOOD HOME. Grunau Baby 3 in
f,rst class condition, lull canopy, fixed wheel. Open
Steel Trailer. £9000no. Hemyock 342.

ONE FERRANTI Mk 6 and one Bendix J8 artificial
horizon with inverters il required. Tel Bicester 42691.

PIK 20. in excellent condition, low hours, complete
with eosiload wood trailer, £9800. Instruments
available at cost il required. Box 'No SG 545.

NIMBUS 28, Competition No. 160. Fully equipped,
trailer. Offers in excess 01 £15000 please to Rex
Pilcher, 26 The Walk, Eton Wick, Nr Windsor, Tel
Windsor 51595.

L1BELLE 2018, quorter shore, based Hampshire, lully
equipped, oluminium trailer. Ashlerd, Kent (0233)
3311B, evenings/weekends.

PVE BANTAMS. Overhauled and guaranteed. Fitted
130.4 and 130.1 with 12v pawer unit, £105. Feakes,
East Stoke (063·685)230.

MORELLY FOHN high-perlormancetwo.seater glider,
excellent condition. Side by .ide, with instruments and
trailer. Price 1:4000 delivered Iree in Harwich.
MUCHA STANDARD, excellent condition, with instruments and, trailer. Price £2500 delivered free in
Horwich. Both gliders, Mogens Pilgaard, Holmbovej
36, 9900 Frederikshovn, OK Denmark. Tel 08421 598.

K-8 •. Hall shore based in Doncaster. Fuselage
re-covered and fitted large canopy 1976. Basic
instruments, parachute, barograph, almost new
trailer. £1BOOono, or will sell complete. Tel 0484
651741.

GLlOER - FAUVEL AV·36, very good condition - lor
sole. Write to Solle, 35 Tour Saintonge, 86100
Chotellerault, France.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING April 1962 to Jonuary 1974
complete, very good condition, £300no. Phone 09282
3738.

ISm metal trailer, £450. Blanik, 550h", C 01 A, lully
in.trumented, good condition, enclosed wooden
trailer. 0935B6 335B.

K-6E, lull panel, horizon, PZL ond Boil audio, oxygen,
rodio, parachute, troiler. Offers. Ring 026-02 3525
evenings.

SKYLARK 2•. Day winner '77 Northern Regionals. Fully
equipped including Braunschweig tube, good panel,
parachute and open trailer. £27750no. Tel Bridgend
733722.

SKYLARK 2·4, twelve months C 01 A, complete
luselage rebuild, 3F canopy. May be inspected and
flown at Dishlorth. Contact Dancaster 742021
evenings.
CIRRUS 75 - Contest finished wing, lully equipped,
rodio, parachutes, ASI, oltimeter, PZL vorio, electric
vario with audio. New trailer (not Delafield troiler). To
view contact Southern Sailplanes, tel Lambourn
71774.
LARGE QUANTITY 01 glider spares and damaged
gliders - 460, Swallow, Olympia, etc to be disposed
01. Contact Sauthern Sailplanes. Tel Lambourn 71774.
K-8., very good condition. Instruments and open
trailer, £37500no. Bristol 696096, Pilning 2966
evenings.
K·6E, good condition, 10 month C 01 A, £45000no.
Excellent trailer ond fillings, £650. Full instrument
panel, £250. Radio, oxygen and parachute. Contoct
Carter, 0482 881032, Lozenby 0532 842132.
SWALLOW, Dart canopy, basic instruments, very
good condition. No trailer, £ 12500no inc VAT. Apply
E. W. Lipski, Essex Gliding Club, tel 01·554 0863.
OLYMPIA 463. Excellent condition, accident free, full
panel, parachute, trailer, C 01 A to March '79. £4000.
TeI Hobbis, Alton 83875 or Pollard, Arunde1882480.
SWALLOW. Trailer, instruments, wings recently
re-covered. C of A to Feb '79. £ 1750. Ring Tadcaster
(0937) 832694.
SKYLARK 3, with trailer. Immaculote condition. Full
panel with Horizon and Audio Varia. Dart canopy,
£3950. Macclesfield 20748. Leave message during
day, Cangletou 71277.
OLY 463. Mint condition alter major rebuild. Dort
canopy. Tailor-mode trailer. 12 months C 01 A.
£40000no. Ring Chepstow 5091 (day) or 2160
(evenings).
DART 15. Prangless, 320hrs, wooden spars, instruments, parachute, new C 01 A and new metal
trailer. Nice mochine. £4500. Groves, 250 Kempsholl
Lone, Basingstoke, Hants, or on Bosingstoke 3191 by
day.
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HEINKEL 'GREIF' 1952 oldtimer. Compasite woodsteel-fibre construction. Pod/Boom luselage. Very
eosy assembly. Looks good, flies beller. Open (tatty)
trailer. DM3000 secures. Ron Cloy, Bohnholstr. 30,
5042 Erlstadt, Germany.

ASW·15, top and bottom airbrakes, instruments,
oxygen, trailer, £8000. Newby Bridge (04483) 545,
evenings.
SKYLARK 2. Full modern panel, radio, Dart canopy.
Recent prolessional respray, superb condition. Trailer
bosed Hullavington. £3000 or possible filth shores.
Paull, 0934 B120B7.
ARMCHAIR PILOI'S 463. Mint 1965, one owner, 500
launches. No accidents. Knows 011 the hills. Trailer, C
01 A. £4000. Edwards, Shellord 2607.
BADGES, cuff links, tie clips and other presentation
items to your own design, in any material. Markovits,
Cobbold Mews, W12. Tel 01-7431131.

DG-l00. Modified and immaculate competition
machine with handling by which the others ore
judged. Anti-collision point, lull instruments inc
Cambridge. Only 65hrs lotol time plus specially
constructed Speedwelllowline trailer with easy fittings,
impeccably turned out and 011 in "os new" condition.
£9460. Ted Lusted, High Wycombe 881430.
BERGFALKE 2•. Two-seater, dual controls, bubble
canopy. Re-sprayed and overhauled 1973. Current C
01 A. Open trailer. £26500no. Ring Middlesbrough
316523.
ASK-13. C 01 A just expired. Good condition.
Synthetic labric on luseloge. Basic instruments Iront
and reor cockpits. £6600 plus some VAT. Tel London
Gliding Club, Dunstable (0582) 63419.
BLANIK SHARE, based Bickmarsh (Evesham). BGA
Site. Only 41rom 18 syndicate fly. £200.090554054.
STD CIRRUS, unbent, lully instrumented, TM6 radio,
waterbollast, C 01 A August, trailer. £8500. R. L.
Calmels, Northwood 26594.
QUARTER SHARE IN SKYLARK 3 at Keevil, Wiltshire.
Full panel, borograph, parachute. Excellent trailer.
Ken Lywood, Bradford·on-Avon 3338.
OLY 463. Full panel, radio, trailer, outfit in exceptional condition. £3950. Tel 0621 815491.

COURSES
GLIDIMG
Five-day holiday courses lor beginners and
early solo pilots. May 10 September.
Beautilul Peak District. Tuilion and lull boord
inclusive
Apply Steward, Derby & Lanes Gliding Club,
Camphill Form, Great Hucklow, Buxlon,
Derbyshire. Tel Tideswell 871270

COMPETITIONS
TRY MOUNTAIN SOARING AT
USK TASK WEEK - JULY
Courses Irom ob-nitia to wove

THE LEADING NAME IN
TOWING
~...._,~ .. ~~

~~o~,~~~!S

~ ~., ?

No..on......,de S'O<lIV\ and Spc=(.oh)f ftller\ too~

In

Yellow

Poye~ fer 'fOU' locol W,lier SpO!<.olo\t 01 wllle for dc=la,l,

C. ,. wnn. L1MlnO
CHun. 43 . nU'HONI 0244 41166

A. Oavid, 4 Melrose Close, St Mellons,
Cardiff 792729
100 miles 01 soorcble ridges! NW, SE, N, NE, ete.
SITUATIONS WANTED
TUG PILOT, available lull time July- September or any
weekends. Please phone John on 021·783 9403.

ACCOMMODATION

WANTED

TRAILERS
Joe & Telry Linee

Four miles Shabdan
Secluded counlry house, 5 acres grounds, easy
parking for caravans and trailers. Self-catering
natlets. B&B. E. meals
Details: Mrs Weir
'Lynholes, Lyonsholl 277
Hereford HR5 3LN

Competitive Prices Send for Ouotations.
Higher Bockhampton, Dorchester, Dorset.
!>hone: Dorchester 2301

HANG GLIDING
COME HANG GLIDING
FLY LIKE A BIRD
Let the leading school in the UK with the most
up to dole gliders and equipment show you
how safe and enjoyable hang glidIng can be
IBIS, 54 PONTMORlAIS
MERTHYR TYDFll. GlAM
Tel (0685) 3780

MISCELLANEOI:JS
WIll BUY, two-sealer molar glide<. Any condition will
be considered, also crashed. Possible deal in September 'lB. WANHD: Possibilily to glide 01 different
~Ie$ in England and Scotland 01 club prices during
trip in September '78, especially at hill-soaring sites.
OFFERED, gliding at Club prices in SW Finland
onytime during season April-October. Good cloud
ftying possibilitiesl Free quartering and sauna (offer
independenl 01 deal or mutual agreement). Write to,
J. Segerstrale, 6420Q Narpes, Finland.

Branches in North and South Wales. Two, four or six-doy
Beginners' Courses. from £37.... 8. Colour brochure from:

BOOKS
HANG GLIDING
6obMockay

fOR SALE

This very successful basic guide now in THIRD
large edition, some price, SOp. Revised and
with new material included.
From your bookseller, or 59p post free f;om
Thornhill Press, 46 Weslgote SI, Gloucester.

UNIQUE
PERSONAtlSED CAR NUMBER

811DER

Jim Kent, 19 Seafield Park Road.

Hillhead. Fareham. Hants.

"HANG GLIDER PilOT'" by Ann Welch & Gerry
Breen. £2.95 incl p&p from the Welsh Hong Gliding
Cenlre, Crickhowell, Nr Abergovenny, S Wales.

AUSTRALIA'S LEADING GLIDING CENTRE
G.e.v. - BENALLA
Training by 4 Staff Instructors.
Dual Training. January and February.
• Open and Standard Class Sailplanes for exclusive hire.
• On site Accommodation.
• Accessible to Internal Transport.
• Close to International Air Terminals.
• Full Time

• Cross Country

MODERN FLEET
Open

1 Kestrel 19m

Standard
Dual

3
5

Tugs

3 Piper Pow nee

Hornet, 1 Libelle,

3

Super Arrow

Brosov IS-28B, Falke Motor Glider

Further delaik

GLIDING CLUB OF VICTORIA
PO

BOX 46, BENALLA 3672
057.621058

Telephones: Benalla

REQUIRE SKYLARK 11 fuselage and near side wing tip hove you 0 wrecked machine for sole? Please contact
Mr D. Wilson, 30 Melling Street; longsight, Manchester 12 4PH.
WANHD URGENTLY: T-21 Iroiler, good condition.
Phone 01-686 8710 X3634, Tues-Fri.
WAN.TED - JULY - best complete outnt oflered. Fully
fettled. Prong free. Cosh, about £5000 in any
currency. Please send fullest details to Rolph Crates,
Borno Teachers College, Moi'duguri, Borno State,
Nigeria.
K-7, preferably with K-I 3 type canopy. Phone Wilson,
Kidlington 6446, after 6 pm.
PARACHUTE E862 or similar. Details, age, 10 Edwords, Penfurdling, Green lone, leominster. Tel
2545, day.

K-7 starboard wing. Tel York 761351, evenings.

PUBLICATIONS

Dept SO, Welsh Hong Gliding Centre
Crickhowell, Nr Abergovenny, S Wales. Tel: 0873R81 00 19

Above services o(fered by BGA inspector.
Telephone Ot1ery-St-Mary 2928.

Cer Velued at £100. Offers Please.

OlY 2,ar similar, with closed trailer, up to £2000. Tel
York (0904) 23016, after 7pm.

K-7. Tel details to York 761351, evenings.

COME TO BRITAIN'S LEADING TRAIN.
ING CENTRE FOR A HANG GLIDING
HOLIDAY

Seal belli f'epaired or modified 10 Pull
Ups.
Control cables made up on requesl.
Barograph Calibralion 10 50000fl.

611 DER on 1,965 Viva with new M.O,T.

OPEN ClASS CIRRUS. Tel D. Fropple, Eastbourne
(0323) 34716 or F. Kennedy, Glynde (079-159) 221,
evenings.

Melbourne

03.2321098

"SOAHING" ~ official organ of the Soaring
Society of America. Edited: by Douglas
Lamont. Address: Box 66071', LQ1i Angeles,
California 90()66 USA. Subscriptions. $11.00
outside USA; apply to your post offioelor a
form.

Put yourself in the Picture. Buy AIR
PICTORIAL each month for Ihe world air view
in pictures and features. Reports and photos of
aircraft and sailplanes, military aviatiQI1l news,
spotters' notebook, etc. Price SOp from your
newsagent. For 'free specimen copy send lOp
in stamps 10 Dept S.G., Seymour Press Ltd.
334 Brixton Road, London S.W.9.

SLOPE SOARiING with a radio control model
sailplane' is a lascinating pastime and a typical
phase of aeromodeliing. Read about this and
other aeromodelling subjects in Aeromodeller
and RadiO Control Model:; and Electronics. thl!
world's leading magazines published monthly
price 20p each. Model & Allied Publications
Ltd., 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts.
.

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING Monthly, publication
of the Gliding Federation of Australia. A
complete coverage of Australian soaring and
exclusive features 01 international interest.
Subscription f3.50 or $10 U.S. to Box 1650,
G. p.a. Adelaide, South Australia 5001.

NEW ZEA LAND: "Gliding Kiwi" OffiCial
Gliding Magazine of the N.l.
Gliding
Association. Printed October and Alternate
months. Write N.Z. Gliding KIWI, P.O. Box
545, Tauranga, New Zealand. £2.00 sterling for
year's subSCription linclusive of postage).
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Bristol & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club
Welcomes private owners,
beginners and holiday member.s at their
unique site ill the Cotswolds

Open 1 days per week
April to October - Normally weekends only
in winter, but weekday "ying is possible by
prior permission of the Manager, Tel. 045386· 342'
for details write to:

The Se~retary
Bristol & Gloucestershir.
Gilding Club.
Nympsfield', Stonehouse
Glos. Gl1 0 3TX

The Cornish Gliding and Flying Club
Trevel/as Airfield, Perranporth
Cornwall. Tel. Perranporth 2124
Gliding courses in modern fleet from
May - B.G.A. fully-rated instructors
fine soaring
lovely coastal
airfield - idea! for a different family
holiday.

Details with pleasure from:

The Course Secretary
Tremearne, Breage, Helston
Cornwall
Tel: Helston 62294

COOK

ELECTRIC VARIOMETER
Indicator Unit 240 0 with logarithmic scale
expanded far low rotes of climb where maximum sensitivity is needed, fast response and
damping retained, fits 5B mm diameter hole.
Me'er Conversion on old Cook Voriometers.
Immediate repair service.

J. HARDY INSTRUMENTS LTD.

ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

Honeysuckle Co"0ge, Wensley
Motlock, Derbyshire DE4 2LH
Tel. Darley Dale (062 983) 2652

GLIDING COURSES
FOR BEGINNERS and SOLO PILOTS
MAY-AUGUST

WAVE EXPEDITIONS
SEPTEMBER·NOVEMBER

BATTERIES
Solid-Gelled leod Dioxide
Maintenance Free
Sealed Rugged Housing
Operates in Any P05ition
No Memory
Typical plice for 12V BAH

£21.64 +

p&p + V.A.T.
Plug in and Forget Chargers available for
Gel-Cells and other types of batteries

Enquire to:

A. J. MIDDI.ETON
DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel: Dinnet (033985) 339

fused Lead Any and Connectors
Technical Advice
Contact the specialists:

R.E.F. Electronics
6 Cherry Tr•• Way, Penn
High Wycombe, Bucks HP10 8Q~
Telephone Penn (STD 049481) 4483
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

STORCOMM
Our new TR 7603 glider radio is now
available.
• Full 2 watt transmitter with speech
processing to punch your message through
• Usual sensitive receiver now has high

quality crystal filter for single channel
selectivity
•Audio output now 2 watts for comfortable
listening
• Two·unit construction in rugged diecost

cases
Send for de/oiled informotlon to:

George Storey
H.T. Communications
P.O. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES
Middlesex, TW 16 7TA
Ground sels also avoilable

~

r;n9

GLIDING COURSES
AT SH0BDON
Aerotow and motor-glider
Standard or Intensive
Elementary to Advanced
Combined power / gliding

~

over the
Kent Downs f

Aweek's holiday-all inclusive
accommodation, instruction and VAT.
From £78.00-£92.00 p.w.
Winch and Aero-tQw Facilities

All details from:

Herefordshire Gliding Club,
Shobdon Airfield,
leominster, Hfds. HR6 9NR.
Tel: Kingsland 369
(24 hour Ansafone on 496)

Kenl GLIDinG CLUB
Challock . Ashford . Kent

'0

Please write
the Secretary for details
o,Rlng: ChsRock (023 374) 274

IT'S THE ONLY PLACE TO Gal

* For the novice or pundit

* ab-initio to advanced training

*

* circuits to cross country

We shall be pleased to send you detaifs, apply:

AIRWAYS
WYCOMBE
FLYING
GLIDING
CLUB
SCHOOL
THAMES VALLEY
GLIDING CLUB
Aero tows and a modern training fleet
e~SlJre trouble-free training to a high
standard. Modern club-house, Bar and
Canteen:. Accommodation available. Our
instructors can cater for all your flying
requirements.

LASHAM AIRFIELD, Nr. AL TON, HANTS
Telephone Herriard 270

THE SECRETARY (SG), WYCOMBE
GLIDING· SCHOOL, WYCOMBE AIR
PARK, BOOKER, MARLOW, BUCKS.
Tel. High Wycombe 29263

aerotow or auto launch

WHERE'S THIS - LASHAMI
Derek Piggotl, our C.F.I., leads a team of professional instructors
second to none

FOR 19ETAILS APPL Y TO.

Mallager,

~v-

lONDON GLIDING CLUB
OIlAstable Downs, Bedfordshire
telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London i;lnd the Midlands by road
(just off lhe M1). The Club has a
cQmprehensive fleet of dual and
$010 aircraft,. reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful
thermalsin·s!.lmmer and hill soaring
with favourable winds throughout
the year. 'Resident instructors,
catering ever')\' day (weekends only
in winter), licensed bar, accommodation and: other facilities. Visitors
welcome.
Write for Course brochures or
ClUB membership details to the
Manager, or ring 0582 63419.

BEEN TO
SHROPSHIRE RECENTlY?
New Terms for

YORKSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB

Private Owners
at long Mynd
Also Courses Easter-October

COME FLY

BE AT THE TOP

SEND FOR DETAilS NOW
Derails from rhe SECRETARY

Midland Gliding Club Limited

Course Secretary
65, Sylvan Avenue, Timperley
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA 15 6AD
phone 061 973 3086 (9am-9pm)

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
SUTTON BANK
THIRSK
YORKSHIRE
Telephone

SUTTON

237

9UTHERN
I--

••

embury Airfield, LamfJourn, Berks

AILPLANES

(RALPH JONES)

Telephone Lambourn (0488) 71714

SOLE UK AGENTS FOR SCHEMPP-HIRTH

CONGRATULATIONS·
to Chris Simpson and Con Greaves
on their

numerous new World and British National Two-Seater Records flown in
the JANUS in South Africa

A JANUS ;s now available for inspection In UK

Ring us
NIMBUS 2B

MINI NIMBUS
The 15 Imetre class sailplane performance

+

very effective

brakes.

Further refinement of this
·World Championship
. winning sailplane

A ship for the pundit and
the less experienced
pilot
REPAIRS
HIGH QUALITY REPAIRS
ON GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT

Contact us for details of the Robin 400/ J80
towing aircraft - The best around'

